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Abstract

Global navigation satellite systems (GNSS), such as the Global Positioning System 

(GPS) have been increasingly used in navigation and tracking of vehicles. Using GPS, 

certain positioning errors and limitations, such as multipath effects and the geometric 

position of the satellites (DOP) or signal obstructions by high buildings, trees and 

terrain, have to be considered. Generally travel on road or footpath, map-matching 

algorithms can be used to correlate the computed system location with a digital map 

network. Map Matched GPS (MMGPS) is a test-bed simulator for researching 

algorithms and techniques to reduce the error in position provided by a low cost 

stand-alone GPS receiver. In order to correctly map-match the GPS positions, a 

decision about the correct road can be difficult, especially at road junctions, slip roads 

or almost parallel roads.

Investigations into the use of artificial neural networks (ANNs) for reliability and 

accuracy improvement of map-matched GPS positioning was initiated in previous 

research [Winter, 2002]. However, there are generally strong interference effects that 

lead to slow learning and poor generalization when a single ANN is trained to 

perform different subtasks on different occasions [Jacobs et al., 1991], e.g. correct 

transport network (TN) segment selection considering different TN geometry. 

Interference can be reduced by training a system composed of several different 

"expert" ANNs using a TN geometry indicator to decide which of the experts should 

be used for each training case. An aim of this research was the design, development 

and implementation of such a modular neural network (MNN). This work uses a new 

measure for indicating TN geometry, directly derived from GPS positions in 

MMGPS. An improvement of more than 50% to traditional map-matching techniques 

was achieved using the proposed MNN approach, when the correct road could not be 

uniquely identified by map-matching.
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indicated great potential for improving position accuracy for situations with a reduced 
number of satellites in view and poor satellite-receiver geometry, e.g. urban canyons, 
woodland areas or rugged terrain. ANNs are able to select the correct road using 
numerical inputs derived from the GPS receiver trajectory and the geometry of road 
centreline network.

Why use ANNs for augmentation of map-matched GPS positioning? A lot of 
research is on-going using Inertial Navigation Systems (INS), such as gyrocompass, 
odometer or flux gate compass, to improve GPS positioning reliability, since GPS 
satellites can easily be obstructed by high buildings, especially in cities, as well as by 
vegetation and terrain in rural areas. Disadvantages of INS are expense, reliance on 
other instruments or external correction and system complexity. Furthermore, with 
INS there is usually an accumulating drift error emerging over time. In comparison, 
ANNs once trained provide a high performance in the application phase for real-time 
applications [16]. Although, costs occur when high volumes of sample data have to be 
observed for ANN training. The inherent unreliability existing in these types of 
system, both ANN and INS based, typically occurs in situations where vehicles are 
moving from one road to another and the route is complex (multiple road junction), 
for example at a roundabouts, where the path scenario is changing. This problem is 
addressed with the use of a modular neural network (MNN) technique using a suitable 
road shape indicator to incorporate different ANNs for different road shapes for local 
expert (ANN) training.

2 Road Shape Indicators

This research deals with designing and developing a MNN technique that 
autonomously chooses the appropriate expert (ANN) from a number of locally trained 
ANNs, based on road shape, e.g. 90 degree bend, straight road. The intention was to 
create one local expert for various transport network (TN) road shapes, since initial 
work showed difficulties to optimize for different such road shapes in one ANN [15].

In order to correctly map-match the GPS positions, a decision about the correct 
road can be difficult, especially in any TN scenario, where:

> several roads meet or cross each other 
>  a car or moving person is going from one road to another 
> two roads are in close proximity of each other and are parallel, or almost 

in parallel.

The different TN situations can change rather quickly, which makes it difficult to 
differentiate between the TN categories in order to choose the correct local ANN for 
road selection. This was a key challenge in this research. Which parameter will 
provide the best differentiation of varying TN road geometry? Considered 
mathematical measures that indicate TN segment curvature or profile were parameters 
derived from mathematical computations that are dependent on TN geometry, such as 
a fractal value of a line (digital TN segment). One such parameter is a dilution of 
precision (DOP), which is a measure derived from the least squares estimation (LSE)
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

1 Introduction

This chapter gives an overview of the research and the motivation for this work. It 

covers the aims and objectives of this research, followed by the structure of this 

thesis.

1.1 Research Overview

An accurate and reliable position determination is a vital component of location 

dependent information systems. Global navigation satellite systems (GNSS), such as 

the Global Positioning System (GPS) are increasingly used in navigation and tracking 

of vehicles. GNSS will become even more interesting for civilian users as additional 

GNSS systems, such as the autonomous European system Galileo, come into 

existence in the near future. Due to error sources, such as multipath and signal 

blockage (amongst others) especially in urban areas, GNSS performance needs to be 

enhanced to meet the technical requirements of various applications. When GPS is 

integrated with geographic information system (GIS) technologies, the accuracy and 

reliability of low cost stand-alone GPS receivers may be significantly improved for 

use in transportation applications such as vehicle navigation, fleet management, route 

tracking, vehicle arrival/schedule information systems (bus/train) and on demand 

travel information.

Many applications of location dependent systems are in use on roads and footpaths, 

e.g. intelligent transport systems (ITS) inside vehicles, personal navigation systems or 

location based services (LBS), often hand-held. Generally for travel on roads or 

footpaths, map-matching algorithms can be used to correlate the computed system 

location with a digital map network. Over the past decade an integrated GIS/GPS test- 

bed simulator - Map-matched GPS (MMGPS) - has been designed, developed and 

implemented for researching algorithms and techniques to improve low cost stand 

alone GPS based on map-matching (MM) [Taylor and Blewitt, 2006]. MMGPS uses 

geometric information derived from large scale digital mapping to track a vehicle
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along all potential roads, which match its travel trajectory defined by a time series of 

GPS derived coordinate positions. In most cases, road segments are quickly filtered 

from the set of potential segments, until the correct road segment is identified. The 

quality of MM procedures is an important issue for the use of GIS/GPS systems for 

urban navigation. In order to correctly map-match the GPS positions, a decision on 

the correct road can be difficult, especially at road junctions, slip roads or almost 

parallel roads. An incorrect road selection can lead to a sequence of incorrect 

decisions for vehicle tracking and navigation. Often, MM algorithms use some form 

of weighting and averaging (with the remaining road candidates) for the vehicles 

position, when the correct road is not identified. This is not an ideal solution since the 

incorrect road may be given a higher weighting than the correct one, due to the 

parameters used for road selection.

In order to provide a more optimal improvement in GPS position accuracy on all 

possible paths occurring in a transport network (TN), research into the use of artificial 

neural networks (ANN), as an alternative to existing MM approaches for road 

selection, was initiated by [Winter, 2002]. This work indicated a potential 

improvement to GPS stand-alone MM algorithms, such as MM GPS. The first ANN 

produced results that showed good potential for improving position accuracy for 

situations with a reduced number of satellites in view and poor satellite-receiver 

geometry, e.g. urban canyons, woodland areas or rugged terrain [Winter and Taylor, 

2003].

But why use ANNs to augment map-matched GPS positioning? There have been 

many attempts to improve the reliability of vehicle positioning through the fusion of 

observations obtained by the integration of absolute navigations systems such as GPS 

and relative positioning systems such as inertial navigation systems (INS). The 

disadvantages of INS systems however are expense, reliance on other instruments or 

external correction and system complexity, as well as the typical drift error 

accumulating over time. In comparison, ANNs once trained provide a high 

performance for real-time applications [Stonham, 1994]. However, costs occur when 

high volumes of sample data must be collected for ANN training. The inherent 

unreliability existing in these systems, both ANN and INS based, occurs in situations
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where the TN scenario changes. This problem was addressed in this research by using 

different ANN techniques.

Although ANNs were not the main focus of this research, their application to improve 

MM was. Relatively basic and traditional ANN algorithms were employed for MM 

purposes while being aware of the existence of more modern ANN techniques, such 

as support vector machines, which are suggested for use in future work.

1.2 Research Objective

There is generally strong interference that leads to slow learning and poor 

generalisation when a single ANN is trained to perform different subtasks on different 

occasions [Jacobs et al., 1991], e.g. the correct road segment selection on different 

road shapes (TN geometry). Potentially, interference can be reduced by training a 

system composed of several different "expert" ANN.

Based on this idea, the main objective of this research was to prove that a modular 

neural network (MNN) technique, which autonomously chooses the appropriate ANN 

of a number of trained ANN (local experts) using a suitable TN geometry indicator, 

would improve the reliability and efficiency of map-matched GPS positioning. The 

intention was to create one local ANN for each TN geometry category, e.g. sharp 

turns, straight roads, to perform TN segment selection at each GPS receiver position 

calculated. With this objective it was aimed to prove that the correction dilution of 

precision (CDOP) is reliable and effective for indicating TN geometry. CDOP is 

derived in Least-Squares estimation of GPS position error vector in MMGPS. The 

algorithm and methodology of the computation of GPS position error vector 

correction is relatively new and has recently been protected by patent [Taylor and 

Blewitt, 2005] with the potential for applications in GIS.

To achieve the research objective, the following steps were incorporated in this work:
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  Theoretical investigations into different indicators for TN geometry, in order 

to find suitable mathematical metrics to indicate TN geometry

  Extensive experiments on the chosen TN geometry indicator, in order to 

categorise TN geometry based on indicator value ranges

  Collection of a large number of GPS positions for ANN training and testing

  Creation of an automated process of experiments for ANN input and output 

preparation and ANN training.

  Evaluation of the proposed MNN technique compared to other ANN 

techniques as well as the map-matching algorithm in MMGPS

The following questions were answered in this research. The first question was partly 

answered by the investigations of initial work, but still should be mentioned here, 

because even though ANNs have been used successfully in many applications, this 

can not be assumed for areas where ANNs have never been used before.

1. Can ANNs be used to improve map-matched GPS positioning?

2. Is it possible to create an ANN technique for different TN geometry?

3. Is CDOP a suitable TN geometry indicator?

4. What are the improvements using ANNs of road selection in map-matched 

GPS positioning?
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1.3 General Limitations

The proposed MNN approach, using parameters derived from the relationship of the 

digital TN geometry of road centrelines and the GPS receiver trajectory as ANN input 

and CDOP as TN geometry indicator, is based on the following limitations:

> ANN training was performed with parameters that are subject to limited

topographic map and GPS accuracy, (Currently, no digital map can describe

sufficiently road crossing in a TN. This is one reason for map mismatches at

junctions. [Zhang et al., 2002]) 

> The GPS trajectory is not identical to the TN geometry of road centrelines,

that is, changing lanes and overtaking vehicles or obstacles are part of the

individual behaviour of a vehicle on a TN. 

> There is an unknown error of the real route, if the road centreline is assumed

to be true, especially at junctions. 

> MMGPS, used to derive the ANN input parameters, is not 100% reliable, in

particular in situations where the vehicle is stationary. 

> The MMGPS-derived parameter CDOP features a delay in TN geometry

indication, which limits the accuracy of the data splitting process.

1.4 Thesis Layout

This PhD thesis consists of eight chapters and is structured as follows:

Chapter 2 provides an overview of Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), such 

as GPS, and Geographical Information Systems (GIS) in view of this research. Both 

systems are in use in an integrated application for GPS positioning augmentation in 

this research.

Chapter 3 describes the basic idea of artificial neural networks (ANN), as they have 

not been used widely in the field of Geo-science; hence it was found there is a need
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for an introduction to ANNs. Only supervised ANN approaches suitable for this 

research are addressed in this chapter.

Chapter 4 presents existing GPS augmentation methods, which are structured into 

space-based, sensor-based, map-based and ANN-based GPS augmentation. Particular 

attention was given to map-based augmentation and one specific map-matching 

algorithm incorporated in a test-bed application for low cost GPS (MMGPS). 

MMGPS is fundamental to this research. This chapter also shows potential ways of 

quantifying road geometry for the purpose of GPS positioning augmentation, in 

connection with the proposed modular neural network (MNN) approach.

Chapter 5 presents the initial investigations, which show the potential for ANNs to be 

useful for map-matched GPS positioning. This chapter also gives details on the 

proposed MNN approach using several local ANNs and a road shape indicator for 

different TN geometry. This is followed by experiments on CDOP (the chosen road 

shape indicator), resulting in the categorisation of TN geometry. CDOP is a new 

measure derived directly from GPS positions in MMGPS.

Chapter 6 deals with all the steps necessary to prepare for efficient ANN training, 

including GPS data collection and processing in MMGPS as well as the steps to gain 

ANN input and output. An automated process was derived to deal with data 

preparation, ANN training and analysis. This chapter also gives details on local ANN 

training for different TN geometry. The local ANNs are incorporated in the proposed 

MNN presented in the next chapter.

Chapter 7 presents the results of the proposed MNN approach based on local ANN 

performance. It also addresses experiments on a second (existing) MNN approach 

using a gating network for expert selection. The proposed MNN approach (using a 

road shape indicator) is evaluated and compared to the map-matching algorithm used 

in MMGPS and other ANN techniques. The along-track issue at road junctions was 

considered for additional improvement of the test results. The similar results for all 

ANN techniques considered gave an improvement of more than 50% to traditional 

map-matching techniques, when the correct road could not be uniquely identified by 

map-matching.
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Chapter 8 covers the main conclusions of this research, where the research questions 

are answered. This is followed by the contributions to knowledge in the fields of 

integrated GIS/GPS navigation and augmentation with the help of MM, CDOP and 

ANNs for road selection. Finally, there are details given on future work.

The appendices contain additional information in the form of tables and figures, 

related to the individual chapters and for the sake of completeness. Included are a 

flow line of automation of the experiments and maps showing the different training 

and test data sets applied in this research, as well as more detailed results for the 

individual data sets with the different road selection techniques.
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2 Positioning and Mapping Systems

2.1 Introduction

Accurate and reliable position determination is a vital component of information 

systems that are location dependent. These systems include in-car vehicle navigation 

systems, mobile phones or personal digital assistants performing location based 

services (LBS) and many others. Various methods are used to provide a position, 

many dependent on the use of the Global Positioning System (GPS) integrated with a 

Geographical Information System (GIS). The GPS can provide a receiver's position 

(longitude, latitude, height) within an international coordinate system known as 

WGS84 (see 2.3.3) and the GIS can use the GPS coordinates as input to display the 

position superimposed on a digital map for navigation and tracking [Taylor and 

Blewitt, 2006].

This chapter provides an overview of the theory of both - Global Navigation Satellite 

systems (GNSS), such as GPS, and Geographical Information Systems - in view of 

this research.

2.2 Global Navigation Satellite Systems

There are a variety of Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), which utilise a 

number of satellites placed in earth orbits for terrestrial point positioning. GNSS 

became available for private use in 1995. Early navigation systems such as LORAN 

and OMEGA failed to satisfy the requirements for coverage, accuracy and reliability 

[Ochieng and Sauer, 2002a]. With the introduction of NAVSTAR-GPS (Navigation 

System with Time and Ranging-Global Positioning System), maintained by the US 

Department of Defence (DoD), and GLONASS (Globalnaya Navigatsionnaya 

Sputnikovaya Sistema), the Russian Global Navigation Satellite System, GNSS 

became important to a wide range of applications including in-car navigation systems,
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fleet management, aircraft approach and landing, bridge deformation monitoring and 

so on. GPS is the ''''most used satellite navigation system today" [Lechner and 

Baumarm, 2000] and currently the only fully operational GNSS available [Lo et al., 

2006]. (More details on GPS are given in subsection 2.2.2). However, in coming 

years, many more GNSS will become available to civilian users. New navigation 

systems will emerge and existing GNSS will achieve a higher positioning accuracy. 

To overcome the dependency of civilian European users on a foreign navigation 

system, in 1999 a project called Galileo [Commission of the European communities, 

2006] was initiated to be an autonomous European Navigation Satellite System, 

comparable and interoperable with GPS. Galileo will provide a diversity of 

frequencies, signal structure and coding, which will reduce interference risk and make 

jamming and spoofing more difficult. The first of 30 Galileo satellites was launched 

in 2006. It is expected that Galileo will become operational by 2010. The GPS system 

is undergoing modernisation with additional satellites, recently one launched in 2006, 

and new separate signals for military and civilian users. The Russian government has 

also started to modernise GLONASS [IAC, 2006] with new satellites and new signals, 

intending to restore a full operational capability by 2009. A fourth GNSS is planned 

by the Chinese government, termed COMPASS. [Lo et al., 2006]

The opportunity of a joint system with potentially more than 60 satellites available in 

earth orbits will provide many advantages for civilian users in terms of availability, 

reliability and accuracy.

2.2.1 Basic Principle

The main principle behind a satellite navigation system is the creation of a 

trilateration from any point on the earth's surface to the satellites in view. The 

distance to the satellites is measured by the time the radio signal needs to reach the 

receiver. This time is multiplied by the speed of light to convert it into a distance. 

Because receiver and satellite clocks are not perfectly synchronised, a clock offset 

acts as an error (amongst other errors) on the distance to the satellite - hence the term 

pseudo-range (PR) is used.

PR = Geometrical distance + Receiver Clock Offset - Satellite Clock Offset
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To determine a three-dimensional (3-D) position, observations of at least four 

satellites are required. Three measurements are needed to resolve the three position 

components (latitude, longitude, height) and the fourth signal resolves the time offset 

between the satellite's and receiver's clocks (receiver clock error).

2.2.2 Global Positioning System

The Global Positioning System (GPS) consists of three main components:

1. The Space segment, consisting of a current network of 29 operational 

satellites.

2. The User segment, consisting of GPS receivers and processing software for 

positioning and navigation.

3. The Control segment, responsible for the monitoring and operation of the 

space segment.

The satellite constellation is designed to have at least four satellites in view anywhere 

and anytime to the user on the ground. The GPS satellites are distributed in six orbital 

planes with an inclination angle of 55° over the equator and describe orbital motions 

in the shape of ellipses (Kepler's laws) at an altitude of 20183km above the earth. The 

satellites currently transmit two L-Band signals, called carriers, which are generated 

from the fundamental satellite clock frequency, 10.23MHz. Two binary codes are 

modulated onto the carriers, the C/A (coarse acquisition) code and P (precise) code. 

These PRN (pseudorandom-noise) codes are used for identifying a particular satellite 

and determining the time of transmission; that is for determining the distance to a 

satellite. Information on the status ("almanac data"), the orbit ("ephemeris data") and 

clock data of each satellite is sent in a Navigation Message, which is also modulated 

onto the carriers. GPS operates in GPS time (GPST) generated at the ground control 

stations and the satellites. GPST is a form of Atomic time, which started at Oh 6-Jan- 

1980. Since GPST is not perturbed by leap seconds, GPS is now ahead of the 

Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), known as GMT (Greenwich Mean Time), by 14 

seconds [Time Service Department, 2006]. The relationship between GPST and UTC 

is transmitted within the Navigation Message. [Hoffmann-Wellenhof et al., 2001]

10
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2.2.2.1 GPS Point Positioning using Pseudo-ranges

GPS positioning using pseudo-ranges refers to stand-alone positioning using code 

measurements. For civilian users the C/A code is provided. Once the pseudo-range 

observations to at least four satellites are recorded, a 3-D position can be computed in 

GPS processing software, such as SkiPro by LEICA or MMGPS (see 4.4.4). A system 

of equations for the four unknowns (x, y, z, f), the three coordinates plus the clock 

offset, has to be solved. With at least four equations (one equation per satellite) a 

Least-Squares Estimation (LSE) can be performed.

The following LSE model is taken from [Blewitt, 1997, Taylor and Blewitt, 2006] 

where the actual observation is assumed to be the sum of a modelled observation, 

plus an unknown term (v, random position errors):

Pobserved = Pmode.

= P(x,y,z,t) + v

With the first order of Taylor's theorem [Goehler, 1990], the model can be expanded 

by the computed observation, in which the partial derivatives are computed using 

provisional values (x0 ,y0 ,z0 ,t0 }. The residual observation is defined as the difference 

between the actual observation and the computed observation:

AP = P   P^^ observed computed

dP . dP A dP A 6P A (2) 
=   - Ax +     Ay +     Az +     A? + v 

dx dy dz dt

Such an equation can be obtained for each satellite in view. The LSE observation 

equations can be expressed in their linear form using matrix symbols [Cross, 1983]:

AP = A Ax + v (3)

where: AP is the vector of residual observations (observed minus computed) 

A is the design matrix relating to the parameters (partial derivatives)

11
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Ax is the vector of parameter corrections 

v is the vector of noise terms

The estimated noise (F) defined as the difference between the actual observations and 

the new, estimated model for the observations, are evaluated by:

V = A AX - AP (4)

The LSE solution for the vector of parameter corrections (AX) can be found by 

varying the value of Ax until the sum of squares of the estimated noise (V*V) is 

minimised. The solution for the system of observation equations is given as follows:

AX = (AT A)-'AT AP (5)

The LSE assumes that the cofactor matrix (ATA)"', containing the estimated 

parameters, exists. This makes the observations to at least four satellites a necessary 

condition. The solution is calculated iteratively. The computation stops when the 

iterations exceed a certain number or the derived solution changes less than a 

specified value between the previous and the current iteration.

2.2.2.2 GPS Error Sources

GPS positioning errors occur from the cumulative effects of receiver, satellite and 

atmosphere as well as due to the intentions of the US military. Figure 2-1 shows the 

GPS error sources.

Orbit Error 
Clock Error 
Epsilon (SA) 
Dither (SA)

Ionospheric 
Refraction

Tropospheric 
Refraction

Mult path

Receiver Noise

Figure 2-1: Error Sources [Quest, 2004]
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The much larger intentional error affects the civilian service by limiting accuracy. 

Two aspects of this degradation are known as selective availability (SA) and anti- 

spoofmg (A-S). The intentionally introduced SA was switched off in 2000 and 

replaced with "regional denial capabilities in lieu of global degradation" [PNT 

Executive Committee, 2006]. The accuracy of a stand-alone receiver before the 2nd of 

May 2000 was 100m for horizontal positions and 156m for height, in 95% of the time 

[US Department of Defence, 1995]. Since the SA error has been removed a low cost 

stand-alone GPS will always provide a position within approximately 20m of the true 

position, as shown in Figure 2-2.

Satellite with SA

Figure 2-2: GPS Pseudo-range Errors [Quest, 2004]

A-S is designed to prevent the GPS receiver from making P code measurements. 

Many receiver manufacturers have developed techniques to provide P code 

measurements with only a small increase in added noise via cross correlation 

techniques [Hoffmann-Wellenhof et al., 2001].

Existing errors in the modelling of the satellite clock and in satellite ephemeris 

propagate into a position solution. When applying differential measurements, such as 

differential GPS (see 4.2), the effect of satellite errors can be significantly reduced. 

The satellite signal experiences interference on the way through atmospheric layers to 

the receiver. In the ionosphere, GPS code measurements are delayed and the carrier 

phases are advanced, due to solar radiation, with greater effects during the daytime or

13
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in regions near the geometric equator or near the poles. The ionospheric delay is 

frequency dependent and can therefore be eliminated using dual frequency GPS 

observations. [Seeber, 1993] Different meteorological conditions within the 

troposphere cause a delay in both the code and carrier observations. Since it is not 

frequency dependent it cannot be cancelled out by using dual frequency 

measurements. To compensate for the tropospheric error several models such as 

Hopfield and Saastamoinen have been successfully developed. [Hoffmann-Wellenhof 

etal.,2001]

Errors, due to the measurement processes used within the receiver, are typically 

grouped together as receiver noise. These are dependent on design and tracking 

methods. Receiver observation noise in single code measurements ranges between 1m 

and 10m. In comparison, carrier phase measurement noise is significantly less. 

[Seeber, 1993] The phenomena where the GPS signal is reflected by objects or 

surfaces before being detected by the antenna can be summarised by the term 

multipath. This effect depends on the environment of the receiver and the elevation of 

the satellites. It is a major problem to have large errors with PR measurements in 

urban areas. Multipath can cause range errors of 15-20m for PR and only 15cm for the 

LI carrier [Rodgers, 1992].

The effect of the satellite geometry on the receiver positioning can be considered in 

relationship to the intersection angles of the "line of position" (or in the 3-D case: 

"surface of position"). Figure 2-3 shows simplified examples where two satellite 

signals are (a) close together or (b) about 90 degrees apart. Considering a small 

amount of error associated with each measurement, the area of uncertainty (shaded in 

yellow) depends on the satellite geometry. This area is much larger in Figure 2-3(a), 

and therefore the quality of this measurement is lower than the one in Figure 2-3(b). 

The mathematical description of this effect uses the standard deviations of the 

receiver position components derived from the cofactor matrix (see Equation (5)). 

This is purely a function of the satellite-receiver geometry at the time of observation 

[Blewitt, 1997]. The components of the cofactor matrix can be transformed into a 

"Dilution of Precision" (DOP) factor, which is a numerical indicator of the geometric 

position of the satellites at the time the receiver position was calculated. The DOP can 

be used as a ratio of positioning precision to the measurement error. The smaller the

14
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value of DOP the higher is the accuracy of position results. DOP varies with the time 

of the day, the geographical location and the number of satellites considered. There 

are different definitions of DOP factors, depending on the coordinate component or 

combination of the components of interest. [Rizos, 1999]

(a) Poor Position Fix (b) Good Position Fix 

Figure 2-3: Satellite Geometry

2.2.2.3 GPS Limitations and Accuracy

GPS civilian service is affected by systematic and random (noise) errors. The main 

(unintentional) influences on the accuracy of positioning can be summarised as:

> Geometric position of the satellites (ephemeris errors)

> Satellite clock errors

^ Tropospheric and ionospheric conditions (propagation errors)

> Multipath effects (measurement noise)

> Inaccuracies of the receiver (receiver noise)

> Errors due to satellite geometry and cycle slips

The biggest limitations of positioning accuracy are: [Burrough and McDonnell, 1998]

> The fact that the precise time code is dithered by the DoD

> The number of satellites in view

> The quality of the GPS receiver

No 3-D position solution is available when the visible number of satellites is less than 

four, which is often the case in urban areas, tunnels and streets with dense tree cover. 

Typical civilian GPS error magnitudes for the main error sources are specified in 

Table 2-1. According to the U.S. government's 2001 Federal Radionavigation Plan
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[US Department of Defence and US Department of Transportation, 2001], low cost 

GPS provides an average positioning accuracy of 13m horizontally and 22m 

vertically, 95% of the time. A relatively recent report about the current capacity of 

civilian GPS shows that the accuracy of a stand-alone GPS receiver, such as a simple 

hand-held device, might often be as good as 5m to 7m horizontally and 8m to 9m 

vertically [Tiberius, 2003].

Table 2-1: Typical Civilian GPS Errors, based on [Langley, 1998]

Error Source

P        
Satellite Clock and Ephemeris

Ionosphere

Troposphere

Receiver Noise

Multipath

GPS error magnitudes 
(in metres)

3.6

7.0

0.7

1.5

1.2

2.2.3 Conclusion

Global Satellite Navigation Systems (GNSS), such as the Global Positioning System 

(GPS), play a major role in providing relatively accurate positions on roads and 

footpaths in various applications of transportation systems. Modernisation of existing 

GNSS and the introduction of new GNSS will improve availability, reliability and 

accuracy in the future.

Due to GPS positioning errors and limitations, such as multipath and blockage of 

satellites in view especially in urban areas, there is a need for augmentation methods, 

such as map-matching (or an integration of GPS and inertial navigation systems), to 

enhance positioning reliability and accuracy. More details on GPS positioning 

augmentation are given in chapter 4.
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2.3 Geographical Information Systems

A Geographical Information System (GIS) is a set of tools 'ybr collecting, storing, 

retrieving at will, transforming and displaying spatial data from the real world" 

[Burrough, 1986]. GIS technology has developed hugely since the 1950s. Today, 

"GIS software systems deal with user interfaces, geoprocessing tools, and data 

management [Longley et al., 2001]. With improved hardware design it is possible to 

develop GIS software for mobile and personal use on hand-held systems with similar 

capabilities to desktop systems. A recent development is the mapping software 

MapPoint 2004 by Microsoft (MS), included in the MS Office package, which can 

integrate location-based services, such as maps, driving directions or proximity 

searches, and processes via Web service, comparable with sophisticated desktop 

systems by world leading GIS companies such as ESRI, Intergraph, Maplnfo, 

Autodesk and Smallworld. There are many good books that cover the basic concepts 

of GIS, such as Burrough and McDonnell (1998) and Longley et al. (2001). The 

following sections give a brief overview of the main facts, based on GIS, connected to 

this research.

2.3.1 Geographical information

Geographical information, often termed as spatial data, is classified as vector and 

raster data. Spatial data are used for visualisation and manipulation of real world 

objects, e.g. roads, buildings and locations typically presented as features on a digital 

map. Vector data are represented by point and line features, where lines are connected 

to each other by points (nodes) forming polygons (areas). These data can be obtained, 

for example, from geodetic surveys using laser theodolites or global positioning (see 

2.2) as well as from digitisation or measurements of aerial photos. Raster data store 

spatial information in a regular grid organised as a set of columns and rows. Each cell, 

or pixel (picture element), in this grid contains associated attribute values. Focusing 

on modelling continuous phenomena with gradually varying attributes, pixel values 

can represent a particular geographical feature type, such as elevation or slope. Raster 

format is given in images captured by remote sensing satellites, or obtained when 

scanning an analogue map. Spatial or thematic attributes, which describe real world
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objects, e.g. name and size, can be linked as additional information to geographical 

data. [Burrough, 1986]

2.3.2 CIS Functionality

GIS data are stored in geographic databases, which are structured and organised with 

respect to location, linkages (topology) and attributes. For real world presentation in a 

GIS, geographical data are organised into separate themes, or layers, according to 

their thematic contents. For example, GPS trajectories, digital road networks and 

digital terrain models (DTMs) can be displayed in an overlay concept, which allows a 

variety of analysing methods, e.g. map-matching [Taylor and Blewitt, 2006] and 

height aiding [Li et al., 2003] for GPS augmentation. GIS functionality ranges "from 

simple methods for retrieving subsets of information from the database, through 

univariate and multivariate methods of statistical analysis to spatial analyses using 

neighbourhood functions and interpolation methods" [Burrough, 1986]. The 

functionality of a GIS can be customised by programming languages. The software 

ArcGIS by ESRI, for example, has recently changed from Avenue as a programming 

language for customisation to Microsoft Visual Basic for Applications (VBA). An 

important GIS function is the ability to spatial reference (geo-referencing), where data 

items are located in some form of spatial coordinate system. Details on the main 

reference frames are given below.

2.3.3 Reference Systems

Since data of different sources can be displayed and analysed together, it is important 

that "all spatial data in a GIS are located with respect to a common frame of 

reference" [Burrough and McDonnell, 1998]. A common coordinate system used in 

GIS is based on plane, orthogonal Cartesian coordinates and conventionally orientated 

north-south and east-west. Since the earth represents the shape of a geoid - nearly 

spherical and flattened at the poles - several ellipsoid models are in use to project the 

earth's surface onto the plane.

All Great Britain national mapping is based on the traditional horizontal datum 

OSGB36 (Ordnance Survey Great Britain, 1936), which was observed by theodolite
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triangulation. This datum is based on the Airy (1830) reference ellipsoid. Transverse 

Mercator (TM) map projection allows the use of Easting and Northing coordinates. 

This map projection is referred to as the OS National Grid, which "provides a unique 

georeference for every point in England, Scotland and Wales" [Longley et al., 2001]. 

Ellipsoid and projection parameters are listed in [Ordnance Survey, 2006c].

The WGS84 datum (World Geodetic System, 1984) is a global datum, used for GPS 

positioning (see 2.2.2). It consists of a three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system 

and an associated reference ellipsoid. WGS84 positions can be described as XYZ 

Cartesian coordinates or latitude, longitude and ellipsoid height coordinates. The 

origin of the datum is the Geocentre (the centre of mass of the Earth). WGS84 is 

designed for positioning anywhere on Earth, and its reference ellipsoid is most 

important for international use. [Longley et al., 2001]

A precise realisation of WGS84 in Europe, known as the ETRF89 (European 

Terrestrial Reference Frame, 1989), is based on the International Terrestrial Reference 

System (ITRS), and is fixed to the Eurasian Tectonic Plate. Because ETRS89 is 

slowly diverging from ITRS, due to the motion of the Eurasian tectonic plate, the 

rotation parameters between the current epoch of ITRS and the fixed epoch of 

ETRF89 are regularly monitored and updated. A six-parameter transformation 

between ETRS89 and the various versions of the ITRS are available from IERS 

(International Earth Rotation Service).

2.3.4 Digital Mapping

A digital map contains geographical information and represents the real world. Maps 

can be extracted from different layers, such as topography, road networks, 

geographical attributes, aerial photography, stored in a GIS.

A digital elevation model (DEM), or digital terrain model (DTM), represents the 

physical shape of the real world in digital raster format, that is, by coordinates and 

numerical descriptions of altitude. In the UK, the Ordnance Survey (OS) provides 

DTM datasets in different scales. Heights can be obtained from OS 50m and 10m 

gridded DTMs (1:50,000 scale Land-Form Panorama and 1:10,000 scale Land-Form
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Profile respectively), derived from contours, spot heights, break-lines, coastlines, 

lakes, and ridge and form lines. The accuracy of digital contours is typically better 

than 3m (root mean square error (RMSE)). The OS Land-Form Profile Plus is a high 

resolution height dataset with accuracies of+/- 0.5m RMSE on a 2m grid in selected 

urban and flood plain areas, +/- 1.0m RMSE on a 5m grid in rural areas and +/- 2.5m 

RMSE on a 10m grid in mountain and moorland areas [Ordnance Survey, 2006b].

Digital road data are typically presented in vector format, usually based on single line 

road networks representing centrelines of the road. Curvature is represented by 

piecewise linear lines (smooth curves) or polylines (sharp curves). Road attributes 

such as width, number of lanes, turn restriction of junctions, road way classification 

(one-way road, two ways road) normally do not exist in the digital road map data 

[Quddus et al., 2006]. The quality and quantity of the features in a digital road map 

depend on map scale, digitisation, level of generalisation, map projection and 

coordinate system [NRC, 2002]. There are two types of error associated with digital 

road maps [Goodwin and Lau, 1993]:

1. Geometric errors, which is the deviation between map features and the actual 

location on the road

2. Topological errors, due to simplified roundabouts, junctions and curves

These errors introduce significant horizontal errors in positioning and navigation 

[Quddus et al., 2006]. In the UK, the OS provides digital road centreline data 

(OSCAR, Ordnance Survey Centre Alignment of Roads) derived mainly from large- 

scale survey data; updated on six-month basis. [Ordnance Survey, 2006d] OSCAR 

datasets are available as scales of 1:1 250, 1:2 500 and 1:10 000 for urban, rural and 

remote areas with absolute accuracies (99 % confidence level) of <± 1 .Om, <± 2.4m 

and < ± 8.8m, respectively. The latest OS product, called OS MasterMap, provides an 

Integrated Transport Network (ITN) layer, which is an equivalent to OSCAR Asset- 

Manager in terms of junction geometry, with improvements in the quality and 

accuracy of the centreline positioning of roads. [Ordnance Survey, 2006a]

In the UK, digital map data can be obtained for research purposes either from the OS 

directly (OSCAR) or via Digimap EDINA service (DTM).
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2.3.5 Conclusion

Today, GIS has been developed for mobile and personal use on systems, e.g. 

handheld, as well as for professional use on highly sophisticated desktop systems. In a 

GIS, geographical data, such as GPS trajectories, digital road networks and digital 

terrain models (DTMs), obtained in various ways (e.g. global positioning, remote 

sensing) and different reference systems (e.g. WGS84, OSGB36) can be combined, 

visualised and analysed for purposes, such as GPS augmentation. In the UK, the 

Ordnance Survey (OS) provides high resolution maps for many purposes, including 

map-matching and height aiding. However, existing topological and geometrical 

errors in digital road maps have to be considered for positioning and navigation.

2.4 Chapter Conclusion

The spread of global positioning technologies, at the moment only those based on 

GPS, allows integration with geographical information systems (GIS) for applications, 

such as in-car navigation /intelligent transport systems (ITS) and location-based 

services (LBS). Some integrated GPS/GIS systems treat the GPS and digital map data 

as information that can provide the most statistically likely position. [Taylor and 

Blewitt, 2006] GIS functionality, such as feature selection, buffer generation and 

overlay, distance measurements and topological analysis, can be used by GPS 

augmentation software based on map-matching. An example for GPS/GIS integration 

is the Map-matching GPS (MMGPS) test-bed simulator utilised in this research. Here, 

the linkage of GPS and GIS provides a rich environment for creation and investigation 

of new algorithms and methods that integrate GPS data with digital map and elevation 

data.
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3 Artificial Neural Networks

3.1 Introduction

An artificial neural network (ANN) is "an information-processing device that is 

inspired by the way biological nervous systems, such as the human brain, process 

information" [Stergiou and Siganos, 1996]. ANN technology, a form of artificial 

intelligence, is a successful alternative to the physical-based and statistical modelling 

approaches. An ANN, through development and training, "learns" the system 

behaviour of interest by processing representative data patterns through its 

architecture. This involves the understanding of various network topologies, current 

hardware and software tools, the application to be solved, a strategy to acquire the 

necessary data to train the network, as well as the selection of learning rules, transfer 

functions, summation functions, and how to connect the neurons (processing 

elements) within the network (see 3.2) [Anderson and McNeil, 1992]. Kolmogorov's 

theorem suggests that any continuous function, from Rm to Rn, can be approximated 

by a three layer feed-forward ANN with n elements in the input layer, 2n+l elements 

in the hidden layer, and m elements in the output layer, where « and m are arbitrary 

positive integers [Hecht-Nielson, 1987].

ANN simulations might appear to be a recent development. However, this field was 

established in the 1950s contemporary with the start of electronic computing. In 1974 

Paul Werbos developed the back-propagation (see 3.5) learning method using a 

Multi-Layer-Perceptron (MLP) (see 3.2), which extends ANN's abilities to learn 

logical operations [Werbos, 1974/1994]. In the mid-1980s ANN algorithms became 

sophisticated enough for general applications, so that ANNs could be applied to an 

increasing number of complex real-world problems [Scherer, 1997, Stergiou and 

Siganos, 1996]. Today, neural computers are embedded in cameras, automobiles, 

camcorders, robots, washing machines and furnace controllers. There is a large 

number of ANN simulators on the market for industrial as well as scientific use. Some 

are complex and sophisticated, such as NeuralWorks by NeuralWare, NeuroSolutions
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by NeuroDimention, MATLAB-Neural-Network-Toolbox by MathWorks, 

NeuroShell by Ward Systems Group, and SNNS by the University of Stuttgart 

(Germany), providing a diversity of ANNs for different purposes such as prediction, 

forecasting, classification and data mining. Simulators usually have some form of 

built-in visualisation to monitor the training process and visualise the physical 

structure of the ANN. The development environment of complex ANN software often 

includes the opportunity to create custom ANNs as well as the support to deploy a 

trained ANN outside the environment.

3.2 ANN Approach

An ANN is composed of a large number of highly interconnected processing elements 

(neurons) working in parallel. A processing element (PE) is a simple processor, which 

takes one or more inputs (incoming signals) and produces an output (outgoing signal). 

Each input has an associated weight that determines the "intensity" of the input. 

Within a PE, each of the inputs is multiplied by its respective weight. The resulting 

products are processed using a propagation function, where they are either summed up 

or multiplied, or the minimum or maximum value of the product is calculated. Most 

commonly, the sum of the weighted inputs is used, as shown in Figure 3-1.

Connection Weights

Activation 
Function

Outgoing 
Signal

Figure 3-1: A typical ANN processing element and its components [Gurney, 1997]

The result of the propagation function subsequently feeds into an appropriate 

activation (or transfer) function (between weighted input /, and output OJ). This 

function typically falls into one of three categories:
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• Linear activation functions: the output activity is proportional to the total 

weighted output. For example: Oj = a • I},, where a is constant;

• Threshold functions: the output is set at one of two levels, depending on 

whether the total input is greater than some threshold value. For example: 

Oj,= 0, if Ij < threshold else Oj = 1;

• Sigmoid functions: the output varies continuously but not linearly as the input

', -//
6 — 6

changes. For example: Oj = ————, hyperbolic tangent.
e J + e '

The correct choice of an activation function is dependent on the ANN model and the 

specific application problem [Scherer, 1997]. The outgoing signal is eventually passed 

along the PE's forward connections to the subsequent PEs or to the final output. The 

desired output can be obtained by modifying the connection weights. A Multi-Layer- 

Perceptron (MLP) is built of an input layer, at least one hidden layer and an output 

layer, as shown in Figure 3 1.

input values

input layer

hidden layer

output layer

output values

Figure 3-2: Multi-Layer-Perceptron [Froehlich, 1996]

How an ANN allows data to flow (forwards, backwards) will affect its performance 

and the applications for which it is suited. Feedback ANNs, such as networks that use 

the back-propagation algorithm (see 3.5) can have signals travelling in both directions 

by introducing loops in the network.
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3.3 ANN Training

The most interesting property of an ANN is its ability to learn from examples to 

perform a generalisation. Learning (training) describes the way in which the 

connecting weights (see Figure 3-1) are adjusted to generate a desired effect. It is 

common practice to give these weights random values to start with. Different learning 

rules (see 3.3.1) can be applied to change the weights. The training process is 

completed when the ANN either produces the correct output for each input case or 

reaches a threshold (considering noise in data of real world applications). The ANN's 

weights are then saved in their trained states.

All learning methods can be classified into two categories: supervised and 

unsupervised training. During an unsupervised learning process, the weights of the 

PEs are arranged inside a certain range, depending on given input. The goal is to 

group similar PEs close together in certain areas of the value range. An ANN is said 

to learn by supervision, if the desired output is known and used during the training 

process. That is, both input and output are applied to train the ANN. Supervised 

training aims to determine a set of weights that minimises the error between the 

desired and the computed PE values. Back-propagation (see 3.5) is an example of a 

supervised training algorithm using a gradient descent algorithm for error 

minimisation.

3.3.1 The Delta Rule

Learning rules have the purpose of determining the increment or decrement by which 

weights change during the learning phase. One of the most commonly used learning 

rules is the Delta rule, developed by [Widrow and Hoff, 1960], also known as Least- 

Mean-Square (LMS) learning rule. The Delta rule is based on the idea of gradient 

descent. The adjustments to the weights are made so that the difference (error) 

between the desired output and the actual output is iteratively reduced for each input 

vector. The approach is to minimise the mean-squared error for a set of input vectors 

in order to find an appropriate set of weights. If the actual output value is ok for the

&th input vector, then the corresponding error term is sk = pk - ok , with p/, being the
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desired output value. The mean-squared error (or expectation value of the error) is 

defined by:

  1 "
ek ~~2-i £k (6)

ft K _1A  1

For convenience in calculating derivatives, the factor   is set to  in a back-
n 2

propagation network (see 3.5), so that the following sum-of-squares error function can 

be derived [Freeman and Skapura, 1991]:

For use in multi-layer networks the Delta rule was further developed into the 

generalised Delta rule [Rumpelhart et al., 1986]. The weight correction Avv^ from PE

i toj can be described as follows:

(8)

where (p. -oy ) represents the error s} of PEy. oi is the output of the previous PE i. 

T] is called the learning rate, or learning coefficient, and effects the changing of the 

weight values. The upper error term Sj can be used if PE j is an output unit; 

otherwise the lower term is applied. Here, wjk are the connecting weights of PEy to

the following PE. The subscript k runs over all following PEs. /' is the derivative of 

the applied activation function, where the result of the applied propagation function 

NETj is fed in.
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3.4 Test Phase

Before a trained ANN is ready for use it must be tested to see if it produces reliable 

results with a new set of unseen input data called the test set. If the results are poor the 

ANN needs to be optimised, which may require many experiments with the ANN 

structure and data set. It cannot be guaranteed that the decisions made at various 

stages of the training process are correct. If a bad decision was made, the performance 

may degrade in some way, such as slow training speeds, or poor generalisation 

performance, e.g. due to overtraining (see 6.5.1), or reduced processing speed when 

presented with new data in the test phase.

3.5 Back-Propagation Network

ANNs are well recognized for their model approximation ability [Hecht-Nielson, 

1990]. One of the most popular ANN, which is used as a universal approximator, is 

the multi-layer network trained by back-propagation [Rumpelhart et al., 1986, 

Werbos, 1974/1994], shown in Figure 3-3.

input values

input layer 

j weight matrix 1

hidden layer 

'. weight matrix

output layer

output values

Figure 3-3: Typical Back-propagation ANN [Froehlich, 1996]
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The aim of the back-propagation learning process is to minimise the global error of 

the system by modifying the connected weights in a backward direction. To get the 

value of this ANN error, a forward propagation must be performed first. While 

propagating forwards, the PEs can be activated using any differentiable function. 

Traditionally, a sigmoid activation function, Equation (10) shown in Figure 3-4, is 

used within the back-propagation algorithm.

0.75 

v 

0.5 j

0 -.9 -_g -7 -< > -.S -4 -J -2 -101234 5 6789 It)

Figure 3-4: The Sigmoid Function [Picton, 2000]

The sigmoid function in Figure 3-4 is most often used successfully in MLPs [Picton, 

2000] and can be described as:

(10)

with the domain of ]0, 1 [ increasing to (- QO,+OO) . The variable x is the result of the 

propagation function and y corresponds to the output of each PE.

After calculating the ANN output in a forward pass, the error is computed and back 

propagated through the ANN in a backward pass. Here, the sum-of-squares error 

function (see Equation (7)) is applied within the generalised Delta rule (see 3.3.1). 

This procedure is repeated until the ANN stops learning, i.e. the error is below a 

certain threshold or the number of iterations reaches a certain number. More details on 

this training algorithm can be found in the literature, such as [Werbos, 1974/1994], 

[Rumpelhart et al., 1986], [Scherer, 1997] and [Reed and Marks, 1999].
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Training an ANN using back-propagation is an optimisation process. The 

optimisation problem is to reproduce a training set with the smallest possible error by 

modifying the network weights in an appropriate way. Back-propagation can be seen 

as a gradient descent technique that optimises the parameters in the direction of the 

steepest incline [Freeman and Skapura, 1991]. One of the problems of a gradient 

descent algorithm is setting an appropriate learning rate 77 (see 3.3.1). With a high 

learning rate the desired optimum can be reached relatively quickly. However, due to 

the large step size there is a risk of missing the global minimum. On the other hand, a 

too low learning rate can reduce the speed of convergence significantly. Using a low 

learning rate for complex error surfaces with multiple local minima, it is likely to 

reach a minimum that is not the global minimum. Figure 3-5 shows an example of an 

error surface with one global minimum and two local minima.

Example Error Surface

Global Minimum 

Local Minimum

Single Weight

Figure 3-5: Example of an Error Surface with Two Local Minima

The concept of "momentum term" can resolve this problem of missing the global 

minimum. The equation of the Delta rule (see 3.3.1) can be modified so that it is 

possible to adjust the change of weights variably depending on the previous change.

(t + 1) - rj • 5pi • opi + a • Awy (t) (11)

Here, a is a constant within the interval of [0,1[. The constant describes the influence 

of the weight changing at time t to time t + 1.
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3.6 Radial Basis Function Network

Radial basis functions (RBF) are techniques for interpolation in multidimensional 

space, which can be applied in ANNs as a replacement for the sigmoid transfer 

function (see Equation (10)). The most general formula for any radial basis function 

(RBF) is:

-c)T R-\x-c)) (12)

where  > is the function used, c the centre and R the metric. The term 

(x - c)T R' 1 (x - c) is the distance between the input x and the centre c in the metric 

defined by R. Often the metric is Euclidean. In this case, R = r2 I for some scalar 

radius r. Traditionally, a RBF network (RBFN) is a network with hidden PEs, as 

described by [Moody and Darken, 1989]. Three components define a RBFN:

1. A centre, which is a vector in the input space, typically stored in the weight 

vector (from the input layer to the PE).

2. A distance measure, to determine how far an input vector is from the centre. 

Typically, this is a standard Euclidean distance (see Equation (15)).

3. A transfer function, which is a radial symmetric function of a single variable 

determining the output of the PE by mapping the output of the distance 

function. A common function is a Gaussian function <I>(z) = e"z .

The output of a PE is a function of the distance between an input vector and the 

centre. The learning for the PEs consists of an unsupervised clustering as the initial 

learning phase. RBFN have the advantage of not being locked into local minima as it 

may happen in Back-propagation networks (see 3.5). [NeuralWare, 2001a]

3.7 Modular Neural Network

If it is known in advance that a set of training cases may be naturally divided into 

subsets that correspond to distinct subtasks, it can be advantageous to use a mixture of 

local "experts" (local ANN) with a modular neural network (MNN) structure. The
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system, proposed by Jacobs et al. (1991), incorporates several expert networks for the 

number of subtasks plus a gating network that stochastically decides which of the 

experts should be used for each training case. In this way, the input space is 

automatically partitioned into regions so that each local expert takes responsibility for 

a different region. The feed-forward architecture of a MNN is shown in Figure 3-6. 

Both, local experts and the gating network are fully connected to the input layer. The 

gating network has as many output units as there are local experts.

1 '
f

•\
\

Expert 2
\
Expert 3

1

(indicator ) 

Gating Network

\_y
Input

Figure 3-6: Modular Neural Network

The output values of the gating network are normalized to sum to 1. These normalised 

output values are used to weight the output vector from the corresponding local 

expert. The final output vector is the sum of these weighted output vectors. The 

learning rule uses an error function that encourages competition among the local 

experts so that, for a given input vector, the gating network will tend to choose a 

single local expert rather than a mixture of them. The error function used by Jacobs et 

al. is:

(13)

c
where °, is the output vector of expert i on case c, and p' is the proportional

contribution of expert i to the combined output vector. So the final error Ec on a 

given training case (input vector) is the logarithmic probability of generating the

desired output vector d c under a mixture of Gaussian distributions. Compared to the
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aimed minimisation of the global error function with standard back-propagation, the 

MNN tries to maximise the objective function. Whenever an expert gives less error 

than the weighted average of the errors of all the experts its responsibility for that case 

will be increased, and whenever it does worse than the weighted average its 

responsibility will be decreased. Training of the local experts and the gating network 

is achieved using back-propagation of error (see 3.5), that is, by gradient descent.

In general, any problem that can be solved with an error-based network, such as a 

network using back-propagation, can be solved at least as well by a MNN 

[NeuralWare, 200la]. However, the MNN by Jacob et al. is computationally more 

intensive because several networks are learning simultaneously.

3.8 Other Supervised Learning Systems

As an alternative to classical ANN techniques, support vector machines (SVM) are a 

set of related supervised learning methods that can be used for classification and 

regression [Lin, 2004]. SVM were introduced to automatically find the size of an 

ANN in order to optimize its learning and generalisation capabilities with the use of 

hyperplanes. The original optimal hyperplane algorithm was a linear classifier 

[Vapnik, 1995]. In order to find an "optimal" decision surface which separates 

patterns of two classes, SVM now provide a kernel mapping technique for structural 

risk minimisation and separation of either linear or nonlinearly separable data 

[Bennett and Campbell, 2000]. SVM give tolerance margins on both sides of the 

decision surface (maximum-margin hyperplane), where the support vectors are the 

training patterns that are closest to the separating surface. A SVM tries to find a 

mathematical function that produces the smallest error possible on a given training 

set. It uses the following function to estimate the error:
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This calculates the difference between the target answer y and the network's one/fc) 

on a set of examples (training set) of size n, x being the network input. [Autret, 2003] 

The SVM provided by NeuroSolutions maps inputs to a high-dimensional feature 

space, and optimally separates data into their respective classes by isolating those 

inputs that fall close to the data boundaries. They are especially effective in separating 

sets of data that share complex boundaries.

3.9 Chapter Conclusion

The ability of ANNs to derive meaning from complicated or imprecise data can be 

used in situations that are too complex to be modelled mathematically by either 

humans or conventional computer techniques. An ANN generates a statistical model 

on the basis of applied sample data, chosen network structure, learning algorithm and 

parameters. The ANN training process can be lengthy. However, it has to be carried 

out only once, for a given system and its parameter range. The high performance in 

the application phase makes ANNs attractive for real-time applications. The accuracy 

of an ANN can only be assessed empirically. Successful training can therefore not be 

guaranteed particularly if no research has been done in the area of application. In the 

field of Geo-Engineering, ANNs are recognised but not widely used yet.

When data are not linearly separable, ANNs with hidden processing elements may be 

trained. Multi-layered ANNs with sigmoidal nonlinearity are most commonly used 

along with back-propagation training. Alternatively, radial basis functions (RBF) are 

used in the hidden layer of the network. If the input space is naturally divided into 

subsets that correspond to distinct subtasks, it can be advantageous to use a mixture of 

local "experts" (local ANN) with a modular neural network (MNN) structure. 

Supervised ANN characteristics are exploited in this research to enhance GPS 

positioning, finding the correct road in digital maps. A large number of tasks require 

systems that use a combination of an ANN and conventional computer algorithms in 

order to perform at maximum efficiency. Such is the aim of this research - using the 

aid of ANNs for map matched GPS positioning. Support vector machines (see 3.8 and 

8.3.3) are an alternative for the problem in this research, which is the separation of a
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set of data with complex boundaries, i.e. GPS positions observed on different road 

shapes.
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4 Augmented GPS Positioning

4.1 Introduction

For many applications, the accuracy, availability and integrity of the stand-alone GPS 

system cannot meet the required performance. In order to improve the accuracy of a 

GPS position, additional correction information may be provided by:

> Space-based methods and systems, such as Differential GPS and EGNOS

(explained below) 

> Additional navigation sensors, such as digital compass, odometer and gyros

used in dead reckoning and inertial navigation systems, and radio frequencies

used in mobile phones 

>  Other navigation aids, such as map-matching (MM) to enhance position

reliability and artificial neural networks (ANNs) as nonlinear filters

GPS augmentation methods presented in this chapter are structured into space-based 

augmentation in section 4.2, sensor-based augmentation in section 4.3, map-based 

augmentation in section 4.4 and ANN-based augmentation in section 4.5. One map- 

matching algorithm incorporated in a test-bed application for low cost GPS (MMGPS) 

is describe in detail in section 4.4.4. MMGPS is one of the fundamental instruments 

upon which this research is based. Different ways of quantifying road geometry for 

the purpose of GPS positioning augmentation, particularly and potentially for use in 

combination with map-matching, are documented in section 4.4.5.

4.2 Space-based Augmentation

Many of the GPS errors affecting the measurement of the satellite range can be 

completely eliminated or significantly reduced using differential measurement 

techniques, such as those used for Differential GPS (DGPS). In DGPS, two receivers
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work together simultaneously tracking the same GPS signal based on the concept that 

the errors in the position at one location (reference station) are similar to those for all 

locations in the same local area. The position at the reference station is precisely 

known from GPS or another source. Corrections for errors in the position of the 

reference station are provided to the other receiver. The use of real-time DGPS in a 

moving vehicle requires pseudo-range (PR) corrections between the measured and 

computed PR for each satellite received via terrestrial radio transmission or 

communication satellite broadcast. Real-time DGPS using PR measurements can 

improve positional accuracy to between 1m and 5m, 95% of the time [Seeber and 

Schmitz, 1996]. PR measurements with additional carrier smoothing without 

ambiguity resolution can increase the accuracy to up to 0.5m. To achieve accuracies 

to the centimetre level requires resolving the ambiguities of the carriers. Therefore, 

carrier phase corrections of the reference station must be available at the moving 

station in real-time. [Seeber and Schmitz, 1996] The European Reference (EUREF) 

network established to achieve complete DGPS coverage for Europe consists of 150 

permanent GPS stations distributed over 32 European countries [EPN Central Bureau, 

2004].

Another technique to augment GPS is using geostationary satellites, providing 

integrity information, differential correction data and additional ranging signals. The 

European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service (EGNOS) is a space-based 

augmentation system based on GPS, GLONASS, three geostationary satellites 

(INMARSAT-3) and a network of ground stations. EGNOS is expected to be declared 

operational in 2006, with a horizontal accuracy of about 2m [Cross, 2005]. Similar 

service is already provided by the US Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS), 

primarily for aviation purposes. WAAS operates as an overlay on the GPS LI signal. 

Ground earth stations transmit information on differential corrections, integrity, 

residual errors and ionosphere to the INMARSAT-3 geostationary satellites, linking 

down to the user receivers on US territory [Federal Aviation Administration, 2006].

Augmentation of GNSS positioning will also be achieved by a combination of GNSS, 

such as GPS and Galileo. A joint system "GPS+Galileo" with more than 50 GNSS 

satellites will provide many advantages for civilian users in terms of availability,
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reliability and accuracy. The combined capability of GPS and Galileo is detailed in 

[McDonald, 2002b].

4.3 Sensor-Based Augmentation

GPS alone will often not meet requirements of reliability and positional accuracy, 

especially in urban areas [Taylor et al., 2004]. In order to develop more accurate 

positioning systems, a great deal of attention is being paid to combining data from 

multiple sources. Multi-sensor integration is based on the fusion of available data 

from various sensors in order to obtain an optimal navigation solution [Ashkenazi et 

al., 1995].

An Inertial Navigation System (INS) is a self-contained Dead Reckoning (DR.) system 

consisting of gyroscope and odometer sensors to provide attitude, heading, 

displacement, position, velocity, and acceleration information. The gyroscope is used 

to measure the heading-rate (i.e. rate of change of heading) and the odometer to 

measure displacement (and velocity). With regard to the odometer for vehicle 

navigation, a wheel rotation sensor is used. Wheel revolutions from the sensor are 

transformed into distance travelled. Given the corresponding timing information, 

velocity of the vehicle can be determined. INS determine a vehicle's position relative 

to an initial position, and rely therefore on other instruments for global positioning, 

such as GPS. By combining INS information with GPS, the current position based on 

the last known position can be determined, even when GPS signals are obstructed by 

high buildings as well as by vegetation or terrain. Multi-sensor navigation systems, 

such as INS integrated with GPS, calibrate for odometer and gyroscope errors, when 

GPS is available and sufficiently accurate, and use the calibration data to produce a 

position fix by INS when GPS signals are interrupted. GPS/TNS systems are presently 

used e.g. in aviation as well as vehicle and personal positioning applications.

A lot of on-going research uses INS or DR for GPS augmentation. A group of 

researchers from the GIS Research centre at the University of Glamorgan successfully 

integrated GPS and odometer readings in a test-bed simulator for low cost GPS
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positioning for a local transport bus company [Taylor et al., 2004]. Typically, a ratio 

of 7:3 odometer positioning to GPS was used to position the vehicle. The lack of GPS 

was due to satellite masking by buildings as well as the result of severe GPS signal 

multipath [Taylor et al., 2006]. Zhao et al. (2003) used the concept of Kalman 

filtering for GPS/INS integration. Kalman filters are recursive, linear filters where "at 
each cycle the state estimate is updated by combining new measurements with the 
predicted state estimate from previous measurements" [Levy, 1997]. Sensor fusion 

with Kalman filters is widely used for position estimation. Early multi-sensor data 

integration algorithms based on Kalman filtering for vehicle positioning are discussed 

by Mattos (1993). Kalman filter outputs are close to GPS accuracy and increase the 

availability of positioning accuracy compared to either GPS or INS used alone [Zhao 

et al., 2003]. "Although Kalman filtering represents one of the best solutions for 
multi-sensor integration, it still has some drawbacks in terms of stability, computation 
load, immunity to noise effects and observability''' [Chiang et al., 2002]. If the filter is 

exposed to input data that does not fit to the model, it will result in unreliable 

estimates [Forrest et al., 2000]. Also, the problem of observing different states causes 

an unstable estimation of errors, which occurs if one or more state variables are 

hidden from the observer [Ibrahim et al., 2000].

Multi-sensor data can also be integrated using artificial neural networks (ANNs, see 

chapter 3), as demonstrated by Van Laerhoven et al (2001), Chiang et al. (2002) and 

Sharaf et al. (2005). In Chiang et al.'s approach, INS velocity and heading are applied 

as ANN inputs to a multi-layer ANN with a back-propagation learning algorithm (see 

3.5), while coordinate differences between two different epochs are set as desired 

ANN output. A real-time learning process determines ANN parameters (weights and 

biases). As long as the GPS signal is available, the learning process is continuously 

improving the estimation error in order to obtain optimal values of the ANN 

parameters. During GPS outage, the ANN switches to operating (or prediction) mode, 

where the ANN parameters are used to provide estimates for the vehicle's position. 

Large position errors occur when the direction dramatically changes, e.g. in sharp 

turns. However, improvement in positioning accuracy with position errors of e.g. less 

than 3m can be achieved when the ANN runs in prediction mode [Chiang et al., 

2002]. Sharaf et al. claim that further improvement can be achieved by employing a 

radial basis function network (RBFN) as "the complexity associated with both the
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architecture of multi-layer perceptron networks and its online training algorithms 
limit the real-time capabilities".

INS have drawbacks in terms of expense and system complexity, as well as with 

external correction due to the typical accumulating bias drift error of gyroscopes 

which increases over time. The bias drift depends on the type of gyroscope, i.e. the 

manufacturing process and quality. "Low cost systems incur errors of approximately 
2-5%, i.e. 2-5m of error after travelling 100m" [Hailes, 1999]. Factors that affect the 

accuracy of the INS sensors in vehicle navigation applications are addressed in [Zhao 

et al., 2003].

4.4 Map-based Augmentation

Generally travel on road or footpath, i.e. on a transport network (TN), may provide 

computer algorithms with digital information that can be used to correlate the 

computed system location with a digital map TN [Taylor et al., 2001]. This is known 

as map-matching (MM). Many applications of location dependent systems are in use 

on roads and footpaths, e.g. intelligent transport systems (ITS) inside vehicles, 

personal navigation systems or LBS, often using hand-held GPS incorporated in a 

Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) or mobile phones. In an in-car navigation system, a 

MM module displays the vehicle's position on the map and makes facilities, such as 

route calculations, rerouting, etc. possible. Because positioning systems, such as GPS 

and INS, as well as map data have errors associated with them, MM is the problem of 

finding the position on the map at which a vehicle is most likely to be located [Joshi, 

2001].

4.4.1 Map-Matching Methodologies

When both the user's location and the underlying network are sufficiently accurate, 

the location obtained from the GPS receiver can simply be "snapped" to the nearest 

node or arc in the network [White et al., 2000]. Snapping onto the correct road as the 

main problem depends on the digital road network for completeness, topicality,
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accuracy, and the type of data (road or lane centreline). Vehicles rarely travel directly 

on the road centreline.

MM techniques vary from those using simple point data, integrated with optical gyro 

and velocity sensors [Kim et al., 1996] [Mattos, 1993], to those using complex 

mathematical techniques such as Kalman Filters [Levy, 1997] [Scott, 1994]. Systems 

that use only geometric information use the "shape" of centreline segments that define 

the road network. The first step in MM is to determine which road centrelines are 

candidates for the vehicle's true position. All road centrelines that cross a region of 

the possible true position must be located. As reasonable radius of the circle (region) 

the known accuracy of the GPS receiver can be used. Figure 4-1 shows eight potential 

centrelines within the region of a raw GPS position (estimated position).

Figure 4-1: Potential Road Centrelines in MM

The most straightforward method of MM is to find the node or shape point on the 

network nearest to GPS position by calculating the Euclidean distance. The Euclidean 

distance DE between two points PI (xi, yi) and P2 (x2, yi) is given by:

(15)

After identifying the potential shape points, the Euclidean distance to each of them is 

computed and the closest point found is stored. However, often this position will give 

an incorrect result. Therefore, a better way to proceed is to match arcs (curves) 

defined by a series of GPS point positions {p,,p2 ,/?3 ,.../? } with an arc (partial road
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centreline) defined by a set of points {c,,c2 ,c3 ,...cB }. One method for matching two

curves is using the shortest distance between them [White et al., 2000]. If P and C are 

two such arcs, the minimum distance between any pair of points taken from each arc

is:

llP-Cll =min D6/, cer ||/7-cll (16)II llmm per.cst \\r || V /

A curve-matching algorithm, which uses a measure of the average distance between 

the two arcs, is described in [Bernstein and Kornhauser, 1998]. The effects of filtering 

autonomous GPS points by the number of satellites tracked, DOP values or satellite 

geometry (see 2.2.2.2), as well as the velocity and acceleration of the vehicle between 

positions were investigated by [Carstensen, 1998]. Filtering of potential road 

segments may be achieved by using some of these measures or other criteria such as 

distance travelled and the heading between vehicle positions; both are used in [Taylor 

et al., 2001]. The algorithm of Taylor et al. is based on geometrical information 

derived from the GPS receiver trajectory and the digital road centreline network, as 

the only source of data for MM. A weighted topological algorithm based on assessing 

the similarities between the characteristics of the road network and the GPS trajectory 

was proposed by [Greenfeld, 2002]. Different approaches by [Quddus et al., 2006] 

provide a fuzzy-based algorithm for a qualitative decision on the correct link. A curve 

comparison may be based on quantifying road geometry (see 4.4.5). A method of 

moment expansion for linear objects (arcs) can be found in [Singer, 1993]. A 

comparison algorithm (rotational variation metric) based on quantifying the degree of 

similarity between two shapes is shown by [Joshi, 2001].

4.4.2 Limitations of Map-matching Algorithms

Due to errors associated with the position data (see 2.2.2.3 for GPS limitations and 4.3 

for INS drawbacks) and the digital map data (see 2.3.4), there is always a level of 

uncertainty associated with MM algorithms. Existing literature reveals that a key 

function of any MM algorithm is to identify the correct road segment among the 

candidate road segments. Since one incorrect match can lead to a sequence of 

incorrect matches, particular attention has to be paid to the topological aspects of the
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road network as well as the matching processes at intersections (most route changes 

occur there) and algorithm validation on complex routes such as in built-up urban 

areas [Quddus et al., 2003].

The approach to match a GPS point to the "closest" node or shape point in a road 

network depends critically on the way in which shape points are used in the network 

[White et al., 2000]. Because point-to-curve matching algorithms do not use 

"historical" information, mismatches can be caused when for example the estimated 

position is equally close to two arcs. One way to overcome the problem of 

mismatching at junctions is to consider heading information from the vehicle such as 

speed provided by DR or INS, and assume a single position fix when the vehicle is 

stationary [Quddus et al., 2002]. According to White et al. (2000), using topology and 

connectivity information can potentially preclude many kinds of errors.

4.4.3 Map Requirements

One of the premises for a robust MM algorithm is that the digital map is precise 

enough to effectively improve positioning accuracy [Kim et al., 2000, Zhang et al., 

2002]. However, geometrical and topological errors existing on digital maps (see 

2.3.4) have an influence on MM performance, introducing significant horizontal 

errors in positioning and navigation [Quddus et al., 2006]. Advice for design and 

development of digital maps in the field of map augmentation is given by [Greenfeld, 

1998, Zhang et al., 2002]. Approaches to create highly accurate maps using lane 

information derived from DGPS traces are shown by [Rogers et al., 1999a, Rogers et 

al., 1999b], where the difference between a vehicle's position and the nearest lane 

centreline is a function of driver and positioning errors; in many cases of no more than 

2m [Rogers, 2000].

Zhang et al. (2002) stated that geometrical as well as topological errors on digital 

maps have to be less than 10m for robust MM and route guidance. In order to 

implement MM, map scales of no less than 1:5000 are recommended for urban areas, 

and map scales between 1:25000 and 1:50000 should be used for rural areas. At 

present, no ISO standard for digital maps in the field of vehicle navigation has been 

released.
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Digital road maps for vehicle navigation are based on 2-D models with no height 

information available. If height information and slope angle properties were available 

on digital maps, MM algorithms could make use of this information to enhance the 

accuracy of navigation systems. Height aiding using digital terrain models (DTMs), 

for example, is carried out in a MM application for low cost GPS (MMGPS, see 

4.4.4).

Digital road networks for vehicle navigation are based mostly on single lines, such as 

the centreline data provided by the Ordnance Survey (see 2.3.4). Currently, no digital 

map can sufficiently describe road crossing in a road network, which is one reason for 

map mismatches at junctions. A few models for road crossing are presented in [Zhang 

et al., 2002]. A complex road junction model, sufficiently accurate, would be able to 

present the real routes of the vehicle. However, data storage would be more than for a 

simplified model and would highly increase the costs of maps. Problems emerge when 

describing a multi-lane road with a single line network model. On the one hand single 

line models are not able to represent road crossing with two almost parallel roads and 

on the other hand, if multi-lanes are presented in the map, an enormous data 

redundancy would make MM more complex. However, the integrity of a topological 

road network model is essential for MM using historical information as well as pattern 

recognition.

Zhang et al. recommend that parameters evaluating digital map quality should not 

only include positioning and topological errors, but also the accuracy of the road 

direction at any point on the road, because they directly influence MM precision. For 

MM and route guidance improvement, e.g. information about real time traffic would 

be useful, as well as additional map data such as elevation, slope angle and the status 

of GPS signal availability along the roads.

4.4.4 Map-Matched GPS

A well-established and patented map-matching (MM) algorithm using low cost stand 

alone GPS was developed to augment point position computation. This method is 

incorporated in test-bed simulator for GPS and GIS integrated navigation and
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positioning research, called Map Matched GPS (MMGPS). It uses geometric 

information derived from large scale digital mapping, and digital terrain models 

(DTM) for height aiding [Blewitt and Taylor, 2002, Taylor et al., 2001]. MMGPS 

tracks a vehicle along all potential road segments, which match its travel trajectory 

defined by a time series of GPS derived coordinate positions. The following two 

techniques, used in MMGPS, are further explained in the next subsections:

1. Least-Squares Estimation (LSE) of position and position error vector (see 4.4.4.1)

2. Map-matching algorithm (see 4.4.4.2) - the Road Reduction Filter (RRF)

The basic principle of MMGPS is shown in Figure 4-2, where RAW represents the 

uncorrected GPS receiver position, COR is the RAW position with road geometry 

derived pseudo-range corrections (computed with previously adjusted REF position), 

and REF is the COR position snapped onto road centrelines. RAW vehicle positions 

are computed using all satellites visible to the receiver, above the 15 degree elevation 

mask, plus height aiding, where the height is obtained from a DTM.

For the first epoch (instant time of first observation), all road centrelines within 20m 

(error circle) of the RAW1 position are selected and a REF1 position on each n road 

segment is computed within the Euclidean (shortest) distance to the RAW1 position. 

The n REF positions are the first approximation of the true position of the vehicle. 

Corrections for each satellite pseudo-range are generated at each of the n REF 

positions for the current epoch, getting n different sets of corrections. For the next 

epoch, each of the corrections are added to the RAW2 position to get n COR 

positions. Each of these « COR positions are then snapped back onto the nearest road 

centrelines to get n REF2 positions. At each epoch for each of the n road segments, 

RRF tests are performed for segment removal.

The steps from computing the corrections to the road-segment removal are repeated 

continuously for each new epoch. The final point position is either taken from the 

only remaining road centreline, or is the weighted mean of points on all remaining 

centrelines (see 4.4.4.2).
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COR

REF 1

Road ccnlre line

•> > MMGPS correction

RAW 1

Figure 4-2: Principle of the Map-Matching Algorithm [Steup, 2000]

4.4.4.1 Least-Squares Estimation of Position and Position Error Vector

The computation algorithm of Least-Squares Estimation (LSE) of the GPS position 

provides the control over which satellites will be used in the solution. The LSE of 

GPS positions is derived in 2.2.2.1, and additional details can be found in [Blewitt, 

1997]. The use of height aiding (HA) provides an extra observation equation in LSE 

computation thus one less satellite is required for the solution, i.e. computation with a 

minimum of three satellites is possible.

A second LSE allows the calculation of pseudo-range corrections (map-matched) or 

error vector derived from the digital road network, which could be provided by a local 

DGPS base station. This is used to adjust the position of the vehicle on the road 

segment. Position error vectors at each computed point on the centreline are 

calculated with corrections derived by LSE using a number of error vectors from 

previous GPS positions. The squared estimated noise (residual) of this LSE solution, 

or root mean square (RMS) of the position error vector, is used to decide whether an 

error vector will be used in the LSE solution. More details on the error vector 

calculation is presented in [Blewitt and Taylor, 2002].

4.4.4.2 Road Reduction Filter
The map-matching procedure, called the Road Reduction Filter (RRF), in MMGPS 

allows identification of all possible candidates for the correct road segments, whilst 

systematically removing the wrong ones. All candidate road segment arcs are 

compared to the trajectory described by the RAW (uncorrected) positions. This is 

based on the distance travelled and the bearing of the RAW positions compared to the 

corresponding REF positions on the road centrelines. By calculating the differences in
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distance and bearing (clockwise azimuth from North) for the comparison, it is 

possible to filter out most of the incorrect road centrelines. If the vehicle is moving, 

there is a high correlation between the computed values of successive RAW positions 

and corresponding REF positions. The distance and bearing errors will usually be 

large for incorrect road segments but small for the road the vehicle is actually driving 

on. Any road segment where either of these differences (errors) is greater than a set 

tolerance is discarded. When the correct road is found, only this one is processed until 

a road junction is encountered. Here, a number of road centrelines that cross the 

computed error region would have to be considered again. In case there are n road 

centrelines remaining, the weighted mean position is calculated as follows:

Easting = ——- Northing =   . (17) 
V_L_
^ ABE ^ ABE

Where EREF and NREF are Easting and Northing for each of the n REF positions, and 

ABE is the Average Bearing error for each of the « REF positions. The weighting with 

the inverse Average Bearing error positions the vehicle closer to the road with the 

smallest Bearing error.

4.4.4.3 MMGPS Implementation

The MMGPS package consists of a graphical user interface (GUI) originally built into 

the GIS application ArcView by ESRI (written in Avenue) in connection with a 

Dynamic Link Library (DLL) written in C++. MMGPS is implemented into ArcView 

for access and analysis of appropriate spatial and related attribute data. The Avenue 

scripts of MMGPS are linked with the DLL, which contains executable functions, at 

run time. The DLL receives data from ArcView, reads GPS data in the form of 

RINEX files, performs almost all required processing, and passes the results back to 

ArcView. The MMGPS GUI in ArcView has recently been transferred (updated) from 

Avenue to Visual Basic for Applications [Steup and Taylor, 2003] used in the latest 

ESRI product ArcGIS. An overview of all the main functions provided by MMGPS is 

given below:
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1. Read RINEX observation and navigations files: one epoch at a time, a 

sequence of epochs or complete file

2. Tropospheric correction based on Saastamoinen and satellite clock offset at 

transmission time

3. Conversion between WGS84 and OSGB36

4. LSE computation of GPS receiver positions using GPS LI code only

5. LSE computation of GPS receiver positions using GPS LI code with height 

aiding using heights obtained from any DTM (handled by Arc View or 

ArcGIS)

6. LSE computation of GPS receiver positions, as in 4 and 5 above, with digital 

map derived position corrections (Map Matched GPS)

7. A second LSE computation for error vector estimation, using raw GPS 

receiver positions, map matched GPS receiver positions and road geometry

8. Using 7, measures of the accuracy and reliability of map matched GPS 

positions, e.g. RMS and CDOP (see 4.4.5.1)

9. Various file outputs of coordinates, variables and parameters etc. from map- 

matching computation

10. A display of available satellites together with their individual zenith and 

azimuth angles from the receiver (RINEX file)

11. Satellites may be switched on/off at individual epochs or for any sequence of 

epochs

12. GIS visualisation of raw and map matched receiver positions, maps, DTMs, 

etc. during processing, and final results

4.4.4.4 MMGPS Performance
Results of extensive tests of MMGPS are published in [Steup, 2000], [Taylor et al., 

2001] and [Taylor and Blewitt, 2006]. For the tests, pseudo-range measurements were 

collected with a C/A code GPS receiver and processed in MMGPS with the use of OS 

digital map and DTM data (see 2.3.4) for map-matching (MM) and height aiding 

(HA). As a result, in most cases, road segments are quickly filtered from the set of 

potential road segments, until the correct one is identified. Horizontal position 

accuracy can be improved using MMGPS from an average of about 35m for RAW 

positions to about 14m for MM positions [Taylor and Blewitt, 2006]. MMGPS shows 

a good performance on curves and turns as well as on single carriage ways where the
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vehicle drives close to the road centreline. Problems occur when the vehicle is 

stationary, as MMGPS is not able to deal effectively with velocities below a certain 

value. A large proportion of road selection errors occur where there are dual 

carriageways, slip roads, and roundabouts. Reasonably high along track errors 

indicate that it is difficult to identify the exact location of the vehicle on the 

centreline. This is typical for MM techniques using road centrelines. As a result of 

HA using DTM data, MMGPS requires a minimum of three satellites in view to 

compute a 3-D position instead of four satellites (or even a minimum of five satellites 

for a high precision GPS solution, such as Real Time Kinematic (RTK) using dual 

frequency phase data with differential GPS). MMGPS deliberately uses only 

geometry to improve vehicle positioning, which "has the distinct advantage of 
producing a completely self-contained system, requiring no radio communication for 
differential corrections and continuous data provision, or input from any other 
sensor" [Taylor and Blewitt, 2006].

4.4.5 Quantifying Road Geometry

Many map-aided augmentation systems, which use GPS for initial vehicle positioning 

and map-matching (MM) algorithms to improve point position computation, use 

geometrical information derived from a digital network of road centerlines and the 

GPS trajectory. MM curve-to-curve algorithms involve a comparison of the historical 

vehicle path (GPS trajectory) to the paths on the map in the vicinity of the vehicle. A 

curve comparison may be performed based on quantifying road geometry. An 

evaluation of different shape description methods, based on accessibility, scope and 

uniqueness, and stability and sensitivity, was done by [Marr and Nishihara, 1978]. 

Different functions describing shapes are presented by [Kindratenko, 2003].

A mathematical metric based on road shape dependency that can indicate road 

curvature and profile is the correction dilution of precision (CDOP) (see 4.4.5.1). 

Well-known shape descriptor systems, such as moment invariants (see 4.4.5.3), or 

polynomial approximations (see 4.4.5.4) are in use for shape classification and 

identification. Other shape measures, such as the fractal dimension (see 4.4.5.2), are 

also used for pattern recognition and classification. These methods are introduced and 

analysed from existing research in the following subsections.
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4.4.5.1 Correction Dilution of Precision
MMGPS (see 4.4.4) uses computed parameters to correct the derived position based 

on history of previous position estimates and road geometry. The Least-Squares 

Estimation (LSE) of position error vector in MMGPS leads to a parameter to quantify 

road geometry. The example of classic GPS theory can be followed to obtain a single 

number that relates to the standard deviation of position error vector. The square root

of trace of the cofactor matrix Mr ^J , derived from the LSE solution (see Equation

(5) in 2.2.2.1), is taken as a Dilution of Precision (DOP) (see 2.2.2.2) value. Hence, 

the Correction Dilution of Precision (CDOP) can be defined:

CDOP = JTR(A'A) (18)

CDOP can be written in terms of the direction cosines (re, TN) at each of the REF 

positions on the road centreline (see Figure 4-2). The bearing <f> (clockwise azimuth 

from North) of the road segment is applied in the direction cosines:

/v. = sn

rN = (19)

The terms of the cofactor matrix can be replaced:

(20)

V n n j

The expression of the cofactor matrix can be reduced, and CDOP can be written as:

__ ___ 1
rN *- rEi rNi J 2 (21)

where the overbars denote averaging over the section of the road, for which the error 

is assumed to be approximately constant. Equation (21) shows that CDOP depends on
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road geometry, and is inversely proportional to the number of GPS measurements n 

taken over a fixed time interval. With enough measurements (i.e. four GPS 

measurements) and sufficient change in road direction (e.g. 90° bend) it is possible to 

reduce CDOP to <1 [Taylor and Blewitt, 2006]. Investigations by [Blewitt and 

Taylor, 2002] show that CDOP can take on the following maximum (worst case) and 

minimum (optimum) values:

~y
min - (22)

C£>OP, = oo

The maximum condition ( CDOPmM ) is satisfied for straight roads and the minimum 

condition (CDOPmin ) is satisfied for 90° bends or semi-circles, as shown in Figure 

4-3.

r Instant 90° bend

Smooth 90° curve

Semi-circle (roundabout)

Figure 4-3: Basic Road Shapes

Table 4-1, adapted from [Blewitt and Taylor, 2002], presents CDOP for various road 

geometry, where « is the number of GPS observations used in the LSE of position 

error vector. It can be concluded that CDOP is purely a function of route geometry, 

suitable not only for assessing the error vector between the potential road centreline 

and the GPS raw position (in MMGPS) but also for indicating the difference in road 

geometry.
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Table 4-1: CDOP Associated with Various Road Geometry, Adapted from [Blewitt and Taylor, 2002]

Road Geometry

Instant bend, angle a

Instant bend, 90°
Instant bend, 45°
Instant bend, 20°
Instant bend, 10°

Smoothest curve, a

Smoothest curve, 90°
Smoothest curve, 45°
Smoothest curve, 20°
Smoothest curve, 10°

Correction Dilution of 
IjCDOjPL
2/sin a-Jn

Precision

2/J~n
2.8/V^

5.8/Vn

11.5/V/j

2/>/(l-sin 2 a/« 2 ) n

2.6/V"

4.6/Jn
10.0/Vrt

19.9/Vw

4.4.5.2 Fractal Dimension

Fractal theory is used to describe and analyse objects and shapes in a range of 

scientific fields, such as natural science including geomorphology, clouds, galactic 

structure, climatic variation, earthquakes, blood and lymph networks, and DNA 

sequences [Halley et al., 2004]. In geographical information science and image 

analysis, the fractal dimension is applied as a shape and complexity measure for 

pattern recognition and classification. Fractal dimension estimations were used for 

boundary-line fractal analysis of irregular objects [Farin et al., 1985], such as 

identifying and classifying microscopic particles [Kindratenko, 1997], as well as for 

applications of evaluating the relationship between urban road patterns and population 

[Tang, 2003] and analysing rain rate contour lines [Callaghan and Vilar, 2002]. For 

the purposes of this research to identify road geometry, the fractal value of a line 

could potentially be used for a digital road segment.

In general, fractals are irregular geometric shapes that are approximately self-similar 

in all scales, feature infinite detail and length, have neither tangent nor derivative and 

can be generated by iteration. The first fractal example was introduced by Mandelbrot 

in 1967 calculating the length of the British coastline. The coarsest characteristic of 

fractals is their dimensionality. The fractal dimension contains information about the 

geometric structure of fractals (i.e. degree of irregularity). While normally a 

dimension is expected to be an integer, such as 1 (for a straight line) or 2 (for an area
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of the plane), fractals are described by means of a dimension which is fractional, such 

as 1.31 (the approximate fractal dimension for the British coastline [Mandelbrot, 

1982]). Generally, a line segment can be broken down into m self-similar pieces, each 

with the magnification factor m. The fractal dimension D of a self-similar object can 

be defined as the exponent of the number of self-similar pieces N with magnification 

factor M into which the figure may be broken down:

N = MD (23) 

This equation can be solved for D by using logarithms:

(24)
\ /* j rlogM

Where M= m and N= md (d — 1,2,3,...) for non-fractal objects such as lines, squares 

or cubes. If measuring a smooth line, N (length of the line) should be independent of 

M (length of the measuring unit), and the result, plotted for different M, will be a 

horizontal line, with constant slope = 0. If N increases as M becomes smaller, the 

slope reaches a fractional value for fractal objects, such as coastlines. Generally, the 

fractal dimension for lines (e.g. time series, pathways of movement, habitat 

boundaries) would fall into the interval 1< D < 2, where D =1 for smooth lines. The 

more twisted and "wriggly" the line, the higher the value of Z). To estimate the fractal 

dimensions of line data the dividers method may be used. Here, dividers of step- 

length s are used to walk along the line, and the number of steps N(s) required to 

travel the line is counted. This is repeated with incremented size of the dividers from 

Smm to smax, typically by multiplicative steps (e.g. 2, 4, 8, 16...). The log of these N(s) 
values are plotted as a function log(l/s). The slope of this log-log graph is an estimate 

of the fractal dimension. Many methods used to estimate the fractal dimensions of 

objects rely on linear regression.

Fractal methods and applications are critically analysed by [Halley et al., 2004], 

emphasizing the fact that fractal dimensions of real-world objects can only be applied 

over a finite range of scales (s being the scale of analysis and N(s) is the number of 

objects observed at that scale). Halley et al. mentions that large numbers of
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observations of "fractality" are often only for small ranges, which raises problems of 

incorrect estimation of dimensions.

4.4.5.3 Line Moments

Geometric moments can provide characteristics of an object that uniquely represent its 

shape. Line moments in particular are used for shape analysis in digital pattern 

recognition and classification. According to the moment uniqueness theorem 

[Kindratenko, 1997], an infinite set of line segments can uniquely determine a curve. 

Line moments can be calculated for an arbitrary collection of contour fragments 

[Kindratenko, 2003]. A method of moment expansion for linear objects (curves) that 

may be used for curve comparison was proposed by [Singer, 1993]. Associated 

moments of two matching curves would differ only by a small pre-determined 

tolerance [Taylor and Blewitt, 2006]. Successful use of moment invariants for 

classifying shapes, including houses and roads on large-scale maps is presented by 

[Keyes and Winstanley, 2000].

In general, the moments associated with a line segment C can be defined as:

(25)

where (p + q} is the order of the moment, and ds = <^(dx} + (dy) . In practice, 

calculation of linear moments can be performed by summation:

(26)

where N is the number of available points on the curve C. Line moments are not 

invariant with respect to 2D shape transformations including translation, scale and 

rotation. However, invariance can be achieved by computing moments that are 

normalised with respect to the centre of gravity so that the centre of mass of the 

distribution is at the origin (central moments). Such shape descriptors are called 

moment invariants [Hu, 1962].
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Moment invariants have the problem of the influence of discretisation and noise on 

moment accuracy as object descriptors [Manay et al., 2006]. Error analysis and 

analytic characterisation of moment descriptors were studied by [Liao and Pawlak, 

1996]. Moments are fairly reliable at distinguishing certain classes of topological 

objects, but their effectiveness would increase when fused with other techniques 

[Keyes and Winstanley, 2001].

4.4.5.4 Polynomial Approximation

Table 4-2: Trajectory Classification, Adopted from [Steup, 2001] 

>escriptioi

I

II

III

IV

No significant bend

1 significant bend

> 2 significant bend

Difficult constellations, such as slip roads

Polynomials are smooth functions that have derivatives of all orders. Polynomial 

approximations are used to approximate shape boundaries or trajectories with the help 

of a polynomial line. The shape of a 2-D trajectory /(*,) can be classified using a 

nth order polynomial approximation:

(27)

where an are the polynomial coefficients and pn (xi ) = f(xi ) with i = 0, ..., n. A

classification of trajectory classes based on polynomial approximations is given in 

Table 4-2. According to Steup (2001), a class III trajectory can be approximated with 

a third order polynomial. Second order polynomials for low curvature vehicle
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trajectory approximation and classification into four classes (ahead, left, right, and 

stop) are presented in [Fraile and Maybank, 1998]. [Khalid and Naftel, 2005] claim 

that a polynomial-based representation is not suited for the handling of partial 

trajectory matching of motion time series (in video clips).

4.5 ANN-based Augmentation

In the last decade, artificial neural networks (ANNs, see chapter 3) have been 

proposed as nonlinear filters in a variety of applications in the field of GPS 

positioning.

Materka (1996) described an ANN-based technique with modular neural network 

(MNN) structure for dynamic parameter estimation, which is able to achieve a 

parameter error reduction compared to traditional Least-Squares error modelling 

[Materka, 1996]. Similar research was carried out by Chansarkar (1999). Instead of 

using a MNN as Materka did, Chansarkar employed a three-layer radial basis function 

network (RBFN) to solve the nonlinear GPS pseudo-range equations [Chansarkar, 

1999]. Jwo (2005) proposed a similar approach where he claims that, for real-time 

GPS applications, ANNs employed for solving GPS pseudo-range equations have an 

advantage in terms of computation time and expense compared to traditional Least- 

Squares solutions [Jwo, 2005].

Multi-layer back-propagation ANNs as well as RBFNs are also applied for GPS/INS 

fusion, as shown by [Chiang et al., 2002], [Van Laerhoven et al., 2001] and [Sharaf et 

al., 2005]. As already mentioned in section 4.3, ANNs can successfully integrate 

multi-sensor data for improved vehicle positioning in real-time.

4.6 Chapter Conclusion

There are many different ways to enhance GPS positioning. Space-based 

augmentation systems are in place not just for Europe, and many applications are 

available based on multi-sensor fusion, such as GIS/GPS integration. However, such
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systems have the disadvantage of being expensive, as specific receivers and multiple 

sensors have to be purchased. A number of applications of location dependent systems 

are in use on roads and footpaths, which makes map-aided techniques such as map- 

matching (MM) convenient to use. The MM algorithm in a test-bed application for 

low cost stand-alone GPS (MMGPS) was developed using only geometric 

information derived from digital road maps and digital terrain models (DTMs) to 

augment point position computation. Quantifying road geometry was identified to be 

valuable for enhancing MM techniques. Parameters and methods indicating route 

geometry were discussed in this chapter. In particular, the parameter CDOP (the 

correction dilution of precision) was considered in this research for the modular 

neural network approach of road selection for the purpose of map-matched GPS 

positioning augmentation. The use of artificial neural networks (ANN) was introduced 

to GPS positioning in the last decade, mainly focusing on the enhancement of multi- 

sensor fusion and creating an alternative to the traditional LSE of GPS positions. 

However, prior to this research, ANNs have not been used for the augmentation of 

map-matching techniques.
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5 ANN Techniques for Road Selection

5.1 Introduction

Artificial neural network (ANN) techniques have the potential to improve GPS 

position accuracy for situations with a reduced number of visible satellites and poor 

satellite-receiver geometry, e.g. urban canyons, woodland areas or rugged terrain. 

This was shown by initial research, which is briefly presented in section 5.2. A new 

modular neural network (MNN) approach for different transport network (TN) 

geometry is introduced in section 5.3. For this MNN technique, investigations were 

performed to find a suitable road shape (TN geometry) indicator. Tests on the chosen 

indicator are presented in section 5.4. This measure is taken from the Least-Squares 

Estimation (LSE) of position error vector calculated in an application for map- 

matched GPS positioning (MMGPS). In comparison to the calculation using GPS 

positions (see 5.4.2), a method using digital map points for parameter calculation was 

developed, as shown in subsection 5.4.3.

5.2 Initial Investigations

The use of ANNs for road selection was initiated in previous work [Winter, 2002, 

Winter and Taylor, 2003]. During this project, a supervised back-propagation ANN 

(see 3.5) was trained with input parameters extracted from digital road geometry and 

the GPS receiver trajectory using MMGPS in order to select the correct road segment 

where the vehicle was driven.

For the purpose of obtaining ANN input parameters, the road reduction filter (RRF) in 

MMGPS was switched off to transfer the decision on the correct road from map- 

matching to ANN. A set of approximately 700 GPS epochs (one observation per 

second) was used for ANN training and testing as well as to obtain MMGPS results 

with the original RRF for comparison purposes. In certain road scenarios, such as
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road junctions, slip roads or parallel roads, MMGPS had to compute up to 12 roads 

simultaneously in order to find the correct one. The ANN was trained using only 

epochs with more than one road candidate per GPS epoch. ANN input parameters 

calculated from GPS data observed on a roundabout (see Figure 5-3a) were used for 

this ANN training. It is worth noting that this initial ANN, trained using only one 

transport network (TN) geometry, is not the single ANN for all road scenarios (all-in- 

one ANN) referred to in section 6.5.

GPS test data observed on different TN geometry, such as straight roads, parts of 

curved and parallel roads, as well as junctions and roundabouts, were used to 

demonstrate the final ANN performance. Figure 5-1 summarises the results of initial 

work. The first bar shows the number of GPS epochs, which required a decision on 

the correct road (MMGPS computation with RRF switched off). This is displayed in 

contrast to the MMGPS (RRF switched on) results and the results of the trained ANN, 

which show the number of epochs when the correct road was selected.

H Decision on the correct road 
required (RRF switched off)

D Correct road found - MMGPS 
(RRF switched on)

D Correct road found - Trained ANN

Figure 5-1: Correct Road Centreline Selection in Test Data

The outcome of this work is an improvement of approximately 17% compared to 

MMGPS selecting the correct road segment for raw GPS positions on difficult road 

scenarios. This indicates that there is a potential for ANNs to effectively augment 

map-matching techniques. The results in Figure 5-1 demonstrate that ANNs are able 

to select the correct road using numerical inputs derived from the GPS receiver 

trajectory and the geometry of a road centreline network. For GPS positioning on 

roads and paths where map-matching is particularly difficult, the additional use of 

ANNs for road selection gives an improvement of approximately 34% (see Table 

7-8).
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This promising approach for GPS positioning augmentation was taken forward in this 

research. A significant advance was expected from the approach of deploying a 

modular neural network (MNN) technique training several local ANNs for different 

TN geometry.

5.3 Applied Modular Neural Network Technique

This research dealt with designing and developing a modular neural network (MNN) 

technique that autonomously chooses the appropriate ANN from a number of locally 

trained ANN (local experts) based on a suitable indicator. The intention was to create 

one local ANN for each identified road shape range (TN geometry), because the ANN 

training for the initial investigation used only one TN geometry (roundabout). This 

gave overall improved results compared to MMGPS, but even better results when 

tested with roundabout geometry [Winter, 2002]. If an indicator is known that can 

divide the ANN input space into different parts, this measure, e.g. an indicator of TN 

geometry type (e.g. sharp turns, smooth curves, straight roads), would be appropriate 

to combine several locally trained ANNs within a conventional algorithm, such as 

map-matching, to achieve the goal of improving map-matched GPS positioning.

Expert 1 Expert 2

Figure 5-2: Modular Neural Network (MNN) Approach Using a Suitable Road Shape Indicator
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Suitable ANN input parameters were identified and extracted from the digital TN 

geometry of road centrelines and the GPS receiver trajectory using MMGPS in order 

for local ANNs to select the correct road segment. Specification of the ANN input is 

given in 6.5.2. As demonstrated in Figure 5-2, before the ANN input is applied to a 

particular local expert (local ANN) a suitable road shape indicator will take on the 

task of splitting the input data into appropriate road shape ranges. Each local expert 

will then have to deal with input data for one road shape range only and make a 

decision on the correct road for each input vector. A combination of local ANN 

outputs will provide the results of this MNN approach. This neural network approach 

implies initial ANN training and subsequent ANN testing on different input data sets. 

For ANN training, an evaluation of various ANN techniques was carried out to 

identify the best possible ANN solution. An exact categorisation of TN geometry was 

part of the investigation.

5.4 Identification of Suitable Road Shape Indicator

In order to design a MNN technique that trains local experts (ANN) based on road 

shape (e.g. 90° bend, straight road) TN geometry needed to be categorised into 

suitable road shape ranges. For this, TN geometry was analysed, and parameters able 

to indicate road shape were identified (see 4.4.5). Details on the analysis of TN 

geometry are given in section 5.4.1. With the aid of a suitable measure based on road 

shape dependency, a method was developed to identify different TN geometry. 

Mathematical measures considered were the correction of dilution (CDOP, see 

4.4.5.1), the fractal value of a line (see 4.4.5.2), moment invariants (see 4.4.5.3) and 

polynomial approximations (see 4.4.5.4). CDOP was chosen as the main method to 

indicate road shape in this research because:

> CDOP is a new mathematical measure and has never been used before as road

shape indicator

> CDOP is directly derived from GPS positions during MMGPS computation 

> CDOP has already been proposed in previous research as TN geometry

indicator [Blewitt and Taylor, 2002]
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> The other identified methods (fractal dimension, moment invariants, 

polynomial approximation) are more general techniques to identify shape, 

which have already been used in many applications

> There was not sufficient time to evaluate the other methods for map-matching 

purposes

Experiments on CDOP calculated from GPS positions, shown in subsection 5.4.2, 

lead to a categorisation of TN geometry. Additional to this, investigations on utilising 

digital road centreline coordinates for CDOP calculation were performed and are 

presented in subsection 5.4.3.

5.4.1 Analysis of Transport Network Geometry

To achieve the goal of designing a MNN technique that is appropriate to different 

transport network (TN) geometry, TN scenarios (road or path) were analysed to 

identify different road shapes and the circumstances for the change of road shape. In 

order to correctly map-match the GPS positions, a decision on the correct road can be 

difficult, especially in any TN scenario, where:

> Several roads meet or cross each other 

> A car or moving person is going from one road to another 

> Two roads are in close proximity of each other and are parallel, or almost 

parallel

To analyse TN geometry, moving GPS observations on various TN scenarios were 

collected. An example of four different TN scenarios is shown in Figure 5-3. The 

vehicle routes are displayed as trajectories of red GPS point positions, the direction of 

travel with arrows and the road centrelines, provided by the Ordnance Survey (OS), 

with continuous lines. In Figure 5-3a and Figure 5-3b simple TN scenarios are 

displayed, and Figure 5-3c and Figure 5-3d show more complex TN situations where 

difficulties are expected when choosing the correct local ANN for road selection. 

Figure 5-3a represents a roundabout scenario with a 180° GPS trajectory turn. Figure 

5-3b shows a road with two sharp 90° right turns in the driving direction. The more 

complex scenario in Figure 5-3c represents a left curved GPS trajectory that
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encounters a crossroad, passes a roundabout and goes along a slip road, which leads 

onto a dual carriageway. Figure 5-3d pictures the TN situation of two parallel lanes of 

a dual carriageway running underneath a bridge, where GPS signal blockage occurs 

and no GPS position can be provided (underneath the bridge and shortly after). On the 

bridge, a roundabout is located where several slip roads connect to other roads. As can 

be seen in Figure 5-3, TN scenarios can change rather quickly which makes it difficult 

to differentiate between the TN geometry categories in order to choose the correct 

local ANN for road selection. This was a key challenge in this research.

Figure 5-3: Road Scenarios

5.4.2 CDOP calculated from GPS positions

A suitable road shape indicator is the Correction Dilution of Precision (CDOP) 

derived during MMGPS map-matching computation as a by product of the least- 

squares GPS error vector estimation (see 4.4.5.1). CDOP, protected by a UK patent 

[Taylor and Blewitt, 2005], has proven to be a good parameter for indicating TN
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geometry. CDOP depends only on TN geometry and is inversely proportional to the 

number of GPS measurements taken over a fixed time interval, as shown in Table 4-1.

Extensive tests were performed using CDOP as a new technique for categorising TN 

geometry within the research of improving map-matching. GPS observations were 

taken in a moving car on roads with different TN geometry, such as straight roads, 

smooth curves and sharp turns. An example of a GPS trajectory along a 180° turn is 

shown in Figure 5-4(a) and for a 90° sharp turn in Figure 5-4(b). The computation of 

CDOP can vary depending on the number of previous positions used in the least- 

squares estimation (LSE). Hence, CDOP values calculated with 5, 6, 7, 8, 10 and 20 

previous positions (maxpos) were analysed. CDOP results, computed from GPS 

observations in MMGPS, were compared with the theoretical CDOP values calculated 

from Table 4-1.
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In Figure 5-5, results are given for theoretical CDOP values using 5, 10 and 20 

previous positions (maxpos) for a 90°, 100° and 180° turn. From this, it can be noted 

that the more previous positions (maxpos) used in the computation and the higher the 

degree of turn (TN geometry), the lower the resulting CDOP value. An example of the 

change in CDOP values computed in MMGPS is shown in Figure 5-6, using different 

numbers of previous positions (maxpos) in the LSE, for a sequence of GPS 

observations taken during one particular 180° turn (see Figure 5-4a). When the CDOP 

values, computed from GPS observations in MMGPS, are compared with the 

theoretical CDOP (see Table 4-1), the following conclusions can be drawn:

> The higher the degree of turn (TN geometry), the more CDOP approaches 

its theoretical value (see Table 5-1 and Table 5-2).

> The more previous positions (maxpos) are used in the computation, the 

closer CDOP approaches its theoretical value (see Table 5-1 and Table

5-2).

> The fewer previous positions (maxpos) are used in the computation, the 

more quickly CDOP will indicate a change in road geometry (see Figure 

5-6).

This leads to the approach of using two different numbers of previous positions 

(maxpos), in order to get an indicator as close as possible to the theoretical CDOP 

value, which also detects a TN geometry type as quickly as possible. Appropriate 

statistics were considered in order to differentiate TN geometry with the help of
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CDOP value ranges. The following statistics were chosen for CDOP analysis and 

decisions in order to apply CDOP in a MNN system:

> CDOP value range

> Number of significant CDOP values in the TN geometry type

> Latency and rate of change of CDOP related to change of TN geometry

> Accuracy of computed CDOP in comparison to the theoretical CDOP

> Rate of change of computed CDOP values

> Theoretical CDOP

Analysis of the statistics of numerous datasets (averaged values are shown in Table 

5-1) identifies the following two CDOP conditions, which should be considered when 

choosing a specific ANN for a particular TN geometry type:

1. Using five previous positions (maxpos = 5) in the LSE is the best method to 

indicate the start and end of each TN geometry type (see Figure 5-6).

2. Using ten previous positions (maxpos =10) produces computed CDOP values, 

which more closely approach theoretical CDOP values (see Table 5-1). This 

value of maxpos creates the least number of outliers in any TN geometry type.

Table 5-1 shows averaged statistical values for three different TN geometry. The GPS 

data sets (observed in the different TN scenarios) were processed in MMGPS with 

five and ten previous positions (maxpos). The start and end of the TN scenarios was 

determined visually in ArcView. The statistics in Table 5-1 cover three parts:

> The first part shows statistical values related to CDOP in the TN scenario, 

including the minimum and maximum CDOP value, the theoretical CDOP 

value for a specific TN geometry (e.g. 90°, 180°), the difference between the 

theoretical and minimum CDOP as well as the CDOP value range in a 

particular TN scenario.

> The second part presents information related to the quantity of significant 

CDOP values in the TN scenario. This also includes the number of GPS 

positions.
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> The third part covers information about the latency and rate of change of 

CDOP related to the change of TN geometry. Here, the number of significant 

CDOP values at the beginning and at the end of the TN scenario is shown, and 

if these values start or finish early (e.g. -1) or are delayed (e.g. +1).

Table 5-1: Averaged CDOP Statistics of Numerous GPS Data Sets Observed on Different TN
Geometry

CDOP Statistics
averaged)

Maxpos = 5
180° 

Smooth 
Turn

90° 

Sharp 
Turn

Straight 
Road

Maxpos = 10
180° 

Smooth 
Turn

90° 

Sharp 
Turn

Straight 
Road

CDOP in TN scenario

vlinimum value (Min)

Maximum value (Max)
Theoretical value (TV), see Table 
4-1
difference between TV and Min 

(absolute)
Value range

1.12
2.226

0.894

0.225

1 -2.5

1.465
4.042

0.894

0.438

1 -7

26.346
86875

oo

-

19-oo

0.677
1.148

0.633

0.045

0.6-1.2

0.737
3.734

0.633

0.084

0.6-5

12.08
18733.7

00

-

10-oo

Quantity of significant CDOP values in TN scenario

dumber of GPS positions
dumber of significant CDOP 
values

9

9

9

5

18

18

9

9

9

5

18

14

Latency and rate of change of CDOP related to change of TN geometry (delayed + / early -)

Number of significant values in 
beginning of TN scenario
Number of significant values at 
end of TN scenario

-1

+4

+4

+ 1

+ 1

+ 1

-1

+7

+4

+6

+5

+ 1

Resulting from CDOP experiments and the statistics shown in Table 5-1, the average 

number of significant CDOP values is:

For definite turns (180° - 70°)

> 10 epochs when CDOP was calculated with maxpos = 5 

> 15 epochs with maxpos =10

For smooth curves (69° - 30°) 

> 17 epochs with maxpos = 5 

> 23 epochs with maxpos = 10
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The average number of GPS epochs identified is:

> 9 positions for definite turns 

> 18 positions for smooth curves

It can be noted that the CDOP indication of the change in road shape is delayed for 

approximately three to five GPS epochs for most TN scenarios, except in situations 

where the TN geometry changes slowly, such as driving into roundabouts. Road shape 

ranges derived from statistical analysis of CDOP are sharp turns (180° - 70°), smooth 

curves (69° - 30°), straight roads (29° - 0°). Additional empirical investigations during 

ANN training, presented in subsection 6.5.3.1, revealed a different number of road 

shape ranges, where the straight road shape is split again into two separate road shape 

ranges. Table 5-2 displays the final road shape ranges considered, based on 

empirically found CDOP ranges, for the proposed MNN approach. These were 

compared to theoretical CDOP ranges shown in Table 5-2, which displays a good 

correlation between the theoretical and empirically found value ranges.

Table 5-2: Road Shape Ranges vs. CDOP Values Ranges

Road 
shapes
mm*um
180° -70°
70° - 30°
30°- 10°

< 10°

Empirically found 
CDOP values ranges Mrr- 1 "
0.6- 1
1-2
2-6
>6

12
2-4
4-10
> 10

Theoretical CDOP value 
ranges

0.63-0.99
0.99-2.13
2.13-6.29

>6.29

0.89- 1.39
1.39-3.01
3.01-8.89

>8.89

5.4.3 CDOP Calculated From Digital Map Points

A method was developed to compute CDOP with digital map points taken from an OS 

road centreline database, using the theoretical formula (see 4.4.5.1). It was intended to 

improve road shape selection, in terms of the number of previous positions (maxpos) 

and identifying the start and end of the road shape. This method 'CDOPcalc' was 

developed with Avenue in ArcView as part of MMGPS, by extracting coordinates of 

OS centreline points (vertices) and calculating CDOP based on the theoretical formula 

(see Equation (21)) derived by [Blewitt and Taylor, 2002].
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Initially, CDOPcalc expects a list of REF positions (snapped onto the centreline) from 

the current GPS epoch. It will then get the nearest road centreline to the REF position. 

The vertices of this centreline are extracted from the OS database. A bearing angle 

method is applied to find the direction of route points. Here, the bearing angle 

between the first and second point on the centreline (OS bearing) is calculated and 

compared to the GPS bearing. For the CDOP calculation, a list of at least two 

positions on centrelines previous to the current REF positions is needed. Ideally, 

CDOP is calculated using 10 previous OS points to the current GPS position (maxpos 

-10).

Testing phase

The new CDOP computation in CDOPcalc was tested against the original CDOP 

calculation in MMGPS using 10 previous positions (maxpos = 10). It was also 

compared with the theoretical CDOP derived from Table 4-1. Tests were performed 

in GPS epoch ranges (TN scenarios) where CDOP calculated with GPS positions is 

known to be 100% reliable. A 90° turn and a 180° roundabout turn were used as the 

two test TN scenarios. This testing phase consists of the following four parts:

1. Using two point data sets digitised along OS road centrelines. Test data set 1 

(Testl) was created with 13 digitised points along a 90° turn (see Figure 5-7) 

and test data set 2 (Test2) digitised with 33 points along a 180° turn (see 

Figure 5-9). Both data sets were processed in CDOPcalc, with CDOP results 

shown in Figure 5-8 (for Testl) and in Figure 5-10 (for Test2).

v.
Digitised points 
Route direction 
Testpolnti1.1IOIU.shp 
OSCAR

tO UtoMrs

Figure 5-7: Test Data Set 1- 90° Turn with 13 Digitised Points (Testl)
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Figure 5-9: Test Data Set 2-180° Roundabout Turn with 33 Digitised Points (Test2)
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Digitised Points

Figure 5-10: CDOP Calculated in CDOPcalc (Test2)

2. Using GPS observations (Test3), along the same 90° turn as Testl, consisting 

of 12 GPS positions in the TN scenario (see Figure 5-11) as part of a larger 

data set. TestS was processed in CDOPcalc using 20 RAW positions for the 

direction of route points (in the bearing method) and 20 REF positions to find 

densified OS points (5m interval) on the nearest road centreline for CDOP 

calculation (see Figure 5-12). (The densification rate is the step size between 

the vertices.) For comparison purposes, Test3 was also processed in MMGPS 

(see Figure 5-12) using 20 GPS positions. Figure 5-12 only shows the 12 GPS
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positions (epochs) within the TN scenario of Test3. 20 GPS positions were 

used during CDOPcalc processing for the following reason: the calculation of 

CDOP needs at least two map points available. Therefore, eight additional 

GPS positions prior to Test3 were considered, in order to be sure that two map 

points are available for calculation at the beginning of the road shape (Test3). 

Depending on the densification rate, the road shape and the TN scenario, it 

may take a few GPS observations to locate the first OS point on the road 

centreline.

297262•

RAW positions 
REF positions 
OSCAR

Figure 5-11: 90° Turn with 12 GPS Positions (Test3)

CL 3
O
Q
0 2

90 degree turn
5 1

4

GPSsec

Figure 5-12: CDOP Calculated in MMGPS and CDOPcalc (Test3)

3. Using a larger data set (Test4) consisting of 84 GPS points (see Figure 5-13), 

including the same 90° turn as Testl or Test3. This part tested which 

densification rate is best to use for CDOP calculation in CDOPcalc. Tests 

were performed with different step sizes (5, 10, 15 - distances in metres 

between OS centreline points) of the Avenue function "ReturnDensified" as 

well as with no densification (i.e. only the vertices at both ends of OS
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centrelines were considered for CDOP calculation). In Figure 5-13, the 

different CDOPcalc results are shown compared to the CDOP values 

calculated in MMGPS.

GPSsec

MMGPS

CDOPcalc 
densified 5
CDOPcalc 
densifiedIO

CDOPcalc 
densified15

CDOPcalc no 
densification

Figure 5-13: CDOP Calculated in MMGPS and CDOPcalc Using Different Densification Rates

(Test 4)

4. CDOPcalc and MMGPS-CDOP results are compared to the theoretical 

CDOP values of a 90° turn (derived from Table 4-1).

Test results

CDOPcalc results for Testl and Test3 produce similar shapes in the CDOP diagram 

compared to the MMGPS results (see Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-12). CDOP values in 

CDOPcalc are not as low as in MMGPS (see Figure 5-12 and Figure 5-13). With step 

sizes five and ten in the densification function (densification rate) CDOP can indicate 

the start of the 90° turn (see Figure 5-13). In comparison to the theoretical CDOP 

values (see Table 5-3) the CDOP difference to CDOPcalc seems higher at first view 

than with MMGPS, with the exception of Testl. But considering the fact that with 

densified OS points, some points have no change in their bearing angle, this means 

they will not have any effect on CDOP. So, excluding those points in Test3, there are 

only six previous OS points (equivalent to maxpos = 6) considered for CDOP 

calculation instead of 10 previous densified OS points (maxpos = 10). Comparing the 

theoretical CDOP value for maxpos = 6 to CDOP calculated in CDOPcalc, the value 

difference turns out to be insignificantly small (see Table 5-4). Without densification 

the step size between the vertices is too large, so that CDOPcalc is not able to indicate 

significant change in TN geometry (see Figure 5-13).
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Table 5-3: Comparison of Different CDOP Calculations for MaxposlO

Different CDOP calculations 
for a 90° smooth turn (maxpos = 10)
CDOP value
CDOP difference to theoretical CDOP

Theoretical 
CDOP
0.822

-

CDOPcalc 
Testl
0.837
0.015

CDOPcalc 
Test3
1.062
0.240

MMGPS 
Test3
0.698
0.125

Table 5-4: CDOPcalc Result (Only Considering Points with Bearing Change) Compared to the
Theoretical Value

90° smooth turn (maxpos = 6) IOP
CDOP value
CDOP difference

1.06144
CDOPcalc - Test3

1.06213
0.00068

This method, calculating CDOP with OS map points, has the advantage of not relying 

on GPS accuracy. CDOP values of this method change rather quickly depending on 

the densification rate of OS points. The larger the interval of OS points the smoother 

CDOP changes, but also the more the CDOP indication of change in TN geometry is 

delayed. Table 5-4 shows that this is an accurate method of calculating CDOP 

compared to its theoretical value and proves its property of being a good parameter 

for indicating TN geometry.

5.5 Chapter Conclusion

Initial work on using artificial neural networks (ANNs) for GPS positioning 

augmentation was carried out with promising results in transport network (TN) 

scenarios where map-matching is difficult. The work was taken forward in this 

research, where the focus was on designing and developing a modular neural network 

(MNN) technique for road selection, which autonomously chooses the appropriate 

ANN from a number of locally trained ANNs based on suitable road shape indicators. 

The indicator applied in this MNN approach is the Correction Dilution of Precision 

(CDOP), which is a new method for differentiating TN geometry. As part of this 

research, CDOP was obtained using two techniques:

1. As a by product of the least-squares GPS error estimation

2. Ordnance Survey (OS) road centreline coordinates using the theoretical CDOP 

formula
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Extensive tests on CDOP were performed to empirically find four appropriate road 

shape ranges based on CDOP value ranges. TN geometry can be categorised as sharp 

turns, smooth curves, almost straight TN scenarios and straight TN segments. In order 

to get CDOP as close as possible to its theoretical value but also to detect TN 

geometry as quickly as possible, two different sets of previous positions used in the 

LSE for CDOP calculations with GPS positions (method 1) were considered for the 

MNN approach. Method 2, which calculates CDOP with OS map points (not relying 

on GPS accuracy), proved to be accurate compared to the theoretical CDOP, but this 

could not provide any improvement in indicating TN geometry compared to method 

1.
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6 Data Preparation and ANN Training

6.1 Introduction

In order to perform supervised artificial neural network (ANN) training a few 

essential steps have to be made in preparation. One of them is the collection of sample 

data, without which ANN training can not be done. The data then need to be pre- 

processed to facilitate effective training and testing of ANNs.

In particular, GPS raw observables (see 6.2) were processed in a test-bed application 

for GPS positioning using map-matching (MMGPS) (see 6.3) to obtain the parameters 

that represent the actual ANN input. Each input vector represents MMGPS-derived 

parameters for a potential candidate for the correct road centreline. The corresponding 

output decides on the correct road for each input sample to realise supervised ANN 

training. For the proposed modular neural network (MNN) approach using the 

correction dilution of precision (CDOP) as road shape indicator, the GPS epochs were 

split into different road shape categories based on CDOP value ranges. Both processes 

- finding the expected output and splitting into road shape categories - are presented in 

section 6.4. Experiments with different ANN techniques were carried out, as 

described in subsection 6.5.3.1, in order to effectively train local ANNs for the 

different road shapes groups. Final ANN training is explained in subsection 6.5.3.2. 

The individual results of the local ANNs are documented in the next chapter in 7.2.1.

6.2 GPS Data Collection

Data collection is an essential step in a neural application development project. The 

quantity and quality of the data have a great impact on the design of the ANN. The 

data should cover all the different cases that the network may encounter in the 

application phase. The amount of data is strongly dependent on the number of data 

items and their complexity. [UK Department of Trade and Industry, 1994]
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The design of a MNN requires the observation of a large number of GPS data in all 

possible road shape scenarios, such as sharp turns, smooth curves, straight roads, 

roundabouts, slip roads, parallel roads and junctions. It has to be considered that, in 

areas where less than three satellites are available, the absence of readings leads to 

gaps in the observation files. GPS signal blockage can happen when driving under 

bridges, in dense urban areas or on roads with many trees. Different data sets are 

required for ANN training and test purposes. The testing phase should be based on 

data previously unseen by the ANN. It is necessary to consider how much data are 

required for a research project in the field of map-matching using the help of ANNs. 

Table 6-1 gives an idea of the quantities of data that have been used for similar 

research. Compared to other projects, approximately 7000 GPS epochs appears to be 

sufficient.

Table 6-1: How Much Data Are Required? - A Comparison of Different Research Projects

Map- 
matching 
research 
projects

ANN 
research 
projects

This 
research 
on ANNs 
for map- 
matching 
in GPS 
Navigation

Key problem (author, year)

Quality of map-matching 
[Lakakis et al., 20041
Performance of map- 
matching [Quddus et al., 
2006]
MMGPS [Taylor et al., 
20011
Travel time prediction [Lint, 
20041
INS/GPS integration 
[Chiang et al., 2002]
Location determination in 
wireless lans [Battiti et al., 
2002]

Initial investigations

PhD project

Amount of GPS data observed

- 20 000 GPS epochs 
(14 days, 4 hours per day, 2km road)

~ 5 400 GPS epochs 
(assuming 1.5 hours for 80km road)

~ 2 000 GPS epochs

~ 2 400 records for training 
~ 300 records for testing
~ 6 000 GPS seconds for training and 
testing

~ 500 examples for training and testing

~ 150 GPS epochs for ANN training 
~ 650 GPS epochs for ANN testing

~ 2 000 GPS epochs for ANN training 
~ 7 000 GPS epochs for ANN testing
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6.2.1 GPS Equipment and Software

For the GPS data collection, a LEICA SR520 GPS receiver with an AT502 antenna 

was used to receive dual frequency signals from GPS satellites in view. Data were 

recorded in a vehicle (moving station) along a road network. A second GPS receiver 

(reference station), permanently installed on the roof of a building situated on the 

campus at Glamorgan, was used for differential GPS (see 4.3).

The PC based software SKI-Pro, provided by LEICA, was employed for post 

processing using the carrier phase data of the moving and reference stations to obtain 

highly accurate positions considered as "true" data. SkiPro also provided a RTNEX 

format (receiver independent exchange format [Hoffmann-Wellenhof et al., 2001]) of 

the GPS raw observables at the moving station for processing in MMGPS.

6.2.2 Training Data Sets

GPS data from several years of data collection on an approximate 5km route between 

the University of Glamorgan and Treforest Industrial Estate were used for ANN 

training. This route contains all possible road shape scenarios, such as dual 

carriageways (A470), roundabouts, slip roads, sharp turns, and smooth curves. Table 

6-2 provides information about the quality and quantity of the applied GPS training 

data sets.

Table 6-2: Statistics of GPS Training Data Sets

Training data 
(TrD)

06/06/02 TrDl 552 50.72%

Range of
number of
satellites in

view
3-7

Epochs with
3 satellites in

view

8.88%

Average 
PDOP

3.32

18/11/03 TrD2 1028 71.98% 3- 4.67 ( 3.05

26/05/04 TrD3 419 36.04% 3-7 0.72" Z..JJ

3.4626/05/04 TrD4 178 51.69% 3 - 5.62%

Total 2177 58.02% 3-7 5.05% 3.04

GPS epochs with only three satellites in view and a position dilution of precision 

(PDOP) value higher than six have poor position accuracy. A low PDOP (less than 

four) generally means low position error (see DOP in 2.2.2.2). The data set names 

include the dates when the GPS data were observed. Figure 6-1 shows the second
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training data set (26/05/04_TrD3) on a map of OS road centrelines. An overview 

gives the orientation to the main campus area of the University of Glamorgan. The 

remaining training data sets are shown in Appendix 4.

Training data set 3

(26/05/04_TrD3) 

. GPS raw positions 

_ OS road centrelines

— Main Campus of the 
University of Glamorgan

Overview: Campus - TrD3

Figure 6-1: Training set 26/05/04 TrD3

6.2.3 Test Data Sets

GPS data observed on different roads in South Wales, including urban areas of 

Cardiff, Pontypridd and Bridgend, suburban areas in Glyntaf and rural areas near 

Ogmore by Sea, were used for final ANN testing. A long intermediate period of dual 

carriageway observations on the A470 and M4 is provided as well. 

In particular, in 12/04/06_TeD4 (see Appendix 4), parts of the GPS data were 

observed on steep suburban terrains, where trees often caused GPS signal blockage 

leading to gaps in observation. Table 6-3 gives detailed information of all GPS test 

data sets, including the total number of GPS epochs, number of satellites in view and 

PDOP. GPS epochs with only three satellites in view and a PDOP value higher than 

six are considered to have poor position accuracy. Figure 6-2 shows the sixth test data 

set (14/04/06_TeD6) with GPS observations between Cardiff and Bridgend on a map 

of OS road centrelines. See also Appendix 4 for maps showing the remaining test data 

sets.
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Table 6-3: Statistics of GPS Test Data Sets

Test data 
(TeD)

 ^  i
12/04/06 TeDl
12/04/06 TeD2
12/04/06 TeD3
12/04/06 TeD4
12/04/06 TeD5
14/04/06 TeD6
14/04/06 TeD7
14/04/06 TeD8
14/04/06 TeD9
Total

GPS
epochs

^m
743
498
693
539
291
1296
693
1096
738

6587

Epochs 
Roads > 1

^  Bi
84.66%
25.30%
37.23%
51.21%
43.64%
20.37%
19.77%
24.45%
58.40%
38.20%

Range of 
number of 
satellites in 

view
3-7
3-9

3,5-9
3-9
3-9
3-9
3-8
3-6
3-7

-

Number of 
epochs with 3 

satellites in 
view

3.23%
1.20%
1.73%
2.97%
0.69%
1.47%
0.87%
1.46%
12.87%

-

Average 
PDOP

j^^H
7.79
2.99
2.59
3.36
3.10
2.12
2.76
4.06
3.98

-

Test data set 6

(14/04/06_TeD6)

• GPS raw positions 

~~ OS road centrelines

Main Campus of the 
University of Glamorgan

Figure 6-2: Test set 14/04/06_TeD6

6.3 MMGPS processing

The collected GPS raw observables (C/A code) of the vehicle positions in RTNEX 

format were processed in MMGPS (see 4.4.4) giving the parameters for ANN input. 

For this purpose, changes to MMGPS had to be made to provide suitable processing 

conditions (see 6.3.1) for this research. MMGPS processing in several runs was 

necessary to obtain ANN input and output information within an automated process of 

experiments (see 6.3.2).
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6.3.1 Technical Details

As mentioned in 4.4.4, MMGPS consists of a DLL programmed in C++ performing 

most of the calculations, such as the Road Reduction Filter (RRF), and an interface in 

ArcView programmed in Avenue. For MMGPS processing, including map-matching 

(MM) and height aiding (HA), digital centreline data and digital terrain models 

(DTMs) are required to cover the area where training and test data were observed. For 

this research, digital centrelines (OSCAR) and 50m DTMs (Landform Panorama) 

from the Ordnance Survey (see 2.3.4) were applied.

For the purpose of this project, a significant amount of software development was 

required. Additionally, adjustments to existing MMGPS settings were made to create 

suitable processing conditions in MMGPS. In particular, constraints for the RRF were 

relaxed to keep road candidates slightly longer and to make sure that the correct road 

was available at each GPS epoch. The thresholds of the following parameters in Table 

6-4 were adjusted for research purposes:

Table 6-4: RRF Parameter Thresholds

RRF parameters
Distance error
Bearing error
Acceleration error

Original
5m
30°

3m/s2

Adjusted
10m
90°

15m/s2

For MMGPS to calculate the RRF parameters values at each epoch, the condition 

statements based on the number of GPS satellites as well as the influence of vehicle 

velocity had to be reduced. In the Least-Squares estimation (LSE) of error vector for 

the positions snapped onto the road centreline, 10 previous positions were used to 

calculate a suitable road shape indicator - the correction dilution of precision 

(CDOP).

The format of the MMGPS output files had to be adjusted for import into Excel for 

intermediate data preparation as well as for ANN training in the ANN simulation 

software NeuralWorks (see 6.5.1). The MMGPS parameters (distance, bearing and 

acceleration error, RMS, road ID, CDOP, number of satellites and GPS second) were 

output so that each road with its set of parameters is stored in one row. Each candidate 

is stored beneath the previous one. As part of the automated process to find the
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expected ANN output, Avenue code was added in order to open text files (containing 

map-matched GPS positions) in the MMGPS interface, as well as to calculate and 

output a list of correct road IDs (one for each GPS epoch). All changes and 

corrections in MMGPS are documented in Appendix 2.

6.3.2 MMGPS Output

In MMGPS, GPS raw observables (C/A code) in RTNEX format are processed and 

converted into British National Grid coordinates. Uncorrected GPS receiver positions 

as well as corrected positions using MM and HA can be viewed and analysed in 

Arc View with an underlying map, when output from MMGPS in a text file and 

imported into ArcView. MMGPS also produces parameters extracted from digital 

road geometry of road centrelines and the GPS receiver trajectory, which can be used 

as input information for ANN training. The parameters, calculated in MMGPS and 

output for different research purposes, are listed in Table 6-5. Justification for using 

the chosen ANN input parameters is given in section 6.5.2.

In preparation for ANN training, MMGPS processing was performed in several runs 

with different settings as part of a chosen flow line to automate experiments (see 

Appendix 3). Several MMGPS output files were produced according to the following 

procedure:

1. MMGPS output was created using the adjusted RRF (see Table 6-4) with 

OSCAR data containing only those road centrelines that the car was driving on 

in order to obtain MM positions on the correct road.

2. MM positions from step 1 were applied to MMGPS to get the correct road IDs 

using the complete OSCAR data set. Within an automated process (see 6.4.2) 

this step will give the correct road centreline per epoch, which is used as the 

ANN output.

3. All GPS data sets were processed a third time to obtain MMGPS parameters 

for ANN input.
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4. For comparison purposes, MMGPS output files were produced with the 

original version of the RRF (see Table 6-4). Here, the parameter thresholds for 

deleting candidates for the correct road were set to the original values.

Table 6-5: MMGPS Output Parameters

MMGPS output

Raw position 
(RAW)
Reference position 
(REF)
Map-Matched 
(MM) position

GPS second

Road ID

Number of 
Satellites

Root Mean Square 
(RMS)

Bearing error

Distance error

Acceleration error

CDOP

PDOP

Description (definition)

Unconnected GPS receiver

Position snapped onto road centreline

Corrected GPS position

GPS time scale to which GPS signals are 
referenced; a GPS second equals to a GPS 

epoch; monotonically increasing
Unique identifier for road centreline generated 

by ArcView
Number of Satellites available at each epoch for 

signal observation
Residuals in LSE of the error vector between 

the computed position on the centre-line (REF) 
and the GPS raw position (RAW), derived from 

the error vector estimate
Absolute value of the difference between RAW 

bearing (from the last to the current RAW 
position) and REF bearing (from the last to the 

current REF position)
Absolute value of the difference between RAW 

distance (from the last to the current RAW 
position) and REF distance (from the last to the 

current REF position)
Absolute value of the difference between RAW 
acceleration (from the last to the current RAW 
position) and REF acceleration (from the last to 

the current REF position)

Correction dilution of precision derived in LSE

Dilution of precision of three coordinates - 
indicator of satellite geometry: Positions tagged 

with a higher DOP value generally constitute 
poorer measurement results than those tagged 

with lower DOP

Usage

Visualisation

Visualisation

Visualisation

ANN input

ANN input

ANN input

ANN input

ANN input

ANN input

ANN input

Road shape 
indicator

Quality of 
data 

observations
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6.3.3 Processing Issues

There are certain issues in MMGPS processing that had to be dealt with influencing 

the quality of MMGPS processing parameters as well as ANN training. Possible 

reasons for such processing issues were due to the limited accuracy of road 

centrelines (see 2.3.4) as well as the fact that a vehicle does not drive directly on the 

road centreline. Problems occur when selecting the correct road even with an OSCAR 

data set containing only the centrelines of the actual route. An example, given in 

Figure 6-3, shows a GPS trajectory on a map of road centrelines, and in Figure 6-4 

[Google Maps, 2006] is the same scenario in a satellite view. It can be seen that the 

OSCAR map only provides one centreline for a road with two lanes in one direction 

entering a roundabout. This problem could not be solved in MMGPS causing a low 

quality of MM positions, which leads to problems in identifying the correct road ID 

within the automated process of the experiments. This issue, shown in Figure 6-3, is 

in reality not a problem for GPS navigation. Situations, where vehicles change lanes 

on dual carriageways or overtake a vehicle in front, cause a change in position error 

vector, which changes the calculated CDOP values accordingly. This often leads to a 

wrongly identified change in road shape, which makes it difficult to split the training 

and test data sets into the chosen road shape ranges. The automated splitting process 

is only based on CDOP.

The fact that MMGPS parameters are processed with different OSCAR data sets 

(several runs in MMGPS) leads to the problem that the correct road ID identified can 

not be found in some epochs of the ANN input. As a result, the expected output is 

zero for all candidates in the epoch during the automated process. Epochs, where no 

correct road candidate could be identified, were deleted and not applied for ANN 

training and testing.

The MM position is often weighted towards the wrong road, due to a high RMS value 

at the wrong road (especially on parallel roads of dual carriageways). High RMS 

values can indicate poor current and previous RAW position accuracies, a change in 

the number of satellites, or that the size of position error vector is highly changeable. 

A high RMS value on the wrong road can influence ANN training in a negative way. 

Parameters, such as RMS and CDOP, can only be derived in MMGPS when at least
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two previous epochs are available for LSE. Situations, where these parameters are 

unlikely to be derived, generating a zero instead of a calculated parameter value, are:

> In the beginning of each data set (2 epochs), and

> Under bridges or in dense urban terrain, where the signals of less than three 

satellites available to the GPS receiver lead to no position being recorded.

For approximately 5% of all observed GPS data, MMGPS produced zero values for 

RMS and CDOP. Those epochs were deleted and not applied for ANN training and 

testing. All of the processing issues identified in MMGPS are documented in 

Appendix 2.

Figure 6-3: A Map-Matching Problem in a Roundabout (ArcView Layout)
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j*»x - -^JBm.*^
Figure 6-4: Satellite View of the Roundabout in Figure 6-3

6.4 Intermediate Data Preparation

After MMGPS processing, a few intermediate steps were taken before ANN training 

could be realised. The ANN output for supervised training was found, and the GPS 

data were split into different road geometry for the proposed MNN approach (see 

5.3).

6.4.1 Manual Investigations

Initially, manual investigations were done to get to know the data sets in detail as well 

as to find out what problems were likely to occur when identifying the ANN output (1) 

and splitting the data sets (2). These issues could then be considered for the final 

automated process (see Flow line of automation of experiments in Appendix 3).

1. The selection of the correct road for each GPS epoch, as an aim of this project, 

was to be performed by local ANNs within a MNN approach. Hence, the expected 

ANN output was the correct road. At first, the correct road was determined 

manually for each epoch using uncorrected receiver positions (RAW), processed
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in MMGPS, on a map of road centrelines (OSCAR) in Arc View. The following 

approaches were considered:

> Choosing several correct roads per GPS epoch along track, due to the 

difficulty in determining the correct road at road junctions (see 7.4.2.1). 

(Rejected since ambiguities could influence the ANN training negatively)

> Using the direction and length of the error vector (RAW->REF) to choose the 

more likely correct road candidate.

> Using highly accurate DGPS positions (see 4.3) processed in SkiPro (see 

6.2.1) for choosing the correct road. The road centreline with the shortest 

distance to the "true" positions was considered to be the correct road. One 

correct output per epoch only.

2. For the proposed MNN technique, the GPS data sets needed to be split into road 

geometry categories. The splitting process was manually analysed in a number of 

experiments. The approaches considered are listed below:

> Using CDOP calculated from GPS positions to divide the data into road 

geometry categories. Experiments on CDOP values ranges are detailed in

5.4.2.

> Using the rate of change of CDOP to help on the decision of CDOP values 

ranges to identify road geometry.

> Using the degree of turn (bearing angle) between individual GPS epochs as 

well as between the start and end positions of each road shape.

> Dividing the data sets into different road shape ranges, with the help of 

ArcView, CDOP and bearing angles.

The following problems occurred when manually splitting the data sets into 

different road shape categories with the above approaches:
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> Variation of CDOP delay makes it difficult to indicate road shape changes 

accurately

> The rate of change of CDOP is not a useful indicator for identifying road 

geometry, since it only shows sudden changes in CDOP, but can not identify 

different road geometry.

> The number of satellites (step function in position trajectory) has a negative 

influence on the turning angle. Each time the number of satellites varies, a 

change in direction of the GPS trajectory occurs, which influences the turning 

angle leading to incorrectly identified road shape changes. Hence, the degree 

of turn can not be used accurately to determine the type of road shape.

> The manually chosen road shapes, based on CDOP, turning angle and 

visualisation in ArcView, are not accurate enough for identifying start and end 

positions. Start and end positions might vary between two to five epochs 

(positions). The whole manual process is time consuming and susceptible to 

human error.

6.4.2 Automated Process

After manual investigation, it was decided to attempt an automated experiment 

process. Using Visual Basic for Applications (VBA), different steps of automation 

were built into Excel spreadsheet macros. A description of all macros created is 

documented in Appendix 3.

Processing results of different MMGPS runs (see 6.3.2) including a list of the correct 

road IDs (one per GPS epoch) and the ANN input parameters for each road candidate 

per GPS epoch are considered, in order to make an automated decision on the correct 

road (i.e. the correct road is used as ANN output). Both MMGPS output files need to 

be imported into Excel, where each epoch with ANN input parameters is analysed to 

find those road candidates with the correct road ID according to the list of correct
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road IDs. Each road with the correct road ID is assigned the value 1, and all other 

road candidates receive the value 0 indicating that their road ID is incorrect.

The automated splitting of GPS data into road shape categories was done using 

CDOP value ranges exclusively. This did not create the most ideal data sets for ANN 

training, since CDOP is often delayed to indicate road shape, but it represents an 

effective solution. Based on experiments on CDOP in 5.4.2 and additional tests in 

6.5.3.1, the ANN input of the GPS data sets was finally split into four road shape 

categories, as shown in Table 6-6, and stored in ANN input files for local ANN 

training. CDOP values calculated with 10 previous positions (maxpos = 10) in the 

Least-Squares estimation (LSE) of position error vector in MMGPS were used for the 

splitting (see Table 6-6). The automated process analyses the CDOP value of each 

correct road candidate (with expected output =1), one per GPS epoch. According to 

conditions based on CDOP value ranges a decision is made into which ANN input file 

(road shape category) the GPS epoch is moved.

Table 6-6: Road Shape Categories vs. CDOP Value Ranges

Road shapes categories 

180°-70°
70° - 30°
30°-10°

< 10°

CDOP values ranges 
(maxpos =10)

0.6- 1
1-2
2-6
>6

6.5 Supervised ANN Training

An artificial neural network (ANN) has to be trained to process the input data in the 

required way. Supervised training is an iterative process and operates by adjusting the 

network weights in small steps so that the network behaviour converges on the 

desired output (minimising the error between the desired and the computed unit 

values). Complex problems may require hundreds of thousands of training cycles. 

[Picton, 2000, UK Department of Trade and Industry, 1994] It may happen that the 

network starts to "memorise" individual training cases rather than generalising from 

the set of training cases. This is called over-training (or over-fitting), which can mean
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that the network performs "very well on the training data, but much less well on test 

data drawn from the same distribution" [Hinton, 1999].

In previous sections, ANN inputs and outputs were prepared for ANN training. 

Various experiments on local training for each road shape and a comparison to a 

single ANN trained for all road shapes (all-in-one ANN) are described in the 

following sections.

6.5.1 Technical Details

The software NeuralWorks Professional II/Plus, developed by NeuralWare, was 

chosen as the ANN simulator, because NeuralWare products have a reputation for 

comprehensiveness, stability and maturity [Koehler, 1994]. Koehler recommends 

NeuralWorks Professional II/Plus for academic research as well as for commercial 

users who need to develop industrial applications in a relatively short time. 

Researchers at the University of Glamorgan have been using this software for several 

projects, e.g. for valuation of residential properties [Lewis, 1999], for classification of 

sedimentary organic matter [Weller, 2004] as well as for medical purposes.

NeuralWorks Professional II/Plus provides a large number of supervised ANN 

architectures, including a back-propagation network, a radial basis function network 

and a modular neural network approach. Different learning algorithms can be 

associated with the network models. The software has the capability to train and test a 

network, monitor progress, debug as well as save and implement trained networks. 

Optimisation strategies, such as "SaveBest", can achieve a specific task using 

measure-based methods to prevent overtraining. An interactive graphic user interface 

(GUI) is available to outline the ANN diagram with its nodes and connections as well 

as a variety of graphical instruments to monitor the learning process (weights, errors, 

activations) by using statistical analysis. Useful instruments for this project were:

> A bar chart that displays an analysis of weights between the input layer and 

other layers, as shown in Figure 6-5. The height of each bar of the graph 

shows the relative contribution made by each input.
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Figure 6-5: Example of a Bar Chart Showing the ANN Input Contribution

> A strip chart as in Figure 6-6 that shows the RMS error of the output layer (not 

to be confused with the RMS of GPS position error vector in MMGPS). The 

RMS error is a measure of the performance of a network during training. 

Back-propagation networks attempt to minimise this error. The drawback of 

this instrument for this project is that it does not take into account that a 

number of input vectors belong to one GPS epoch.

Figure 6-6: Example of a Strip Chart Showing the RMS Error of the ANN Output Layer

A gating probability bar chart as in Figure 6-7 shows the gating activity during 

recall of modular neural network (MNN) training.

Figure 6-7: Example of Bar Chart Showing Gating Probability
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Final ANN training was performed using the SaveBest function in NeuralWorks 

Professional II/PLUS, which saves the network with the best test result during train 

and test cycles. SaveBest addresses the issue of over-training when the network is 

performing well on the training data but poorly on independent test data with a 

sequence of test commands. ANN training is carried out as long as a specific function, 

such as the RMS error of the output layer, is decreasing within a pre-set number of 

learning cycles. When the RMS error stops decreasing or begins increasing again, 

SaveBest passes through a pre-set number of retries before it stops training.

6.5.2 ANN Input / Output

With the input signal of the training data and the output decision, the ANN can be 

trained to create its own internal representation of the relationship between input and 

output (decision rules). The aim is to use the trained ANN successfully on new input 

data (the test data) to make a weighted decision on whether a road centreline 

candidate is likely to be the correct one.

The major challenge in many applications is to identify which input variables are the 

key parameters of the problem. Often a genetic algorithm [Alba et al., 1993, 

Goldberg, 1989] is applied for this phase of model development. However, in this 

research the input parameters were directly chosen from the computed relationship of 

the digital road geometry of road centrelines and the GPS receiver trajectory in 

MMGPS, in the form of distance error (dist_error), bearing error (brg_error) and 

acceleration error (acc_error) as well as residuals, or root mean square (RMS), of the 

Least-Squares estimation of the error vector between raw GPS positions (RAW) and 

corresponding positions (REF) on the road network. The mathematical relationships 

are demonstrated in Figure 6-8, where e.g. the bearing error is the difference between 

the RAW bearing, derived from the last (RAW1) to the current position (RAW2), and 

the bearing on the road centreline. These relationships provide a direct correlation 

between the input parameters and the decision on the correct road (ANN output).
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Bearing Error 
Distance Error 
RMS

REF2

REF1

Road centre-line

RAW 2

RAW1

Figure 6-8: Mathematical Relationships

Other input parameters, such as the GPS second (GPSsec), the road ID and the 

number of satellites (NumOfSat), were identified empirically in experiments showing 

a positive effect on the ANN results. All input parameters used for ANN training were 

computed in MMGPS with an adjusted road reduction filter that did not eliminate any 

potential roads, except those that were clearly incorrect. This allowed the ANN, and 

not MMGPS, to select the correct road. Due to the connection to the road network and 

the dependence on the GPS trajectory, these parameters (dist_error, brg error, 

acc_error and RMS) are subject to OS accuracy (see 2.3.4) as well as GPS accuracy 

(see 2.2.2.3). A change in number of GPS satellites, which causes an unintentional 

change in direction of GPS trajectory, directly influences the input parameter values. 

Dist_error, brg_error and RMS were used for ANN training in initial investigations 

(see 5.2), because these parameters have the most influence on the decision for the 

correct road, when map-matching. Most input parameters provide value ranges, 

except GPSsec - each GPS second is unique and increases monotonously. A summary 

of all ANN input parameters and their justification for ANN training is shown in 

Table 6-7. Additional descriptive statistics of ANN training inputs and output are 

presented in Appendix 1.

The input data are applied to the ANN in a text (ASCII) file. Each row contains the 

inputs (RMS, brg_error, dist_error, acc_error, GPSsec, Road_id, NumOfSat) and the 

corresponding expected output for one potential road centreline. The results of ANN 

training are stored in an ANN output file where the computed ANN outputs are listed 

versus the expected output for each road centreline candidate. Examples of a section 

of an ANN input file and an ANN output file are documented in Appendix 5.
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Table 6-7: Justification of ANN Input Parameters

Input parameters !i

Root Mean Square 
(RJVIS)

Bearing error 
(Brg_error)

Distance error 
(Dist_error)

Acceleration error 
(Ace error)

GPS second 
(GPSsec)

Road ID 
(Road_id)

Number of Satellites 
(NumOfSat)

Justjfication^^^^^^^^^

Extracted from digital road 
the GPS receiver trajectory 
investigations, see 5.2)
Extracted from digital road 
the GPS receiver trajectory 
investigations, see 5.2)
Extracted from digital road 
the GPS receiver trajectory 
investigations, see 5.2)

Extracted from digital road 
the GPS receiver trajectory

^   MM^M 
geometry of road centrelines and
(proven to be useful in initial

geometry of road centrelines and 
(proven to be useful in initial

geometry of road centrelines and 
(proven to be useful in initial

geometry of road centrelines and

Experiments are evidence for an positive effect on ANN 
results (Table 6- 10)

Number of road centreline, which can indicate the correct road

Changing number of satellites indicates a jump in positions 
(unintentional change of direction), hence it has an influence 
on usefulness of RMS, dist error, brg error and ace error.

6.5.3 Applied ANN Techniques

In order to implement the proposed MNN technique (see 5.3) a number of local 

ANNs were chosen to be trained. A variety of different experiments were carried out 

before final ANN training and testing. Although not the focus of this research, these 

experiments were necessary to find the best possible way of training the ANNs, with 

the given input data.

6.5.3.1 Experiments with Different ANN Options

The experiments to find the best possible way to train input vectors of MMGPS 

derived parameters for making the decision on the correct road were performed 

according to the following steps:

1. Determining how many hidden layer and nodes are necessary

2. Testing the use of a radial basis function network in comparison to a back- 

propagation network
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3. Experimenting with different input parameters

4. Additional experiments to find the appropriate number of local ANNs

5. Training good data (without ANN output errors) and bad data (with ANN 

output errors) separately

6. Experimenting with input parameters and CDOP processed in MMGPS with 

different numbers of previous positions (maxposS, maxposlO) in the GPS 

trajectory

7. Determining how many input samples are optimal for local ANN training

8. Experimenting with the number of training data records (epoch size) presented 

to the ANN between weight updates

All ANNs prior to the final ANN solution were trained as far as possible (not 

considering overtraining) in order to find out how well ANNs can cope with the input 

samples and to identify problems. NeuralWorks' SaveBest option (see 6.5.1) was 

applied in all experiments, training and testing with the same input samples. Most 

experiments in this research are based on a back-propagation network structure, which 

at this stage is seen as the most likely network to be used for final ANN training. In 

steps 1 - 7 all applied training data records (epoch size) were presented to the ANN 

between weight updates.

(1) How many hidden layers and hidden nodes?

The object is always to find a minimal network, in terms of elements required to

model the activation function in an ANN. According to [Khan, 1996], task

decomposition can simplify the network structure by removing the need for hidden

layers.

Empirical tests on the network topology demonstrate that one hidden layer is 

necessary for this application, and a number of 2n+l hidden nodes, based on
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Kolmogorov's Theorem [Hecht-Nielson, 1987] (see 3.1), is sufficient to model the 

problem. This conclusion is based on the ANN output errors and the RMS errors of 

the output layer in experiments shown in Table 6-8.

Table 6-8: Experiments with the Number of Hidden Layers and Hidden Nodes

Sharp turns 

n = 7 input parameters
GPS epochs
Epochs Roads > 1

No hidden 
layer

One hidden 
layer with « 

hidden nodes

One hidden 
layer with 2n+l 

hidden nodes
351
193

ANN results
RMS error
Training cycles
Highest input contribution
ANN output errors

0.36
1 670 000

Distance error
51

0.31
9 988 000

Distance error
50

0.30
14084000

Distance error
44

(2) Radial basis function network (RBFN) vs. back-propagation network 

A back-propagation network (see 3.5) is known to be one of the most popular and 

successfully used supervised networks [Hinton, 1999]. RBFNs (see 3.6) are 

considered to train faster and lead to better decision boundaries than back-propagation 

networks [NeuralWare, 200la].

Tests with the RBFN were performed using the default settings in NeuralWorks. 

Included were 50 prototypes as well as the same learning rule, activation function and 

SaveBest criteria as for the back-propagation network (see Table 6-18). Experiments 

within this application showed no improvement using a RBFN. As can be seen in 

Table 6-9, the number of ANN output errors is higher with a RBFN than with a back- 

propagation network.

Table 6-9: Experiments with Different ANN Structures

Sharp turns

GPS epochs
Epochs Roads > 1

Back-propagation 
network

RBFN

351
193

ANN results
RMS error
Training cycles
ANN output errors

0.30
14084000

44

0.48
4000

49
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(3) How many input parameters?

Firstly, there is the necessary condition that the inputs to an ANN should contain 

sufficient information pertaining to the target, so that there is a mathematical function 

relating correct outputs to inputs with the desired degree of accuracy. Secondly, an 

ANN always tries to generalise each input. If there are a few outliers, it will not learn 

them. It tries to find an appropriate, if possible smooth, function through the input 

data which best fits the training data. [Hecht-Nielson, 1990]

The input parameters - distance error, bearing error and RMS - were useful in initial 

investigations (see 5.2) for the proposed ANN training. They generally provide a 

significant influence on the decision for the correct road (ANN output) when map- 

matching. Regarding the GPS second (see definition in Table 6-5) being a larger 

number with huge gaps in-between due to observations on different days, an ANN 

might not recognise the small changes. Experiments were performed with reduced 

GPS seconds and without a GPS second as ANN input. The reduced GPS second is 

the GPS second where the number of significant digits was reduced (e.g. 393424 

reduced to 424). ANN results (see Table 6-10) did not show any improvement; in fact 

the number of ANN output errors was slightly higher using a reduced GPS second as 

well as without a GPS second in comparison to the original GPS second.

Further tests indicated that seven input parameters - distance (dist), bearing (brg), and 

acceleration (ace) error as well as RMS, GPS second, road ID, number of satellites 

(see Table 6-7) - offer a positive influence on the ANN results compared to the use of 

only four inputs (dist_error, brg_error, acc_error, RMS). The number of ANN output 

errors in Table 6-11, Table 6-12 and Table 6-13 shows that straight roads can only be 

sufficiently trained using the seven input parameters: Table 6-11 shows ANNs trained 

with four inputs for different road shapes, Table 6-12 demonstrates the results using 

seven inputs for straight roads only and Table 6-13 compares the ANN output errors 

for straight roads using both numbers of input. Table 6-14 summarises experiments 

using the seven input parameters, showing the ANN output errors in the individual 

ANNs for the different road shape categories.
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Table 6-10: Experiments with the GPS Second as ANN Input Parameter

Sharp turns

Input vectors
GPS epochs

GPS second Reduced GPS 
second

Without GPS 
second

114
38

ANN results
RMS error
Training cycles
Highest input contribution
Output errors

0.21
3.2 mill

Bearing error
3

0.28
1.7 mill

Distance error
6

0.32
1.7 mill
RMS

6

(4) Additional tests on the appropriate number ofANNsfor local training. 

In 5.4.2, experiments with CDOP as road shape indicator concluded in three road 

shape ranges (sharp turns, smooth curves, straight roads), which would suggest a 

training of three local ANN. The local ANN training for the straight road shape range 

turned out not to be sufficiently successful. Further experiments were performed with 

the straight road samples split into three smaller road shape ranges. Only a small 

improvement in the number of ANN output errors using three local ANNs, as shown 

in Table 6-13, led to experiments with additional input parameters (see Table 6-12), 

which are explained in step (3). More tests later revealed that the road shape ranges 

[29°, 20°] and [19°, 10°] can be sufficiently trained as one road shape. Finally, four 

ANNs were found adequate for ANN training.

Table 6-11: Experiments on ANN Training of Three Road Shape Ranges

Training data

Input parameters
Input vectors

Instant turns Smooth curves

4 inputs (Dist error, Brg error, Ace
106 198

Straight roads

error, RMS)
685

ANN results
Training cycles
RMS error
Input contribution 
(from highest to 
lowest)
ANN errors
How well does the 
ANN cope with the 
input samples?

1.7 mill
0.38

RMS, Brg_error, 
Dist error, 
Ace error

2

sufficient

512000
0.34

Dist_error, 
Acc_error, 

Brg error, RMS
6

sufficient

1.6 mill
0.44

Brg_error, 
Acc_error, 

Dist error, RMS
58

Not sufficient
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Table 6-12: Experiments with Straight Road Samples using Seven Input Parameters for ANN Training

Straight roads

Input parameters

Input vectors

29° - 20° 19° - 10° 9°-0°

7 inputs (GPSsec, Road id, NumOfSat, Dist error, Brg error, 
Ace error, RMS)

153 197 318
ANN results
Training cycles
RMS error

Input contribution 
(from highest to 
lowest)

ANN errors
How well does the 
ANN cope with 
the input samples?

4.2 mill
0.20

Brg_error, RMS, 
Dist error, 
NumOfSat, 

Ace error, GPSsec, 
Road id

2

sufficient

2.1 mill
0.19

Road id, 
Dist error, 

Acc_error, RMS, 
Brg_error, GPSsec, 

NumOfSat
0

sufficient

8.2 mill
0.35

Dist_error, RMS, 
Brg_error, 

Acc_error, GPSsec, 
Road_id, 

NumOfSat
6

sufficient

Table 6-13: Comparison of ANN Errors when Training Straight Road Samples Using Different 
Number of Input Parameters and a Different Number of Local ANNs

Straight roa<
ANN errors with 4 input parameters
ANN errors with 7 input parameters

1 ANN

58
41

3 ANNs

42

Table 6-14: Summary of Early Experiments Using Seven Input Parameters

Training 
data
Input 
vectors
GPS
epochs
Epochs 
Roads > 1
ANN 
errors

Sharp 
turns

106

56

29
(53%)

0

Smooth 
curves

198

104

58 
(51%)

0

Straight 
29°- 20°

153

103

37 
(37%)

2

Straight 
19° - 10°

197

118

48 
(41%)

0

Straight 
9°-0°

318

153

101
(66%)

6

All road 
shapes

980

534

269
(50%)

80

(5) What ANN training is necessary?

It is good practice to train and test an ANN in logical steps to gradually gain sufficient 

accuracy of generalization. In particular, one approach is to split good input samples 

from bad samples in order to train them separately [Morris, 2006].
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For this purpose an ANN for sharp turns was trained as far as possible before 

separating the bad data. Bad data are defined as those epochs where the ANN 

produced an error to match the expected output, and good data are the epochs with no 

ANN error. The separated data sets were then used to train two local ANNs with the 

hope of gaining an improvement in ANN results and for the ANN to recognise the 

bad samples also. The results of these experiments based on ANN output errors are 

presented in Table 6-15.

The fact that an ANN is able to learn the bad data sufficiently could be due to two 

possible explanations. One reason could be that the bad data are inherently different in 

nature to the good data, meaning that bad data might occur at specific road scenarios, 

such as junctions, roundabouts or slip roads. However, manual inspection of the errors 

(using ArcView) did not reveal evidence in support of this theory. The second 

explanation, the real reason, considers the number of data samples used in ANN 

training. More details on the latter are given below in step (7).

Table 6-15: Separate ANN Training of Good and Bad Data (maxpos = 10)

Es

Before separation
351 GPS epochs 
193 epochs with roads >1
Good data
307 GPS epochs 
149 epochs with roads >1
Bad data
44 GPS epochs 
44 epochs with roads >1

ANN training

Training cycles 
Highest input contribution

14 mill cycles

7.7 mill cycles 
Distance error

11.8 mill cycles 
RMS

ANN Errors

(Percentage to epochs 
with roads >1)

44 (23%)

6 (4%)

4 (9%)

(6) Specific settings in MMGPS.

For the proposed MNN approach, 10 previous positions (maxpos = 10) in the LSE 

were chosen for MMGPS positioning. This produces ANN input parameters of GPS 

data, including CDOP as close as possible to the theoretical value (see 5.4.2). For test 

purposes, five previous positions (maxpos - 5) for better indicating the start and end 

of each road shape category (see 5.4.2) were used to produce input parameters in 

MMGPS. However, ANN results in Table 6-16 using input parameters processed with
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maxpos = 5 show no improvement compared to the results in Table 6-15 using input 

parameters processed with maxpos =10.

Table 6-16: Separate ANN Training of Good and Bad Data (maxpos = 5)

ANN ErrorsSharp turns ANN training

Training cycles 
Highest input contribution

(percentage to epochs 
with roads > 1)

Before separation
267 GPS epochs
197 epochs with roads > 1

15 mill cycles, 
Distance error

40 (20%)

Good data
227 GPS epochs
157 epochs with roads > 1

6.6 mill cycles 
Bearing error

Bad data
40 GPS epochs
40 epochs with roads > 1

4.8 mill cycles 
Distance error

1 (3%

(7) How many data samples for ANN training?

The number of training patterns (samples), required to establish a valid set of weights 

in the ANN, is dependent on the dimensionality and complexity of the input data 

[Stonham, 1994]. If the dimensionality of training samples is too low, this may 

prevent the network from learning the required rules, but if it is too high, the training 

may be slow. It is recommended to split the training samples for ANN training. Colin 

Morris (2006) suggests dividing them into 2/3 for training and 1/3 for testing (not to 

be confused with the test data in the test phase).

The number of training samples used in early experiments, as shown in Table 6-14, 

was not to be enough for sufficient generalisation, so that more data had to be 

included for ANN training. An ANN trained with straight roads performs poorly 

when about 200 epochs per training set only were used, as can be seen from Table 

6-17 (small training data set). With some test data sets, for example Test set 3 in 

Table 6-17, the ANN did not even produce usable outputs; the ANN output was 

identical for each input sample. Applying a higher number of input samples, in fact all 

available training data, leads to an improved ANN performance, as shown in Table 

6-17 (large training data set), and provides more training cycles when considering 

overtraining with NeuralWorks' SaveBest option (see 6.5.1).
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Table 6-17: Experiments with Small and Large Training Data Sets

Straight roads 
9°-0°

ANN training 
(Train2/3 , Testl/3)

Training cycles 
Highest input contribution

ANN Errors 
in test data

Percentage to epochs 
with roads > 1

Small training data set
122 GPS epochs,
40 epochs with roads > 1

50 000 cycles 
Dist error

Test set 1: 72%
Test set 2: 39%

Test set 3: identical
____outputs____

Large training data set
891 GPS epochs
555 epochs with roads > 1

180 000 cycles 
Dist error

Test set 1: 46% 
Test set 2: 15% 
Test set 3: 41%

(8) What epoch size is most appropriate for training the individual ANNs? 

An epoch (regarding ANN) is the number of training data records (training cycles) 

presented to the ANN between weight updates. An appropriate epoch size should be 

set up to minimise the cumulative error. If the epoch size is too large, the input data 

could be overly smoothed (key trends in the data may be missed) and it can happen 

that not enough learning is possible. If the epoch size is too small, "noise" in the data 

seems to confuse the ANN. [NeuralWare, 200 Ib]

Experiments were performed with different epoch sizes, such as 5, 10, 16 

(NeuralWorks' default value), 200, and all training data records (ANN input vectors). 

A big improvement in ANN test results was achieved when training an all-in-one 

ANN for all road shapes with a small epoch size, such as 16 training data records, in 

comparison to a too large epoch size, such as 3039 (all training data records). This can 

be seen from Figure 6-9 displaying the ANN output errors for the individual test data 

sets. When training a local ANN for a specific road shape, the difference is not as 

significant between the epoch sizes. This is because the input parameters chosen for 

ANN training are well defined for different road geometry. Due to breaking down the 

data into different road shape ranges, the smoothing does not occur as much as 

without the splitting (all-in-one ANN). Analysis of experiments with the different 

epoch sizes revealed different optimal epoch sizes for the individual ANNs:

> Epoch size = 5 for local ANN training for sharp turns

> Epoch size = 10 for local ANN training for smooth curves
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> Epoch size equals all training data records for local ANN training for almost

straight roads

> Epoch size = 5 for local ANN training for straight roads 

> Epoch size = 16 for ANN training for all road shapes

Single ANN for all road shapes

£ 
2
<5

s5X1 \r
A

10 

16

~ 200 

3039

' ' "

Test data sets

Figure 6-9: Experiments with Different Epoch Sizes on an All-in-one ANN

6.5.3.2 Final ANN Training

After a sufficient number of experiments to find the best way to train local ANNs for 

different road shapes (see 6.5.3.1), the following ANN solution was chosen and is 

described here.

Eventually, the back-propagation network was chosen for ANN training, as it is 

known as the most common supervised network [Hecht-Neilson, 1990], and RBFN 

did not prove to be a better network structure in this application. Back-propagation is 

a supervised training algorithm using gradient descent for error minimisation. For 

ANN activation, a sigmoid function (see Equation (10)) was used, since it is the one 

that has been most often used successfully in Multi-Layer-Perceptrons (see Figure 

3-2), and a non-linear relationship between input and output exists. The Extended 

Delta-Bar-Delta learning rule [Minai and Williams, 1990] was the applied learning 

method, which is an augmentation to the Delta rule (see 3.3.1). It uses the concept of 

"momentum term" (see 3.5) that solves the problem of missing the global minimum 

typical for a gradient descent algorithm such as back-propagation. (Other learning 

rules, provided by NeuralWorks, were briefly tested without any significant 

improvements.)
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Table 6-18: Final ANN Specifications

ANN specifications

Network model
Activation function
Learning rule
Number of Inputs, n
Number of Hidden Layers
Number of Hidden Nodes, 2n+l
Number of Outputs
Input Network Range
Output Network Range

Epoch size

Initial Weights
Termination Criteria (used in 
SaveBest)
Performance Measure

Back-propagation network
Sigmoid function
Extended Delta-Bar-Delta
7
1
15
1
ro,n
[0,1]
Different for individual ANNs 
(see Table 6- 19)
Random

RMS error of output layer

ANN output errors in GPS epochs

Seven input parameters were finally chosen for ANN training. The network topology 

consists of one hidden layer with 75 hidden nodes, which complies with Kolmogorov' 

theorem [Hecht-Nielson, 1987]. The input space was normalised to the network range 

of [0,1], which helps when using ANN parameters with different value ranges. The 

output network range was set at [0,1], since the expected ANN output was prepared to 

be 0 for an incorrect road or 1 for a correct road. With the aid of the SaveBest 

function in NeuralWorks an optimal training time was found (to avoid overtraining), 

applying 2/3 of the training data (see 6.2.2) for training and 1/3 for simultaneous 

testing. In a separate phase, the trained ANNs were tested on unseen test data (see 

6.2.3). Five single ANNs were trained, that is, one for each road shape range and one 

ANN for all road shape ranges (for comparison purposes). ANN training was 

performed with different optimal epoch sizes for the individual road shapes ranges. 

The training data were automatically split into road shape ranges (see 6.4.2) using 

CDOP as road shape indicator calculated with 10 previous positions (maxpos - 10) in 

the LSE of position error vector (in MMGPS). A summary of all ANN specifications 

for final ANN training is listed in Table 6-18.
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ANN for ANN for ANN for 
almost straight roads straight roads all road shapes

Figure 6-10: ANN Input Contributions

The input parameter contribution during the individual ANN training is shown in 

Figure 6-10, which displays five bar charts containing the following order of input 

parameters (from the first to the last of seven bars): GPS second (GPSsec), Road ID 

(Roadjd), distance error (dist_error), bearing error (brg_error), acceleration error 

(acc_error), RMS, number of satellites (NumOfSat). The tallest bar (highest input 

contributor) mostly represents dist_error; except for smooth curves (here it is RMS). 

In general, it can be said that dist_error, brg_error and RMS have the most influence 

on the ANN output.

The ANN training results, based on these input contributions, are listed in Table 6-19. 

The number of training data with sharp turns and smooth curves (about 350 GPS 

epochs) is much smaller than the number with almost straight and straight roads 

(between 600 and 900 GPS epochs). This is a typical distribution of geometry type 

along a road network. A smaller number of training data usually leads to a shorter 

training time (learning cycles) and better performance with fewer ANN errors. The 

training time and performance also depend on the complexity of the training data 

itself. The ANNs for sharp turns and smooth curves provide better results (fewer 

ANN errors) than those for almost straight and straight roads. This could be due to the 

ANN input parameters dist_error, brg_error, acc_error which are also used for map- 

matching (MM) in MMGPS. MM algorithms, in general, are known to perform better 

for turns and curves, due to the difficulty of differentiating parameters for straight 

roads. Hence, the ANN input parameters, produced in MMGPS, are clearer for turns 

and curves. Table 6-19 displays the results of the ANN training for the different local 

experts, defined by road shape (ANN Type). The total number of epochs (All Epochs) 

is the number of times a GPS position was recorded. The percentage of epochs with 

more than one road (Epochs Roads > 1), which is displayed in brackets for all ANN
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types, is a general indicator of the complexity of the road network with that road 

shape represented in the training data. ANN errors are the number of epochs when a 

particular ANN did not select the correct road segment. The final column displays 

these errors as a percentage of all epochs when the correct road was not selected. The 

last row of Table 6-19 displays the results for an all-in-one ANN (All road shapes), 

trained for all 2176 epochs, regardless of road shape.

These training results in Table 6-19 indicate immediately that basic ANN techniques 

are of potential benefit for road identification when low cost GPS positioning is used 

to track a vehicle, due to the low ANN error rate. The final ANN performance cannot 

be concluded from the results of ANN training. This requires an independent testing 

phase using unseen data. Such test results are presented in chapter 7. More details on 

individual ANN training is shown in Appendix 5.

Table 6-19: ANN Training Results

ANN Type

Sharp turns
(180° -70°)
Smooth curves
(70° - 30°)
Almost 
straight roads
(30° - 10°)

Straight roads
(< 10°)
AH road 
shapes

Training data

All 
Epochs

351

331

606

890

2176

Epochs 
Roads > 1

193
(55%)

161 
(49%)

356 
(59%)

554 
(62%)
1262 

(58%)

ANN training

Training 
cycles

27000

57000

1 1 1 000

37000

16000

RMS 
error

0.34

0.41

0.46

0.45

0.46

Epoch 
size

5

10

758

5

16

ANN 
Errors

48

38

114

212

404

Errors 

Roads > 1

25%

24%

32%

38%

32%

T-frTFSriT

All 
epochs

14%

12%

19%

24%

19%

6.6 Chapter Conclusion

About 9000 GPS positions of a moving vehicle were observed and prepared for ANN 

training and testing (see 6.2). The GPS data were processed in MMGPS to provide the 

seven chosen ANN input parameters (see 6.5.2) - GPS second, road ID, number of 

satellites, distance error, bearing error, acceleration error and RMS (residuals from 

LSE) - as well as the road shape indicator CDOP (see 5.4.2) for each potential road 

segment. An automated process was deployed to make a decision on the correct road
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for each GPS epoch. For the proposed MNN approach, the GPS positions were 

automatically split into four road shape categories - sharp turns, smooth curves, 

almost straight roads and straight roads - using CDOP (see 6.4.2), and subsequently 

they were locally trained in single ANNs for each road shape category. The training 

of the ANNs for sharp turns and smooth curves provided better results than the 

training of the ANNs for almost straight and straight roads. The training of an all-in- 

one ANN for all road shapes showed results as good as the local ANN for almost 

straight roads. However, the final ANN performance can not be concluded from the 

results of ANN training. It required an independent testing phase using unseen data. 

These test results are presented in the next chapter 7.
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7 MNN Implementation and Results

7.1 Introduction

One aim of this project was to create a modular neural network (MNN) system that 

can incorporate different road geometry for selecting the correct road that a vehicle is 

driven on. Two techniques were identified and tested. One is the MNN approach 

using a gating network to automatically split the input space for expert (local ANN) 

training. The other and main technique uses an identified road shape indicator to split 

the input space into appropriate road shape ranges and trains a number of single 

ANNs separately. Local ANN training was presented in section 6.5.

The trained ANNs were tested against new (unknown) data - the observed test data 

sets (see 6.2.3). These data were previously unseen by the ANNs, but the expected 

outcome (correct response) was known for each epoch. The testing phase determines 

how well the ANN learned the relationship between input and output and performs 

generalisation [NeuralWare, 200 lb]. In this testing the network weights are fixed and 

not updated any further. To find out how often an ANN is giving the correct response, 

the ANN output values are compared with the expected output. Ideally, the network 

should produce the same output as the expected output, which is 1 for a correct road 

centreline and 0 for an incorrect road. But ANNs rarely give the exact result desired 

[NeuralWare, 200lb]. In this application, the ANNs presented their outputs in the 

range of [0, 1]. Hence, the largest ANN output value in each epoch (GPS second) 

should have pointed at the input sample for the correct road centreline (with the 

expected output =1). The quality measure for the ANN performance is the number of 

ANN errors, which is the number of epochs where the ANN was not able to select the 

correct road.

Test results of the main MNN approach, including local ANN and combined 

performances, are shown in section 7.2. Training and testing results of the MNN 

approach with a gating network are presented in section 7.3. A comparison to
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available existing systems, such as the application for GPS positioning using map- 

matching (MMGPS), and an analysis of system performances is given in section 7.4.

7.2 MNN using CDOP

In this MNN approach, a suitable road shape indicator called the correction dilution of 

precision (CDOP), created in MMGPS as a by-product of the LSE of the position 

error vector, was employed to split the input space into four different road shape 

ranges. Observed GPS data were used to train and test four local ANNs - one single 

ANN for each road shape range. This MNN method is referred to as MNN-CDOP in 

the following. Detailed theoretical information on this approach can be found in 5.4.2. 

The local ANN test results and the combined results for the MNN-CDOP approach 

are presented below.

7.2.1 Single ANN Performances

The ANN performances presented in this section are the results from the testing phase 

of single ANN training. The data sets (see 6.2.3) used for ANN testing were initially 

processed in MMGPS, in the same way as the training data sets, using an adjusted 

road reduction filter (RRF) to transfer the road selection from map-matching to neural 

networks. The test data were then split into the road shapes ranges to be applied to the 

appropriate ANN.

Table 7-1: ANN Tests Results

lANN Type

Sharp turns
(180° -70°)
Smooth curves
(70° - 30°)
Almost straight roads
(30°- 10°)
Straight roads
(< 10°)

All road shapes

All 
Epochs

385

664

2027

3511

6587

Epochs 
Roads > 1

206 
(54%)

333 
(50%)

696
(34%)
1281 

(37%)
2516

(38%)

ANN 
Errors

29

94

192

428

772

Errors 

Roads > 1

14%

28%

28%

33%

31%

Errors 
All 

Epochs

8%

14%

10%

12%

12%
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Table 7-1 displays the overall number of test data (All Epochs) applied to the 

individual ANNs. The percentage of epochs when more than one road is available 

(Epochs Roads > 1) is a general indicator of the complexity of the road network with 

that road shape. ANN performance (ANN errors) is measured by the number of times 

(epochs) when the ANN was not able to select the correct road. The number of errors 

(summed up from all test data sets) for the different single ANNs is shown in Table 

7-1. The error percentages for the individual test data sets applied to the different 

ANNs are depicted in Figure 7-1. The order of the test data sets for each ANN in the 

diagram (left to right) is the same as in the legend (top to bottom).

Error percentages in test data sets

Sharp Smooth Almost Straight All road 
turns cur\«s straight shapes

Trained ANNs

• 12/04/06.
• 12/04/06. 
D 12/04/06_ 
D12/04/06_
• 12/04/06_ 
a 14/04/06_
• 14/04/06_ 
D 14/04/06^
• 14/04/06

TeD1 
TeD2 
TeD3 
TeD4 

TeD5 
TeD6 
TeD7 

TeD8 
TeD9

Figure 7-1: Error Percentages for the Individual Test Data Sets in the Different ANNs

In Figure 7-1, a variation in ANN performance for each test data set can be noted in 

the different road shapes. This can be explained by the individuality of each car 

journey. Even when driving around the same roundabout several times, the journeys 

will never be the same (and so the GPS trajectories in connection to the road 

centreline will vary). Depending on how well the GPS trajectory follows the correct 

road centreline, the ANN input parameters created in MMGPS possess a higher 

quality for indicating the correct ANN output. The problem described in Figure 6-3 

and Figure 6-4, where the GPS trajectory is different from the road centreline, can 

make it difficult for the ANN to produce the correct output. Furthermore, the number 

of GPS satellites available when observing the individual test data sets is an indicator 

of the ANN input quality in connection to the ANN output, due to the step function in 

the GPS positions when the number of satellites changes. A high percentage of epochs 

when only three GPS satellites are in view, which occurs in 12/04/06_TeD 1 and
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14/04/06_TeD9 (see Table 6-3), could be one reason why a high number of ANN 

errors was produced. The availability of only three GPS satellites produces low 

quality GPS positions.

Success rate in finding the correct road

Success rate to all 
epochs

Sharp Smooth Almost Straight All road 
turns curves straight shapes

Trained single ANNs

Figure 7-2: Success Rate in the Different ANNs

Figure 7-2 shows the percentage (success rate) of selecting the correct road with the 

single ANNs when applying the test data (derived from the error percentages of all 

epochs displayed in Table 7-1). The success rate (for selecting the correct road) 

ranges from 92% for well defined road geometry (sharp turns) to 86% for smooth 

curves. These small differences in performance of the local ANNs can most probably 

be attributed to natural variability in the relationship between the true car trajectory 

and the digitally recorded road centreline data used. The results in Figure 7-2 would 

seem to indicate that a MNN consisting of two local ANNs would provide the best 

results; one ANN for sharp turns and another for all other road geometry. The low 

performance (success rate) of the ANN for smooth curves, shown in Figure 7-2, could 

be explained by the fact that smooth curves are often transition curves between sharp 

turns and almost straight roads. From the ANN point of view, taking into account that 

ANN training produced the best results for smooth curves (see Table 6-19) but ANN 

testing provided the worst results for smooth curves (see Table 7-1), it could be a case 

of overtraining (despite using SaveBest), because training was based on training data 

only. Certainly, results always depend on the complexity of the applied data. It is 

possible that the training data did not cover all possible scenarios for smooth curves,
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so that it could not create a well generalised and representative model for smooth 

curves.

For comparison purposes, an all-in-one ANN for all road shapes was also tested, and 

the results are shown in the last row in Table 7-1. Its performance is only slightly 

inferior to the local ANNs. More details on the performance of the ANN for all road 

shapes are given in section 7.4. Additional information on all test results with 

individual test data sets is shown in Appendix 5.

7.2.2 Combined Performances

Combining the results from the local ANNs (presented in previous section) provides 

an idea of how well this MNN-CDOP method behaves in all road shape ranges. The 

total number of ANN errors for all local ANNs, occurring in different test data sets, 

and their percentages to the epochs with more than one available road (Errors Roads > 

1) is presented in Table 7-2. The results for all road shapes vary for the individual test 

data sets from 15% error for 14/04/06_TeD8 to 40% error for 12/04/06_TeDl. The 

percentage of ANN error averages 30%. That is, for about two thirds of GPS epochs 

when a decision on the correct road was necessary the proposed MNN-CDOP 

generated the correct output. The overall MNN-CDOP performance indicates an error 

of only 11% considering all test epochs, which is a success rate of 89% for the correct 

road found.

Table 7-2: Test Data Sets Processed within the MNN-CDOP Approach

1 est data sets

12/04/06 TeDl
12/04/06 TeD2
12/04/06 TeD3
12/04/06 TeD4
12/04/06 TeD5
14/04/06 TeD6
14/04/06 TeD7
14/04/06 TeD8
14/04/06 TeD9
All test data

/\n 
Epochs

743
498
693
539
291
1296
693
1096
738

6587

CjJJUCllS

Roads > 1 „
629
126
258
276
127
264
137
268
431
2516

ATI IN 
errors

253
28
60
84
24
84
26
41
143
743

Errors 
Roads > 1

40%
22%
23%
30%
19%
32%
19%
15%
33%
30%

Errors 
All Epochs

34%
6%
9%
16%
8%
7%
4%
4%
19%
11%
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7.3 MNN with Gating Network

The MNN system tested in this section was proposed by Jacobs et al. (1991), and is a 

simulation referred to as a ModNN in NeuralWorks. In this approach, a gating 

network is used to stochastically partition the input space into regions so that a 

number of local experts (local ANNs) can take responsibility for individual subtasks. 

Detailed information on the theory and algorithm is described in 3.7.

In ModNN training, the same seven input parameters - GPSsec, Road id, dist_error, 

brg_error, acc_error, RMS, NumOfSat - were used as for single ANN training 

(presented in chapter 6.5). The expert topology, consisting of one hidden layer with 

15 hidden nodes, is the same as for the single ANNs. The gating network has as many 

output nodes as there are local experts. Three experts were empirically chosen. The 

gating network as well as each local expert was trained using back-propagation of 

output error. ModNN specifications used during network training are summarised in 

Table 7-3. With the aid of NeuralWorks' SaveBest option overtraining was avoided, 

applying 2/3 of the training data (see 6.2.2) for training and 1/3 for simultaneous 

testing. The exact same GPS epochs were used for single ANN training.

Table 7-3: ModNN Specifications

ModNN specifications

Training of local experts
Activation function
Learning rule
Number of Inputs, n
Number of Hidden Layers
Number of Hidden Nodes, 2n+l
Number of Outputs
Training of gating network
Number of Hidden Nodes in hidden layer
Number of Outputs
Input Network Range
Output Network Range
Epoch size
Initial Weights
Termination Criteria (used in SaveBest)
Performance Measure

Back-propagation of output errors
Sigmoid function
Extended Delta-Bar-Delta
7
1
15
1
Back-propagation of output error
4
3
ro,n
[0,11
16
Random
RMS error of output layer
ANN output errors in GPS epochs
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The results of ModNN training are shown in Table 7-4. Despite setting up three local 

experts in this ModNN approach, only one expert seems to have a significant 

contribution to the composite output. This was taken from the gating probability bar 

chart provided by NeuralWorks. An example of such a bar chart is shown in Figure 

6-7. In view of the fact that ModNN experiments using only two experts resulted in 

more ANN errors, the gating network must have also giving some weighting to the 

other two of the three experts with a positive influence on the composite output. 

Comparing the ModNN training results to the training results of the all-in-one single 

ANN (see Table 6-19), a similar number of ANN errors can be recognised. However, 

the final ModNN performance cannot be concluded from the results of ModNN 

training. It requires an independent testing phase using unseen data.

Table 7-4: ModNN Training Results

mt.:,::-^———**

Epochs All roads
Epochs Roads > 1
Learning cycles
RMS error
ANN errors
Errors Roads > 1
Errors All roads

2176
1262 (58%)
11000
0.46
392
31%
18%

The ModNN was tested with the same 6587 GPS epochs as for the all-in-one ANN 

for all road shapes. The ModNN testing results, presented in Table 7-5, show the 

ANN errors in the test data as well as the error percentages for epochs when more 

than one road is available. The overall ModNN performance indicates an error of 12% 

considering all test epochs, which is a success rate of 88% for finding the correct 

road.

Table 7-5: ModNN Testing Results

B ModNN Testing
achs All roads

Epochs Roads > 1
ANN errors
Errors Roads > 1
Errors All roads

6587
2516(38%)
791
31%
12%
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7.4 MNN-CDOP Performance Compared to Other Systems

To evaluate the quality of the proposed MNN-CDOP system, a comparison to 

available existing systems with the same function, i.e. identifying the correct road on 

which a vehicle is travelling, was carried out. The following three systems were 

chosen:

1. The test-bed application MMGPS (see 4.4.4), which uses a map-matching 

algorithm with the original RRF parameter thresholds (see Table 6-4) to find 

the correct road. The original MMGPS performance on given test data is 

presented in subsection 7.4.1.

2. A single ANN created for all road shapes (all-in-one ANN), which was trained 

(see 6.5.3.2) and tested (see 7.2.1) to select the correct road.

3. A MNN using a gating network (ModNN, see 7.3) available as simulation in 

Neural Works.

7.4.1 Original MMGPS Performance

Table 7-6: Test Data Sets Processed in MMGPS Original

PTest data sets

^^^m
12/04/06 TeDl
12/04/06 TeD2
12/04/06 TeD3
12/04/06 TeD4
12/04/06 TeD5
14/04/06 TeD6
14/04/06 TeD7
14/04/06 TeD8
14/04/06 TeD9
All test data

AH 
Epochs

743
498
693
539
291
1296
693
1096
738

6587

Epochs 

Roads > 1

454
50
147
202
30

201
66
94
178

1422

Epochs

Correct 
road deleted

66
17
36
21
16
10
14
14
34

228

Correct road 
NOT found

520
67
183
223
46
211
80
108
212
1650

Correct road 
NOT found

All Epochs
70%
13%
26%
41%
16%
16%
12%
10%
29%
25%

The road reduction filter (RRF) in the original MMGPS (MMGPS original) is used to 

reduce the number of potential roads per epoch (see 4.4.4.2). If the RRF can not find
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the correct road, MMGPS uses the remaining roads to calculate a weighted mean 

position for this epoch. In the original implementation of RRF (see Table 6-4), it is 

possible that the correct road was deleted, due to the tightly fitted parameter 

thresholds (for best possible overall map-matching results). For comparison to MNN- 

CDOP, the performance of MMGPS original was measured by the number of epochs 

when the correct road was deleted from the list of potential roads, or if more than one 

road remains in the list. The number of epochs when the correct road was not found 

and its percentage to the total number of epochs (All Epochs), calculated using the 

same test data sets as for the MNN-CDOP approach, are shown in Table 7 6. Overall, 

MMGPS original failed to select the correct road in 25% of all epochs, either 

selecting the wrong road, or not filtering out sufficient roads.

7.4.2 Performance Comparison

Comparing the performances of different systems should ideally be based on the same 

testing conditions. For the following results in Table 7-7 the exact same GPS test 

epochs were used for the compared systems. Since input data for all neural network 

approaches were calculated in MMGPS using RRF with adjusted parameter 

thresholds (see Table 6-4), the number of epochs when more than one potential road 

is available is identical for the MNN-CDOP, the ModNN and the all-in-one ANN. 

However, this number of epochs differs from MMGPS original, processed with the 

original RRF using different parameter thresholds (see Table 6-4) for best possible 

map-matching results. The important point here is that neural networks select the road 

in system 2 and 3, and map-matching / RRF selects the road for system 1. 

Table 7-7: Comparison of the Different Approaches

[Test data

All Epochs

Correct road found
Percentage of correct road found
Correct road NOT found
Improvement to MMGPS original

MNN- 
CDOP

6587
2516
5844
89%
743

55%

ModNN

6587
2516
5796
88%
791

52%

All-in- 
one

ANN
6587
2516
5815
88%
772

53%

MMGPS 
original

6587
1422
4937
75%
1650

-
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As seen in Table 7-7, the MNN-CDOP provides similar results to the other neural 

network approaches - the all-in-one ANN and the ModNN - with success rates 

(correct road found) of 88% and 89%. This can be compared to a 75% success rate for 

MMGPS original. The success rate is the measurement of how often each system 

managed to find the correct road out of all epochs. It shows that the applied neural 

network approaches, such as the all-in one ANN for all road shapes, the MNN-CDOP 

training one local ANN for each road shape and the ModNN, provide improved 

results to a well established map-matching algorithm (MMGPS original) (see 4.4.4). 

In Table 7-7, the neural network solutions offer an about 50% improvement (52% 

with ModNN, 53% with all-in-one ANN and 55% with MNN-CDOP) to MMGPS. 

The improvement was calculated from the number of epochs when the correct road 

was not found. Individual test results for the different test data sets can be taken from 

Appendix 5.

Table 7-8: A Comparison of the All-in-one ANN for All Road Shapes and the Single ANN from Initial
Investigations

ANN 
from initial investigations

All-in-one ANN 
for all road shapes

ANN training
Road shapes
All Epochs
Epochs Roads > 1
Errors (Correct road not found)
Errors All Epochs

Roundabouts only
152
31
2

1%

All
2176
1262
404
19%

ANN testing
Road shapes
All Epochs
Epochs Roads > 1
Errors (Correct road not found)
Errors All Epochs
Improvement to MMGPS
(when correct road NOT found)

All
634
402
99

16%

34%

All
6587
2516
772
12%

53%

A comparison of the all-in-one ANN for all road shapes with the single ANN from 

initial investigations (see 5.2) should be made at this stage. Table 7-8 shows, much 

less data were used for the initial ANN - about a 10th of the training data and a sixth 

of the test data compared to the all-in-one ANN. Furthermore, the initial ANN was 

trained on roundabout data only. This is why the initial ANN performed better in 

ANN training than the all-in-one ANN based on all road shapes (Errors All Epochs). 

The results in testing were slightly better for the all-in-one ANN considering the ANN
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errors in all epochs as well as the improvement to MMGPS considering the number of 

epochs when the correct road was not found. This could be because of the small 

amount of GPS data used for training and testing as well as the limited road shapes 

used for training in initial investigations.

7.4.2.1 Along-Track Issue

The aim of this research was to find the correct road segment along the correct route 

using OS road centreline data consisting of contiguous line segments (connected at 

road junctions). For the practice of vehicle navigation, it would be sufficient to locate 

the position on the correct route.

To find the correct road segment the exact position along the route (along track) must 

be known. Difficulties in determining the exact position of a vehicle on a road 

network are caused by the following problems:

> Low cost GPS accuracy is known to be limited to about 13m - 22m (see 

2.2.2.3). Highly accurate phase dual frequency DGPS positions, which are 

considered as true positions, have an error circle of a few centimetres [Moore, 

2005].

> OS road centrelines are only accurate from 1.0m to 8.8m (see 2.3.4) depending 

on the scale of the road network (urban, rural or remote areas).

> Vehicles rarely drive on the road centreline.

So, even if the correct road can be found, there is still an along-track error remaining. 

MMGPS uses least-squares estimation (LSE) of position error vector to correct this 

[Taylor and Blewitt, 2006]. The along-track issue is shown in Figure 7-3, where a true 

vehicle position (red circle) points at road segment 3. It can happen with systems, 

such as MMGPS and the proposed neural network solutions, that road segment 2 will 

be selected. This choice may be considered as an MMGPS or ANN road selection 

error, even if the true position on the route is only a few millimetres in error, i.e. on 

the next road segment (segment 3). Taken into account that road segment 2 is on the 

correct route, the MMGPS or ANN error considered as along-track error could be 

neglected. If the wrong road segment on the correct route is selected, i.e. the previous 

or next segment to the correct one, it would still be better than having more than one
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road remaining in the candidate list for map-matching, which happens in about 22% 

of the test epochs in MMGPS original.

Legend
Route

— OS road centrelines

• True vehicle positions 

1 - 5 Road segments

Figure 7-3: Along-Track Issue

To investigate the along-track issue in the different systems considered in this 

research, test epochs with ANN or MMGPS errors were analysed in order to find 

these epochs when the wrongly selected road segment is situated on the correct route. 

This was done by comparing the road ID of the wrongly selected road segment to a 

list of road IDs belonging to road segments of the correct route. If the ID of the road 

segment with an ANN error was found in the list for this GPS epoch it was considered 

as along-track error. The outcome of this investigation is presented in Table 7-9. Here, 

the identified along-track errors for the different systems are displayed in connection 

to the number of epochs when the correct road was not found (taken from Table 7-7). 

Table 7-9 shows that most along-track errors occur with the ModNN and the all-in- 

one ANN for all road shapes.

Table 7-9: Along-Track Errors (Totals)

Different systems

MMGPS original
MNN-CDOP
All-in-one ANN
ModNN

Correct road 
NOT found

1650
743
772
791

Along-track 
errors

105
119
132
132

Percentage of 
Along-track errors

6%
16%
17%
17%

Looking at the along-track error results with the local ANNs for the MNN-CDOP, 

shown in Table 7-10, the number of along-track errors decreases from sharp turns to 

straight roads. This is probably due to the fact that usually the higher the degree of 

turn the more junctions and road segments exist in a road network.
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Table 7-10: Along-Track Error Results with the Local ANNs

| Local ANNs for MNN-CDOP

ANN1 - sharp turns
ANN2 - smooth curves
ANN3 - almost straight roads
ANN4 - straight roads

ANN 
errors

29
94
192
428

Along-track 
errors

19
31
38
31

Percentage of 
Along-track errors

66%
33%
20%
7%

When neglecting the along-track errors from Table 7-9, the overall performance of the 

individual systems can be improved as shown in Table 7-11 (updated from Table 7-7). 

The considered neural network approaches provide success rates of at least 90% for 

finding the correct road compared to 77% success rate for MMGPS original. The 

overall performances of the neural network techniques now provide an improvement 

of about 60% to the map-matching algorithm in MMGPS original.

Table 7-11: Updated Overall Performance of the Individual Systems

Test data results
(neglecting along-track error)

All Epochs
Epochs Roads > 1
Correct road found
Percentage of correct road found

Correct road NOT found
Improvement to MMGPS original
(when correct road NOT found)

MNN- 
CDOP

6587
2516
5963
91%
624

60%

ModNN

6587
2516
5928
90%
659

57%

All-in-one
ANN

6587
2516
5947
90%
640

59%

MMGPS 
original

6587
1422
5042
77%
1545

-

7.5 Chapter Conclusion

To achieve the goal of improving map-matched GPS positioning, a modular neural 

network (MNN) method, using the correction dilution of precision (CDOP) for road 

shape-based splitting of GPS data, was developed. Separate local ANNs, trained for 

each road shape category, were employed as the main approach (MNN-CDOP). The 

locally trained ANNs were tested with success rates of 92% to 86% in finding the 

correct road (see 7.2.1). The ANN for sharp turns had the best results with 92%, the 

ANN for almost straight roads 90%, the ANN for straight roads 88% and the ANN for 

smooth curves had the worst results 86%. The performance of MNN-CDOP was
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assessed using a combination of the test results of the locally trained ANNs. 

Compared to other neural network systems with the same function to identify the 

correct road, such as an all-in-one ANN for all road shapes or a MNN using a gating 

network (ModNN), the MNN-CDOP performed similarly with a success rate of about 

90%. Considering along-track errors at road junctions, which caused difficulties in 

selecting the correct road segment, an additional improvement of the test results can 

be achieved by neglecting situations where the wrong road segment along the correct 

route was selected. Compared to the GPS positioning application using a map- 

matching algorithm to find the correct road (MMGPS original), all considered neural 

network approaches - the MNN-CDOP, the ModNN and the all-in one ANN - 

achieved an improvement of about 60% in identifying the correct road (comparing the 

number of epochs when the correct road was not found).

There was a slight advance of the neural network approaches used in this research 

compared to the ANN created in initial investigations. This is most probably because 

of the small amount of GPS data used for training and testing as well as the limited 

road shapes used for training in initial investigations. The fact that the ModNN results 

are similar to the MNN-CDOP results show that two different MNN approaches - one 

using a gating network to split the input space and the other one using CDOP to split 

into road shape ranges - can reach the same outcome.
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8 Conclusions and Future Work

This final chapter summarises and critically assesses the achievements of this 

research. It draws on the thesis introduction, where the research aims and objectives 

were established, as well as individual chapters to justify the conclusions. The 

research questions are clearly answered and the contributions to knowledge identified. 

This thesis ends with a number of suggestions and important issues for further work.

8.1 Research Conclusions

The main objective of this research was to prove that a modular neural network 

(MNN) technique, described in section 5.3, would improve the reliability and 

efficiency of map-matched GPS positioning. This MNN autonomously selects the 

appropriate artificial neural network (ANN) of a number of locally trained ANNs 

based on a transport network (TN) indicator. Allied with this objective was the aim to 

prove that the correction dilution of precision (CDOP, see 4.4.5.1), derived in the 

patented map-matching (MM) algorithm for low cost GPS positioning (MMGPS, see 

4.4.4), is a reliable and effective indicator for TN geometry type. A number of other 

research questions were also identified and presented in section 1.2.

1. Can ANNs be used to improve map-matched GPS positioning?

This research proved that ANN techniques can indeed be used for the purpose of road 

selection in map-matched GPS positioning. In fact, it is possible to achieve significant 

improvement to traditional map-matching algorithms. This improvement is based on a 

comparison made with results given by MMGPS. A summary of improvements 

achieved is given below under research question 4.

Relatively basic supervised ANN training methods, well-reported in the literature, 

were successfully applied. In particular, the method of back-propagation of error (see 

3.5), which is a gradient descent technique, was used for the training of all considered 

ANN approaches. A single ANN for all TN geometry, a MNN using a gating network
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and the main MNN using CDOP to choose between a number of locally trained ANNs 

based on different TN geometry were created in this research. Although there are 

more sophisticated and up-to-date learning methods available, the applied ANN 

techniques proved to be useful.

2. Is it possible to create an ANN technique for different TN geometry?

Initial research using limited training and test data stated that a single ANN is not able 

to deal with different TN geometry (see 5.2). Therefore, a MNN technique consisting 

of several single ANNs (local experts) was created to incorporate different TN 

geometry, introduced in section 5.3. Experiments showed that two different MNN 

approaches - one using a TN geometry indicator for expert selection (see 7.2) and the 

other using a gating network (see 7.3) - reached the same general outcome as a single 

ANN trained for all TN geometry (see 7.4.2). However, an expert (single ANN) for 

definite turns (sharp turns, 180° - 70°) incorporated in the MNN technique using a TN 

geometry indicator, was successfully trained (see 7.2.1), and gave a significant 

improvement in performance over one single ANN for all road shapes (see research 

question 4 below). Due to the choice of ANN input parameters, derived from the 

relationship of the digital TN geometry of road centrelines and the GPS receiver 

trajectory, the inherent difficulties (known from traditional map-matching) with the 

other road shapes (smooth curves to straight roads) could not be sufficiently overcome 

with local experts. One expert per TN geometry was created. TN geometry ranges 

were identified with the help of CDOP value ranges (see 5.4.2).

3. Is CDOP a suitable TN geometry indicator?

Several mathematical measures based on shape dependency were addressed in this 

thesis regarding the quantification of TN geometry (see 4.4.5) based on existing 

literature. Considered measures were the novel CDOP, the fractal dimension, line 

moments and polynomial approximation. The correction dilution of precision (CDOP) 

is a new measure derived directly from the trajectory of GPS positions in MMGPS. 

Experiments with CDOP (see 5.4.2) indicate that TN geometry can be categorised 

into four geometry ranges based on CDOP value ranges (see Table 5-2). Due to the 

derivation of CDOP from Least-Squares estimation computation of position error 

vector based on a number of historical positions (maxpos) in the GPS trajectory, the 

TN geometry indication using CDOP is delayed by a varying number of positions,
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depending on TN geometry and maxpos as shown in Table 5-1. CDOP was used in an 

automated process to split GPS observations into different TN geometry ranges for 

local ANN training and testing. CDOP computation based on TN road centreline 

coordinates (see 5.4.3) proved to be accurate compared to the theoretical CDOP 

calculation and produced similar results to the CDOP calculation based on GPS 

positions in terms of TN geometry indication.

4. What are the improvements achieved from using ANNsfor road selection in 

map-matched GPS positioning?

For GPS positioning on roads and paths where map-matching is particularly difficult, 

a significant improvement of approximately 60% (see Table 7-11) with additional use 

of ANNs techniques for road selection is possible. Locally trained ANNs were created 

with success rates of 86% to 92% for finding the correct road (see Figure 7-2). The 

ANN for:

> sharp turns (180°- 70°) had the best results with 92%

> almost straight roads (30° - 10°) had 90%

> straight roads (< 10°) had 88%

> smooth curves (70° - 30°) had the worst results a success rate of 86%

These small differences in performance of the local ANNs can most probably be 

attributed to natural variability in the relationship between the true car trajectory and 

the digitally recorded road centre-line data used. The local ANN results, as shown in 

Figure 7-2, indicate that a MNN consisting of only two local ANNs would provide the 

best results; one ANN for sharp turns and another for all other road geometry. The 

high performance (success rate) of the ANN for sharp turns shows an improvement 

for this type of TN geometry compared to a single ANN for all road shapes (see Table 

7-1). The low performance of the ANN for smooth curves could be because they are 

often transition curves between sharp turns and almost straight roads. From the ANN 

point of view, it indicates the possibility of overtraining (despite using SaveBest) 

because training was based on training data only, taking into account that ANN 

training produced its best results for smooth curves (see Table 6-19) but ANN testing 

gave the worst results for smooth curves (see Table 7-1). Combining the local ANN 

performances, the proposed MNN-CDOP generated the correct output for about two
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thirds of GPS epochs when a decision on the correct road was necessary, i.e. map- 

matching alone failed to select the correct one (see Table 7-2). Considering all test 

epochs, the MNN-CDOP performance indicates an error of 9%, which is a success 

rate of 91% for the correct road found (see Table 7-11). The results of MNN-CDOP 

(using CDOP to split the ANN input into road shape ranges) are similar to the 

ModNN using a gating network to split the input space (see Table 7-11). That is, two 

different MNN approaches gave the same results. However, the intention of providing 

an improvement with a MNN approach to a single ANN for all TN geometry was 

only partially achieved. Nevertheless, the results of the experimental application of 

ANNs, to map-matching described here, indicate good potential for further 

improvement, see section 8.3 Future Work.

A number of general limitations to ANN augmented map-matching were identified, as 

described in section 1.3:

> Topographic map and GPS accuracy (see 2.3.4 for digital mapping, and

2.2.2.3 for GPS limitations and accuracy) 

> GPS position trajectories not being identical to the TN geometry of road

centrelines (see example in Figure 6-3 and Figure 6-4) 

> Some unreliability in MMGPS (see 4.4.4.4 and 6.3.3) 

> CDOP featuring a delay in TN indication, described in section 5.4.2

These limitations make it impossible to provide perfect input parameters as well as 

data samples for local ANN training. The limited generalisation ability of the trained 

ANNs causes ANN errors in the test data. Therefore, additional methods need to be 

identified to improve decisions on the correct road.

8.2 Contribution to Knowledge

Research described in this thesis covers the areas of integrated GIS/GPS navigation 

and augmentation with the help of map-matching and ANNs for road selection. 

Contributions made to these topics are stated in the following sections.
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8.2.1 Map-Matched GPS Navigation

Integrated GIS/GPS systems, such as in-car-navigation/intelligent transport systems 

(ITS) and location based services (LBS), often use the help of map-matching (MM) 

techniques to improve positioning accuracy. The inherent MM issue of selecting the 

correct road in a TN was successfully addressed with ANN techniques. The use of 

ANNs for road selection shows a significant improvement (see 8.1, research question 

4) to traditional MM techniques, such as the one used in MMGPS. The use of ANNs, 

therefore, has a significant impact on improving positioning accuracy provided by 

GPS, especially in situations with a reduced number of satellites in view, a poor 

satellite-receiver geometry and a dense TN, e.g. urban areas.

8.2.2 CDOP

The CDOP was initially computed as an accuracy and reliability indicator for GPS 

position error vectors during map-matching (see 4.4.5.1). The use of CDOP in this 

research has proved that it may confidently be used to indicate road shape. This has 

not been proved before.

8.2.3 Artificial Neural Networks

The focus of this research was the application of artificial neural networks (ANNs) for 

map-matched GPS positioning. Contributions made to the field of ANNs are:

> An extension of the application area covered by ANNs. They can be applied

for road selection in map-matched GPS positioning. 

> Traditional methods such as back-propagation still have an impact in modern

applications, e.g. personal navigation systems, ITS or LBS.

8.3 Future Work

This section describes further research that can be undertaken, based on results and 

issues that have arisen during this research.
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8.3.1 Implementation into MMGPS

In the future, the MNN-CDOP approach can be implemented into MMGPS to 

improve its map-matching algorithm. The MNN-CDOP could potentially be applied 

in situations, where MMGPS is not able to filter out all incorrect roads. Due to a 

success rate of 91% for the correct road found (see Table 7-11), additional 

experimentation is necessary to improve the success rate.

8.3.2 Presentation of ANN Input Data

In order to improve ANN training different ways of presenting the input data to the 

ANN could be considered. In this research, the ANN input data were split into 

different road shapes (based on CDOP value ranges, see Table 5-2) for local expert 

training (see 6.5.3.2). Another method is to divide the input data into sets with the 

same number of road candidates available. Depending on the TN situation (urban 

areas, junctions, motorways), a certain number of roads in the vicinity of the GPS 

position are considered for the vehicle's true position. It is likely that the different 

number of roads available per GPS epoch (which are presented as individual input 

vectors to the ANN) act as noise to the ANN. This noise level could be reduced by 

each local expert being trained with input data containing a fixed number of roads per 

GPS epoch.

8.3.3 ANN Techniques

Different, relatively basic ANNs (see chapter 3), such as a single back-propagation 

ANN for all TN geometry, a MNN using a gating network and a MNN built from 

single locally trained ANNs based on TN geometry indicator CDOP (see 5.3), were 

applied in this research. Other supervised ANN techniques are available, such as 

support vector machines (SVM). These systems have the potential to improve the 

results of this research, in terms of learning abilities with data from different TN 

geometry and identification of the correct road. SVMs were briefly discussed in 

section 3.8.
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8.3.4 Using Raw GPS Receiver Coordinates

Presently, using MMGPS, a receiver position is calculated using raw GPS 

observables, that is, pseudo-range measurements. The GPS receiver position 

computation algorithm in MMGPS uses a standard Least-Squares estimation fully 

described by [Taylor and Blewitt, 2006]. Although MMGPS provides complete 

control over position computation, e.g. which satellites will be used and the use of 

height information (height aiding), many location dependent systems can only provide 

GPS coordinates, not pseudo-ranges. Using raw GPS receiver coordinates for map- 

matching purposes has the potential to greatly broaden the application of map- 

matching techniques developed in MMGPS.

8.3.5 Map Accuracy Improvement using Lane Prediction

Commercially available road centreline and footpath data, such as those provided by 

the Ordnance Survey (OS), offer a limited accuracy (see 2.3.4). This reduces the 

benefit of the road reduction filter (REP) in MMGPS as well as the ANNs created in 

this research, which use these centrelines to map-match GPS positioning. An 

opportunity to obtain more accurate digital road centrelines data would be to collect 

GPS data with dual frequency geodetic grade GPS receivers to create bespoke lane 

centreline data sets for use in MMGPS and ANNs. The accuracy of GPS point 

positioning observed with dual frequency is 20mm plus 2ppm (RMS) [LEICA, 2000]. 

These data would allow testing of the accuracy of MMGPS using predicted 

requirements of the next generation of location dependent systems. Example 

applications are advanced ITS, including lane trajectory following vehicle navigation 

and other safety critical systems planned and already being researched [Rogers, 

2000]. However, it does not solve the problem of the limitation in accuracy of the 

available UK-wide centreline data provided by the OS.

Because vehicles rarely drive directly on the centreline, except on single 

carriageways, problems arise in selecting the "correct" centreline, especially in 

roundabouts. One opportunity for road selection at junctions in roundabouts is to 

build a mean of the remaining centrelines, which is already used in MMGPS, rather 

than try to find the "correct" centreline. Another option would be to specify "real"
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centrelines with an offset derived from highly accurate GPS positions, as has been 

done by [Rogers, 2000].
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Abstract

This paper provides an overview of work undertaken 
over the past year to develop Artificial Neural Network 
(ANN) techniques to improve the accuracy and reliability 
of road selection during map-matching computation. Map 
matching positions provided by low-cost GPS receivers 
have great potential when integrated with hand-held or 
in-vehicle Geographical Information System (GIS) 
applications, especially those used for tracking and 
navigation, on path and road networks.

Initial results indicate that improvements in map- 
matching and positional accuracy can indeed be achieved 
by using simple ANNs over traditional methods. This 
earlier work will be extended to incorporate more 
complex procedures and, hopefully, produce further 
improvements. Recent results are presented, and planned 
research is explained. Further results and conclusions of 
this on-going research will be published in due course.

1. Introduction
Accurate and reliable position determination is a vital 

component of information systems that are location 
dependent. These types of systems include in-car vehicle 
navigation systems, mobile phones or personal digital 
assistants performing location based services (LBS) and 
many others. Various methods are used to provide a 
position, many dependent on the use of the Global 
Positioning System (GPS) [3]. Currently, GPS, developed 
and maintained by the U.S. Department of Defense, is the 
only fully operational Global Navigation Satellite System 
(GNSS) available. Such systems utilise a number of 
satellites placed in earth orbits for terrestrial point 
positioning. GNSS became available for private use in 
1995. GPS currently consists of 28 operational satellites, 
where at least four satellites have to be in view for 
simultaneous observation to obtain a three-dimensional 
receiver position utilising measured distances between

satellites and receiver. The fourth satellite is needed as 
there is a time difference to be considered between the 
satellites' clocks and the clock of the GPS receiver. GPS 
positioning errors occur from the cumulative effects of 
receiver, satellite and atmosphere, and also due to the US 
military intentionally. With the autonomous European 
Satellite Navigation System "Galileo" expected in 2008, 
an opportunity of a joint system "GPS+Galileo" with 
more than 50 satellites will provide many advantages for 
civil users in terms of availability, reliability and 
accuracy. According to the U.S. government's 2001 
Federal Radionavigation Plan [13], GPS provides an 
average positioning accuracy of 13 meters horizontally 
and 22 meters vertically, 95 percent of the time. A recent 
report about the current capacity of civil GPS shows that 
the accuracy of a stand-alone GPS receiver or even a 
simple hand-held one might often be as good as 5 to 7 
meters (95%) horizontally and 8 to 9 meters (95%) 
vertically [11]. In order to improve the accuracy of 
positions provided by GPS additional correction 
information may be used, such as Differential GPS 
(DGPS), or other sensors to enhance position reliability, 
such as a digital compass, gyroscope etc. DGPS is based 
on the concept that the errors in the position at one 
location are similar to those for all locations within a 
given (local) area, so that many of the errors affecting the 
measurement of satellite range can be completely 
eliminated or at least significantly reduced using 
differential measurement techniques.

A great many of applications of these location 
dependent systems are in use on roads and footpaths, e.g. 
intelligent transport systems (ITS) inside vehicles, 
personal navigation systems or LBS, often hand-held. 
Generally travel on road or footpath, a transport network 
(TN) provides computer algorithms with digital 
information that can be used to correlate the computed 
system location with a digital map network. This is 
known as map matching [14]. A particular method of map 
matching using low cost stand-alone GPS has been 
developed to augment point position computation. This 
method, called Map Matched GPS (MMGPS), uses



geometric information derived from large scale digital 
mapping, and digital terrain models (DTM) for height 
aiding [2] [10]. Research to improve MMGPS includes 
for example an on-going investigation of interpolation 
methods and accuracy of applied height data, which is 
described in Li et al. [5], and investigations using map 
intelligence and network analysis [9].

• Number of GPS epochs where 
decisions were required

D Number of epochs where the
correct road was selected using
MMGPS 

D Number of epochs where the
correct road was selected using
ANN

Figure 1: Correct Road Centre-line Selection

For efficiency and reliability augmentation of 
MMGPS research into the use of Artificial Neural 
Networks (ANNs) for road selection was initiated by 
Winter [15] in 2002. During this project, a supervised 
ANN, called Back Propagation [7], was trained with 
suitable input parameters extracted from digital road 
geometry of road centre-lines, commercialised by 
Ordnance Survey (OS), and the GPS receiver trajectory 
using MMGPS. GPS test data were observed on different 
road scenarios such as straight roads, curved road parts, 
parallel roads, junctions and roundabouts for 
demonstrating the final network performance. The 
outcome of this work is an improvement of circa 15% in 
comparison to MMGPS selecting the correct road 
segment for raw GPS positions in difficult road scenarios. 
This proves that map matching can be effectively 
augmented with the aid of ANNs. Furthermore, the 
created ANN has potential for improving position 
accuracy for situations with a reduced number of satellites 
in view and poor satellite-receiver geometry, e.g. urban 
canyons, woodland areas or rugged terrain. Moreover, the 
results of previous research [15] demonstrate that ANNs 
are able to select the correct road using numerical inputs 
derived from the GPS receiver trajectory and the 
geometry of road centre-line network. For GPS 
positioning on roads and paths, where map matching is 
particularly difficult, an improvement of approximately 
32% with additional use of ANN for road selection can be 
achieved. This promising approach for GPS positioning 
augmentation will be researched further in the proposed 
research described in this paper. Figure 1 above 
summarises the outcome of initial work showing the 
number of GPS epochs requiring further decision (in 
order to be assigned to the correct digital road network 
segment) compared to the number of epochs using

MMGPS and the created ANN where the correct road 
could be selected. The processing in MMGPS was 
performed using all observed GPS data, which is a set of 
approximately 700 epochs (one observation per second). 
Due to certain road scenarios, such as junctions, slip roads 
or parallel roads, MMGPS had to compute up to 12 roads 
simultaneously in order to find the correct one. The ANN 
was trained using only epochs that require further 
decision.

Since only parameters calculated from GPS data 
observed on a roundabout were used for ANN training 
described by Winter [15], mismatches occur in scenarios 
different to roundabouts. It is not possible to include 
several road scenarios in training data provided to ANN, 
since it causes too much noise so that an ANN would not 
be able to generalise useful meaning from input-output 
sets. A significant advance is expected from the approach 
of deploying a modular ANN technique that is 
appropriate to different TN geometry, which is addressed 
in this paper.

2. Artificial Neural Networks
An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is an 

information-processing device composed of highly 
interconnected nodes, the Processing Elements (PEs), that 
is inspired by the way biological nervous systems process 
information, such as the human brain [8].
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Figure 2: Structure of an ANN

The ability to derive meaning from complicated or 
imprecise data can be used to extract patterns or detect 
trends that are too complex to be noticed by either 
humans or other computer techniques. ANNs leam by 
example to perform a generalisation. Data with typical 
input pattern are applied to a network that generally 
consists of an input layer, one or more intermediate 
hidden layers and an output layer, as shown in figure 2. 
The number of hidden layers and PEs within a hidden



layer has to be found empirically. The number of PEs falls 
usually somewhere between the total number of input and 
output PEs [6]. An unsuitable choice of the number of 
layers and PEs in each layer may preclude acceptable 
performance of an ANN.

Furthermore, the layers in an ANN are connected by 
weights. The Learning (training) effect can be achieved 
by adjusting the connecting weights in the training phase. 
If the dimensionality of the training data is initially too 
low, it may prevent the network from learning the 
required rules, but if it is too high, it may make training 
very slow [12]. An ANN is said to learn by supervision, if 
the desired output is already known. Supervised training 
aims to determine a set of weights, which minimises the 
error between the desired and the computed unit values. 
Back Propagation, which has been used during previous 
work, is an example of a supervised training algorithm 
using gradient descent algorithm for error minimisation 
[7]-

If it is known in advance that a set of training cases 
may be naturally divided into subsets that correspond to 
distinct subtasks, interference can be reduced by using a 
system composed of several different "expert" networks 
plus a gating network that decides which of the experts 
should be used for each training case [4]. This is known 
as a Modular Neural Network (MNN). The input space 
can automatically be partitioned into regions so that each 
local expert takes responsibility for a different region. 
Training of the local experts and the gating network can 
be achieved using back propagation of error. MNNs are 
computationally more intensive because several networks 
are learning simultaneously. An example of this kind of 
ANNs is included in the ANN-simulating software 
NeuralWorks by NeuralWare. If an indicator is already 
known that divides the input space into different parts, 
this measure, e.g. an indicator of transport network (TN) 
geometry type (straight, curved, sharp corner), could be 
used to combine several local trained ANNs within a 
conventional algorithm. These two approaches of either 
using a gating network or a suitable indicator to combine 
several local ANNs are considered to be potential 
techniques to achieve the goal of improving map-matched 
GPS positioning. Both will be investigated in the 
proposed research.

Why use ANNs for augmentation of map-matched 
GPS positioning? A lot of research is on-going using 
Inertial Navigation Systems (INS), such as gyrocompass, 
odometer or flux gate compass, for the same reason, i.e. to 
improve GPS positioning reliability, since GPS satellites 
can easily be obstructed by high buildings, especially in 
cities, as well as by trees and terrain. Disadvantages of 
such systems however are expense, reliance on other 
instruments or external correction and system complexity, 
as well as the typical accumulating drift error emerging

with increasing time. In comparison, ANNs once trained 
provide a high performance in the application phase for 
real-time applications, which is proved by initial results, 
shown above in figure 1. Although, costs occur when high 
volumes of sample data have to be observed for ANN 
training. The inherent unreliability existing in these types 
of system, both ANN and INS based, occurs in situations 
where, for example, the path scenario is changing from a 
straight to curve. This can potentially be overcome using 
a modular ANN (MNN) technique explained above, 
which is presently part of this research. An appropriate 
and sufficient MNN technique is aimed to be 
implemented in MMGPS.

3. Proposed Research
Recent research deals with designing and developing a 

modular neural network (MNN) technique that 
autonomously chooses the appropriate ANN of a number 
of trained ANNs (local experts) based on suitable 
indicators. The intention is to create one local ANN for 
each transport network (TN) situation, since it is not 
possible to incorporate different situations such as curved 
and straight roads in one ANN [15]. Therefore, the exact 
categorisation of TN geometry will be part of the 
investigation; this may well be dependent on the 
parameters or indicators used. It is envisaged that the 
typology of TN scenarios will contain categories such as 
straight network segments including parallel and slip 
roads, curved segments incorporating right and left turns, 
sharp and slight curves, as well as junctions and 
roundabouts etc. A number of about four local ANNs 
seems be necessary at this stage. Detailed resolution will 
be determined by experiment.

In order to correctly map-match the GPS positions, a 
decision about the correct road can be difficult, especially 
in any TN scenario, where:

o several roads meet or cross each other, or 
o a car or moving person is going from one

road to another, or 
o two roads are in close proximity of each

other and almost in parallel.

Figure 3 shows examples of four different road 
geometry scenarios that could occur in a TN. The vehicle 
routes are displayed with dotted lines, the direction of 
travel with arrows and the road centre-lines, provided by 
Ordnance Survey (OS), with continuous lines. In figure 3a 
and 3b simple TN scenarios can be seen, and figure 3c 
and 3d show more complex road situations where 
difficulties will come up in choosing the correct local 
ANN for road selection. Figure 3a represents a



roundabout scenario, which was used to train an ANN as 
mention above and reported in [15]. Figure 3b shows a 
road with sharp right turns in driving direction. The more 
complex scenario in figure 3c shows a left curved 
trajectory that encounters a crossroad and passes a 
roundabout and goes along a slip road, which then leads 
onto a dual carriageway. Figure 3d pictures the complex 
TN situation of having two parallel lanes of a dual 
carriageway running underneath a bridge, where GPS 
signal blockage occurs and no GPS position can be 
provided (underneath the bridge and shortly after). On the 
bridge, a roundabout is located where several slip roads 
connect to other roads. As it can be seen in figure 3 the 
different TN situations can change rather quickly, which 
will make it difficult to differentiate between the TN 
categories in order to choose the correct local ANN for 
road selection. This is a key challenge in this research. 
Which parameter(s) will provide the best differentiation 
of varying TN road geometry?

al carriageway
Bridge, 
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Figure 3: Transport Network (TN) Scenarios

Potential techniques to combine several ANNs for the 
aim of matching GPS positions to the correct TN segment 
are:

a) Using the MNN type, such as that provided 
by NeuralWare as mentioned above, which 
trains a gating network that will choose one 
local ANN for each input case;

b) Using appropriate mathematical measures 
that indicate TN segment curvature or 
profile. These metrics could be values based 
on shape geometry of each segment, which 
can indicate the ANN that should be used 
for segment selection.

To identify indicators and parameters for changes in 
ANN output results, an evaluation of various ANNs 
provided by different ANN simulators will be carried out. 
ANN simulations have been performed using 
NeuralWorks Professional II/Plus by NeuralWare. 
NeuralWorks as complex ANN software provides an 
environment, with which sophisticated ANN simulations 
for map-matching purposes can be performed. For 
comparison purposes, a similar complex ANN software 
called NeuroSolutions by NeuroDimention will be 
incorporated in future research. Potential types of ANNs 
to be investigated for map-matching purposes will include 
supervised Back-Propagation networks with different 
learning rules, as well as modular neural networks using 
back propagation of error. A significant advance is 
expected from the approach of deploying a MNN 
technique that is appropriate to different TN geometry.

Furthermore, a procedure based on ANNs, in which 
raw GPS receiver coordinates are used for map-matching 
purposes, will be developed in the nearest future. 
Presently, using MMGPS, a receiver position is calculated 
using raw GPS observables (pseudorange measurements). 
This GPS receiver position computation algorithm uses a 
standard least-squares estimation of position [1], 
described fully by Taylor et al. [10]. Although this 
provides complete control over position computation, e.g. 
which satellites will be used and the use of height 
information (height aiding), many location dependent 
systems can only provide GPS coordinates, not 
pseudoranges. Investigation in the use of GPS receiver 
output coordinates will be part of this work, which has the 
potential to greatly broaden and enhance map-matching 
techniques developed in MMGPS.

4. Current Work
To achieve the goal of designing a modular ANN 

algorithm that is appropriate to different TN geometry,



network circumstances (road or path) have to be analysed 
beforehand to identify indicators and parameters for the 
change of TN segment type. With the aid of mathematical 
metrics based on TN shape dependency, a method will be 
developed to identify different TN geometry. Parameters 
derived from mathematical computations that are 
dependent on TN geometry, such as a dilution of 
precision (DOP) measure derived from a least squares 
estimation of position error, could for example be used, or 
other indices of shape such as a fractal measure of a line, 
e.g. digital TN segment. A suitable parameter, called 
CDOP, which is computed during MMGPS map 
matching, is given by Blewitt et al. [2]. Based on the 
CDOP definition, the GPS error ceases to be a dominant 
error source when CDOP < 1. This can be achieved by 
using only four GPS epochs when a vehicle drives along a 
right-angled bend. As more measurements are introduced, 
CDOP approaches 0, which implies that positioning is as 
good as using a perfect DGPS system. Given in table 1, 
adapted from Blewitt et al. [2], is the quality measure 
CDOP for various road geometry. CDOP is also 
dependent on the value of n, which is the number of GPS 
observations used in the least squares estimation of 
position error. Assuming that we can predict CDOP for 
the roads ahead, utilising digital TN data, it will be 
possible to select the local ANN, which was trained to 
select this type of road geometry.

Table 1: CDOP Associated with Various Road 
Geometry for Map-Matched GPS

Road Geometry 
Description

Instant bend, angle a

Instant bend, 90°

Instant bend, 45°

Instant bend, 20°

Instant bend, 10°

Smoothest curve, a

Smoothest curve, 90°

Smoothest curve, 45°

Smoothest curve, 20°

Smoothest curve, 10°

Correction Dilution of 
Precision, CDOP

2/sin<Wn

2/V^

2.8/Vn

5.8/Vn
11.5/VJT

2/^(1 -sin2 a/a2 )n

2.6/V^

4.6/Vn

10.0/Vn

19.9/V^

The design of a modular ANN will require the 
collection of a large number of GPS data for training and 
test purposes. The data should cover all the different cases 
that the ANN may encounter in the application phase.

This should include all types of expected geometry (TN 
categories, as mentioned above). The UK Department of 
Trade and Industry [12] pointed out that the amount of 
data is strongly dependent on the number of input data 
items required and the data complexity presented to the 
ANN.

To improve the accuracy of commercially available 
road centre-line and footpath data, such as that provided 
by Ordnance Survey (OS), it is intended to create path and 
road lane centre-line data sets with centimetre accuracy. 
This data will allow testing of the accuracy of MMGPS 
using predicted requirements of the next generation of 
location dependent systems. Example applications are 
advanced intelligent transportation systems (ITS), 
including lane trajectory following vehicle navigation and 
other safety critical systems planned and already being 
researched.

5. Conclusions
The use of ANNs for augmentation of map-matched 

GPS positioning was initialised in earlier research. A 
significant conclusion of this work indicated that an 
improvement in map matching, and hence positional 
accuracy, was achievable. This improvement is in 
comparison to either GPS stand-alone or the specific map- 
matching algorithm used in MMGPS. However, a single 
ANN cannot be trained to provide optimal positional 
accuracy improvement on all possible road and path 
geometry occurring in a transport network (TN). Hence, 
several ANN have to be trained as local experts, where a 
suitable indicator or a gating network (MNN) has to make 
a decision which ANN is appropriate to perform the TN 
segment selection, at each GPS receiver position 
calculated. Recent research deals with finding suitable 
mathematical metrics to indicate the TN geometry so that 
it can be used to select the appropriate local expert. For 
training and testing purposes a large number of GPS data 
will be observed and prepared to be presented to the ANN 
as input data. A comparison will be made between 
different indicators and the two types of approach, i.e. 
MNN and local ANN selection utilising appropriate 
indicators.
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Abstract This paper provides an overview of work undertaken over the past 
two years to develop Artificial Neural Network (ANN) techniques to improve 
the accuracy and reliability of road selection during map-matching (MM) 
computation. MM positions provided by low-cost GPS receivers have great 
potential when integrated with hand-held or in-vehicle Geographical 
Information System (GIS) applications, especially those used for tracking and 
navigation, on path and road networks. The applied modular neural network 
(MNN) approach is using a suitable road shape indicator to incorporate 
different road shapes for local ANN training. MNN test results indicate good 
potential for the method to provide a significant improvement in MM and 
positional accuracy over traditional methods. Further results and conclusions of 
this on-going research will be published in due course.

Keywords: GIS, GPS, Artificial Neural Networks, Map Matching, Location 
Based Services

1 Introduction

Accurate and reliable position determination is a vital component of information 
systems that are location dependent. These types of systems include in-car vehicle 
navigation systems, mobile phones or personal digital assistants performing location 
based services (LBS) and many others. Various methods are used to provide a 
position, many dependent on the use of the Global Positioning System (GPS) [1]. 
Currently, GPS, developed and maintained by the U.S. Department of Defense, is the 
only fully operational Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) available. Such 
systems utilise a number of satellites placed in earth orbits for terrestrial point 
positioning. GPS currently consists of 29 operational satellites, where at least four 
satellites have to be in view for simultaneous observation to obtain a three- 
dimensional receiver position using computed distances (ranges) between satellites 
and receiver. The fourth satellite is needed as there is a time difference to be 
considered between the satellites' clocks and the clock of the GPS receiver. GPS 
positioning errors occur from the cumulative effects of error due to the receiver, 
satellites and atmosphere, and may also be due to US military intentional accuracy 
limitation. With the autonomous European Navigation Satellite System "Galileo" 
expected in 2010, an opportunity of a joint system "GPS+Galileo" with more than 50
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satellites will provide many advantages for civil users in terms of availability, 
reliability and accuracy. The number of GNSS satellites will further increase when the 
Russian GLONASS system is upgraded (ongoing). According to the U.S. 
government's 2001 Federal Radionavigation Plan [2], low cost GPS provides an 
average positioning accuracy of 13 meters horizontally and 22 meters vertically, 95 
percent of the time. A relatively recent report about the current capacity of civil GPS 
shows that the accuracy of a stand-alone GPS receiver such as a simple hand-held 
device might often be as good as 5 to 7 meters horizontally and 8 to 9 meters 
vertically [3]. In order to improve the accuracy of positions provided by GPS 
additional correction information may be used, such as Differential GPS (DGPS), or 
other sensors to enhance position reliability, such as a digital compass, gyroscope etc. 
DGPS is based on the concept that the errors in GPS position computation at one 
location are similar to those for all locations within a given (local) area. Errors 
affecting the measurement of satellite range at a known location can be used as a 
correction to completely eliminated or at least significantly reduce error at an 
unknown location in the same local area.

A great many of applications of these location dependent systems are in use on 
roads and footpaths, e.g. intelligent transport systems (ITS) inside vehicles, personal 
navigation systems or LBS, often using hand-held GPS incorporated in a Personal 
Digital Assistant (PDA) or mobile phone. Generally travel on road or footpath, i.e. on 
a transport network (TN), may provide computer algorithms with digital information 
that can be used to correlate the computed system location with a digital map TN. 
This is known as map matching (MM) [4]. MM techniques vary from those using 
simple point data, integrated with optical gyro and velocity sensors [5] [6], to those 
using more complex mathematical techniques such as Kalman Filters [7] [8]. Existing 
literature revealed that a key function of any MM algorithm is to identify the correct 
road segment among the candidate road segments, since one incorrect match can lead 
to a sequence of incorrect matches. Particular attention has to be paid to topological 
aspects of the road network as well as matching processes at intersections (since most 
route changes occur there) and algorithm validation in complex route structure 
environments such as in built-up urban areas. Research into GPS/Odometer 
Integration using MM for a Local Transport Bus Company showed that GPS alone 
will often not meet requirements of reliability and positional accuracy, especially in 
urban areas, due to satellite masking by buildings and severe GPS signal multipath 
[9], A specific MM algorithm using low cost stand-alone GPS has been developed to 
augment point position computation. This method, called Map Matched GPS 
(MMGPS), uses geometric information derived from large scale digital mapping, and 
digital terrain models (DTM) for height aiding [10] [11]. MMGPS tracks a vehicle 
along all potential road segments, which match its travel trajectory, defined by a time 
series of GPS derived coordinate positions. In most cases, road segments are quickly 
filtered from the set of potential segments, until the correct road segment is identified. 
Other research to improve MMGPS includes an investigation of interpolation 
methods and accuracy of height data, which is described in Li et al. [12], and 
investigations using map intelligence and network analysis [13].

Research into the use of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) for road selection was 
successfully initiated by Winter [14]. The results of this research showed that MM 
can be effectively augmented with the aid of ANNs [15]. The initially created ANN
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indicated great potential for improving position accuracy for situations with a reduced 
number of satellites in view and poor satellite-receiver geometry, e.g. urban canyons, 
woodland areas or rugged terrain. ANNs are able to select the correct road using 
numerical inputs derived from the GPS receiver trajectory and the geometry of road 
centreline network.

Why use ANNs for augmentation of map-matched GPS positioning? A lot of 
research is on-going using Inertial Navigation Systems (INS), such as gyrocompass, 
odometer or flux gate compass, to improve GPS positioning reliability, since GPS 
satellites can easily be obstructed by high buildings, especially in cities, as well as by 
vegetation and terrain in rural areas. Disadvantages of INS are expense, reliance on 
other instruments or external correction and system complexity. Furthermore, with 
INS there is usually an accumulating drift error emerging over time. In comparison, 
ANNs once trained provide a high performance in the application phase for real-time 
applications [16]. Although, costs occur when high volumes of sample data have to be 
observed for ANN training. The inherent unreliability existing in these types of 
system, both ANN and INS based, typically occurs in situations where vehicles are 
moving from one road to another and the route is complex (multiple road junction), 
for example at a roundabouts, where the path scenario is changing. This problem is 
addressed with the use of a modular neural network (MNN) technique using a suitable 
road shape indicator to incorporate different ANNs for different road shapes for local 
expert (ANN) training.

2 Road Shape Indicators

This research deals with designing and developing a MNN technique that 
autonomously chooses the appropriate expert (ANN) from a number of locally trained 
ANNs, based on road shape, e.g. 90 degree bend, straight road. The intention was to 
create one local expert for various transport network (TN) road shapes, since initial 
work showed difficulties to optimize for different such road shapes in one ANN [15].

In order to correctly map-match the GPS positions, a decision about the correct 
road can be difficult, especially in any TN scenario, where:

> several roads meet or cross each other 
> a car or moving person is going from one road to another 
> two roads are in close proximity of each other and are parallel, or almost 

in parallel.

The different TN situations can change rather quickly, which makes it difficult to 
differentiate between the TN categories in order to choose the correct local ANN for 
road selection. This was a key challenge in this research. Which parameter will 
provide the best differentiation of varying TN road geometry? Considered 
mathematical measures that indicate TN segment curvature or profile were parameters 
derived from mathematical computations that are dependent on TN geometry, such as 
a fractal value of a line (digital TN segment). One such parameter is a dilution of 
precision (DOP), which is a measure derived from the least squares estimation (LSE)
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mathematical technique. The Correction Dilution of Precision (CDOP) is a DOP of a 
sequence of GPS position error vectors, derived during MMGPS map matching 
computation.

The Correction Dilution of Precision, now protected by a UK patent [17], has 

proven to be a very good parameter for indicating road geometry. CDOP is calculated 
using a sequence of GPS positions and road geometry. However, CDOP is a function 
of road geometry only [10], which can be computed using a mathematical formula 
with dependant variables of road centreline direction cosines and the number of 
coordinate positions used in the calculation.

CDOP = n"72 (sin 2<f> cos V - sin 0 cos tf

Where n is the number of coordinate positions used and 0 is the road segment 
bearing. As part of this research, CDOP was obtained using two techniques; Ordnance 
Survey road centreline coordinates using the theoretical formula above, and as a by 
product of the least squares GPS error vector estimation while map matching GPS 
point positions. Table 1, adapted from Blewitt et al. [10], displays CDOP for known 
values of 0.

Table 1. Theoretical CDOP

Road Geometry

Instant bend, angle a

Instant bend, 90°

Instant bend, 45°

Instant bend, 20°

Instant bend, 10°

Smoothest curve, a

Smoothest curve, 90°

Smoothest curve, 45°

Smoothest curve, 20°

Smoothest curve, 10°

Correction Dilution of Precision, CDOP

2/sin a^n

2/^n

2.8/V^

5.8/V^

11.5/Vn

2/^(l-sin2 a/a2 )n

2.6/V^

4.6/Vn

10.0/V"

19.9/V^

Based on the CDOP definition, the GPS error ceases to be a dominant error source 

when CDOP < 1. This can be achieved by using only four GPS epochs when a vehicle 
drives along a right-angled bend. As more measurements are introduced, CDOP 
approaches 0, which implies that positioning is as good as using a perfect DGPS 
system.
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Fig. 1. CDOP during a typical 180° turn

Extensive tests were performed using CDOP as a new technique for categorising TN 
geometry within the research of improving map-matching. GPS observations were 

taken in a moving car on roads with different geometry, such as straight roads, 
smooth curves and instant turns. An example of the change in computed CDOP 

values, when a vehicle trajectory describes a 180 degree turn, is shown in Fig. 1. The 

computation of CDOP can vary depending on the number of previous positions used 

in the LSE. Hence, CDOP values calculated with 5, 6, 7, 8, 10 and 20 previous 
positions (maxpos) were analysed. From Fig. 1, it can be noted that the more previous 
positions used in the computation and the higher the degree of turn (TN geometry), 
the lower the resulting CDOP value.

Comparing the computed values with the theoretical CDOP (see Table 1), the 
following conclusions can be drawn:

> The higher the degree of turn (road geometry), the more CDOP approaches
its theoretical value. 

> The more previous positions (maxpos) are used in the computation, the
closer CDOP approaches its theoretical value. 

> The fewer previous positions are used in the computation, the more quickly
CDOP will indicate a change in road geometry. 

> These conclusions lead to the approach of calculating CDOP using two
different numbers of previous GPS positions, one in order to get an indicator
as close as possible to the theoretical CDOP value, and another which detects
a road geometry type as quickly as possible.

Table 2. Road Shape Ranges vs. CDOP Value Ranges

Road shapes 
ranges
180° -70°
70° - 30°
30° - 10°

< 10°

Empirical found CDOP values ranges
MaxposlO

0.6-1
1-2
2-6

>6

MaxposS
1 -2
2-4

4- 10
> 10

Theoretical CDOP value ranges
MaxposlO
0.63 - 0.99
0.99-2.13
2.13-6.29

>6.29

MaxposS
0.89- 1.39
1.39-3.01
3.01 -8.89

>8.89
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Statistical analysis of numerous datasets identifies the following two CDOP 
conditions, which were considered in the proposed MNN approach when choosing a 
specific ANN for a particular road geometry type:

1. Using five previous vehicle positions (maxpos = 5) in the LSE is the best 
way to indicate the start and end of each road geometry type, Fig. 1.

2. Using ten previous vehicle positions (maxpos = 10) produces computed 
CDOP values, which more closely approach theoretical CDOP values, Fig. 
1. This value of maxpos creates the least number of outliers in any road 
geometry type.

Table 2 shows that the empirically found CDOP value ranges reasonably match 
the theoretical CDOP values. Based on these CDOP value ranges together with visual 
inspection of many vehicle trajectories (GPS positions) as well as experiments on 
ANN training for different road geometry, four road shape categories were defined 
(see Table 2). These categories were used for the proposed modular neural network 
approach.

3 Proposed Modular Neural Network Technique

Expert 1 Expert 2 Expert 3 Expert 4

Fig. 2. Modular Neural Network Approach

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are information-processing devices 
composed of highly interconnected processing elements, which can learn by example 
to perform a generalisation. If it is known in advance that a set of training cases may 
be naturally divided into subsets that correspond to distinct subtasks, interference can 
be reduced by using a system composed of several different "expert" networks
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(ANNs) plus an indicator that decides which of the experts should be used for each 
training case. This is known as modular neural network (MNN) approach and is 

shown in Fig. 2. The input space can automatically be partitioned into regions so that 
each local expert takes responsibility for a different region. The proposed MNN 
technique is using CDOP as a road shape indicator to modularize ANN input into four 
road shape categories based on CDOP value ranges (see Table 2).

The implementation of a MNN required the collection of a large number of GPS 
data for training and testing purposes. The data should cover all the different cases 
that the network may encounter in the application phase, i.e. road geometry types. The 
GPS data, used for ANN training and testing, consisted of about 9000 epochs (one 
second interval GPS positions) of all types of expected geometry in all possible road 
shape scenarios, such as sharp turns, smooth curves, straight roads, roundabouts, slip 
roads, parallel roads and junctions. These single frequency C/A code GPS positions 
have positional accuracies typically between 5m and 15m. Therefore, in complex 
vehicle route scenarios, such as roundabouts, compound road junctions and multiple 
slip roads, identifying the correct road on which a vehicle is traveling is not usually a 
trivial task.

- - •» Bearing error

•«---»• Distance error
——» RMS

REF1

Road centreline

REF

RAW 2

RAW1

Fig. 3: Mathematical Relationships

The input parameters for ANN training were directly chosen from the computed 
relationship of the digital road geometry of road centrelines and the GPS receiver 
trajectory using MMGPS with an adjusted road reduction filter that did not eliminate 
any potential roads, except those that were clearly incorrect. This allowed the ANN to 
select the correct road, and not MMGPS. The mathematical relationships are 
demonstrated in Fig. 3, where for example, the bearing error is the difference between 
the RAW bearing, derived from the last (RAW1) to the current position (RAW2), and 
the bearing on the road centreline. These relationships (for bearing error, distance 
error, acceleration error and RMS) provide a direct correlation between the input 
parameters and the decision on the correct road (ANN output). Other input 
parameters, such as the GPS second, the road ID and the number of satellites, were 
identified empirically in experiments showing a positive effect on the ANN results.
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The local experts were trained as supervised networks, requiring input and 
corresponding output samples. With the input signal of the training data and the 
output decision, the ANN can be trained to create its own internal representation of 
relationship between input and output (decision rules). The decision on the correct 
road (expected ANN output) as well as the splitting of GPS data into different road 
shapes ranges was realised in an automated process. With the help of Visual Basic for 
Applications (VBA) different steps of automation were built into Excel spreadsheet 
macros.

4 Supervised Artificial Neural Network Training

An artificial neural network (ANN) has to be trained to process the input data in 
the required way. Supervised training is an iterative process and operates by adjusting 
the network weights in small steps so that network behaviour converges on the 
desired output (minimising the error between the desired and the computed unit 
values). Complex problems may require hundreds of thousands of training cycles. 
[18] ANN training and testing was performed using NeuralWorks Professional II/Plus 
by NeuralWare, providing a sophisticated environment with appropriate ANN 
simulations for this application.

Although not the focus of this research, a variety of different experiments on 
rinding the best possible way of training the ANNs, with the given input data, were 
carried out before final ANN training and testing:

> Determining empirically how many hidden layer and nodes are necessary 
> Testing the use of a radial basis function network (RBFN) in comparison to a

back propagation network
> Experimenting with different input parameters
5* Additional experiments on finding the appropriate number of local ANNs 
> Training good data (without ANN output errors) and bad data (with ANN

output errors) separately 
> Experimenting with input parameters and CDOP processed in MMGPS with

different numbers of previous positions (maxpos5, maxposlO) in the GPS
trajectory. 

> Determining how many input samples are optimal for local ANN training

Eventually, the back propagation network was chosen for local ANN training, as it 
is known as the most common supervised network [19], and RBFN did not prove to 
be a better network structure in this application. Back Propagation is a traditional 
supervised training algorithm using gradient descent for error minimisation [20]. For 
ANN activation, a sigmoid function was used, since it is the one that has been used 
most often successfully in Multi-Layer-Perceptrons [21], and a non-linear relationship 
between input and output exists. The Extended Delta-Bar-Delta learning rule [22] was 
the applied learning method, in which the problem of local minima, typical for a 
gradient descent algorithm such as back propagation, is tackled. A number of seven 
input parameters was finally chosen for ANN training (bearing error, distance error,
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acceleration error, RMS, GPS second, road ID and number of satellites). The network 
topology consists of one hidden layer with 15 hidden nodes, which complies with 
Kolmogorov' theorem [23]. The input space was normalised to the network range of 
[0, 1], which helps when using ANN parameters with different value ranges. The 
output network range was decided to be [0, 1], since the expected ANN output was 
prepared to be 0 for the incorrect road or 1 for the correct road. With the aid of 
NeuralWorks' SaveBest option overtraining was avoided, applying 2/3 of the training 
data for training and 1/3 for simultaneous testing. In a separate testing phase, the 
trained ANNs were tested on unseen test data. A summary of all ANN specifications 
for final ANN training is listed in Table 3. Four local experts were trained, that is, one 
ANN for each road shape range (see Table 2). The training data were automatically 
split into road shape ranges using CDOP as road shape indicator calculated with 10 
previous positions (maxpos = 10) in the LSE of error vector (in MMGPS).

Table 3. Final ANN specifications

ANN specifications

Network model

Activation function

Learning rule

Number of Inputs, n

Number of Hidden Layers

Number of Hidden Nodes, 2n+l

Number of Outputs

Input Network Range

Output Network Range

Initial Weights

Termination Criteria (used in SaveBest)

Performance Measure

Back propagation network

Sigmoid function

Extended Delta-Bar-Delta

7

1

15

1

[0,1]

[0,1]

Random

RMS error of output layer

ANN output errors in GPS epochs

The ANN training results are shown in Table 4. It can be seen that the number of 
training data with sharp turns and smooth curves (about 350 GPS epochs) is much 
smaller than the number of training data with almost straight and straight roads 
(between 600 and 900 GPS epochs), a typical distribution of geometry type along a 
road network. This distribution leads to a lower training time for ANNs trained with 
sharp turns and smooth curves and a better training performance with less ANN errors 
in the training data than the ANNs trained for almost straight and straight roads. 
Another reason for the latter is that map matching (MM) algorithms in general, are 
known to perform better for turns and curves, due to the difficulty of differentiating 
parameters for straight roads. Hence, the ANN input parameters produced in 
MMGPS are clearer for turns and curves.
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Table 4. ANN Training Results

ANN Type

Sharp turns (180°-70°)
Smooth curves (70°- 30°)
Almost straight roads (30°- 10°)
Straight roads (< 10°)
All road shapes

Epochs

351
331
606
890

2176

ANN Errors

48
38
114
212
404

Errors
All epochs

14%
12%
19%
24%
19%

Table 4 displays the results of the ANN training for the different local experts, 
defined by road shape (ANN Type). The total number of epochs (Epochs) is the 
number of times a GPS position was recorded. ANN errors are the number of epochs 
when a particular ANN did not select the correct road segment. The final column 
displays these errors as a percentage of epochs when the correct road was not 
selected. The last row of Table 4 displays the results for an all-in-one ANN (All road 
shapes), trained for all 2176 epochs, regardless of road shape.

The results of the training (Table 4) indicate immediately that basic ANN 
techniques are of potential benefit for road identification, when low cost GPS 
positioning is used to track a vehicle. However, the final ANN performance cannot 
be concluded from the results of ANN training. It requires an independent testing 
phase using unseen data.

5 Local ANN Performances

The trained ANNs were tested against new test data. This data is previously unseen 
by the ANNs, but the expected outcome (correct response) is known for each epoch. 
This testing phase is a way of determining how well the ANN learned the relationship 
between input and output and can perform generalisation [24]. In this testing the 
network weights are fixed and not further updated. To find out how often an ANN is 
giving the correct response, the ANN output values are compared with the expected 
output values. Ideally the network should produce the same output as the expected 
output, which is 1 for a correct road centreline and 0 for an incorrect road. But ANNs 
rarely give the exact result, which is desired [24]. hi this application, the ANNs are 
presenting their outputs in the range of [0, 1]. Hence, the largest ANN output value in 
each epoch (GPS second) should point at the input sample for the correct road 
centreline (with the expected output = 1). The quality measure for the ANN 
performance is the number of ANN errors, which is the number of times (epochs) 
when the ANN was not able to select the correct road. This number of errors for the 
different single ANNs is shown in Table 5, together with the number of epochs and 
percentage errors when there is more than one road in the input data at a particular 
epoch. It should be noted that the percentage of epochs with more than one road 
(Epochs Roads>l), which is displayed in brackets for all ANN types, is a general 
indicator of the complexity of the road network with that road shape. The results 
presented in Table 5 display success rates for selecting the correct road ranging from
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92% for well defined road geometry (sharp turns), to 86% for smooth curves. These 
small differences in performance of the local ANNs can most probably be attributed 
to natural variability in the relationship between the true car trajectory and the 

digitally recorded road centreline data used. These results in Table 5 would seem to 
indicate that a modular neural network (MNN) consisting of two local ANNs would 

provide the best results; one ANN for sharp turns and another for all other road 
geometry. For comparison purposes the all-in-one ANN for all road shapes was also 
tested and the results are shown in the last row in Table 5. Its performance is only 
slightly inferior to the local ANNs.

Table 5. ANN Test Results

ANN Type

Sharp turns (180° -70°)

Smooth curves (70° - 30°)

Almost straight roads (30° - 
10°)

Straight roads (< 10°)

All road shapes

All 
Epochs

385
664

2027

3511

6587

Epochs 
Roads > 1

206 (54%)

333 (50%)

696 (34%)

1281
(37%)
2516
(38%)

ANN 
Errors

29
94

192

428

772

Errors
Roads > 1

14%
28%

28%

33%

31%

Errors
All epochs

8%
14%

10%

12%

12%

Combining the results from the local ANNs provides an idea of how well the 
proposed MNN method is behaving in all road shapes. As can be seen in Table 6, the 
percentage of ANN errors for all road shapes is 30%. That is, for about two thirds of 
GPS epochs when a decision on the correct road was necessary the proposed MNN 
generated the correct output. The overall performance indicates an error of only 11% 
considering all epochs, which is a success rate of 89% for the correct road found.

By way of comparison the same 6587 epochs were processed using the original 
map matching software, MMGPS. MMGPS failed to select the correct road in 20% 
of all epochs, either selecting the wrong road, or not filtering out sufficient roads. 
Therefore, the MNN solution provides a 50% improvement over MMGPS. That is, 
MMGPS fails to identify the correct road twice as many times as the MNN approach. 
This ANN result will provide a significant augmentation for this map matching 
algorithm (MMGPS).

Table 6. MNN Results

Combined test results for all road shapes

AH Epochs
Epochs Roads > 1
ANN errors
Errors Roads > 1
Errors All epochs

6587
2516
743
30%
11%
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6 Current and Future Work

To be able to evaluate the quality of the proposed system, a comparison to 
available existing systems with the same function, i.e. identifying the correct road on 
which a vehicle is travelling, is part of current work. The three following systems 
were chosen to assess the performance of the proposed MNN approach:

1. The test-bed application MMGPS, which is using a map-matching algorithm 
with the original RRF parameter thresholds to find the correct road.

2. A single ANN created for all road shapes to select the correct road based on 
initial investigations.

3. A MNN using a gating network available as simulation in Neural Works.

Initial results of the comparison to MMGPS (1) and the single ANN for all road 
shapes (2) were given in previous section. The final results of this comparison phase 
and the analysis of the results will be presented in due course. For comparison 
purposes, a similar complex ANN software called NeuroSolutions by 
NeuroDimention will also be tested in future research. Additionally, the intention is to 
experiment with more modern techniques such as Support Vector Machines [25] for 
the purpose of GPS positioning augmentation. The proposed MNN technique is aimed 
to be implemented in MMGPS to improve its map-matching algorithm. It could 
potentially be applied in situations, where MMGPS unable to filter out sufficient 
roads in order to identify the correct road.

7 Conclusions

Research has been focused on designing and developing a Modular Neural 
Network (MNN) technique for road selection, which autonomously chooses the 
appropriate Artificial Neural Network (ANN) from a number of locally trained ANNs 
based on suitable indicators. The indicator used in this research is the Correction 
Dilution of Precision (CDOP). This is a new technique for differentiating Transport 
Network (TN) geometry within the research of improving map-matching. Extensive 
tests on CDOP were performed to empirically find four appropriate road shape ranges 
based on CDOP values ranges. About 9000 GPS positions of a moving vehicle were 
observed and prepared for ANN training and testing. The GPS data were processed in 
a map matching application for GPS positioning (MMGPS) to provide the seven 
chosen ANN input parameters - GPS second, road ID, number of satellites, distance 
error, bearing error, acceleration error and RMS (residuals from LSE of GPS error 
vector) - as well as the road shape indicator CDOP for every potential road segment. 
The choice of input parameters was mathematically and empirically justified. An 
automated process was deployed to make a decision on the correct road for every 
GPS epoch. For the proposed MNN approach, the observed GPS positions were 
automatically split into road shape categories using CDOP.

Relatively basic supervised ANN training methods, such the method of back- 
propagation of error, were successfully applied for local ANN training, while being
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aware of the availability of more sophisticated and up-to-date learning methods. The 
locally trained ANNs for each road shape category were tested with success rates of 
approximately 92% to 89% based on the number of epochs with more than one road 
available. The ANN for sharp turns performed well and gave best results (92% 
success rate). The performance of the proposed MNN was derived from a 
combination of the test results of the locally trained ANNs. For about two third of 
GPS epochs when a decision on the correct road was necessary the proposed MNN 
generated the correct output, which is twice as good as the road reduction filter in 
MMGPS, over the exact same epochs.
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Abstract

A test-bed application, called Map Matched GPS (MMGPS) processes raw GPS output data, 
from RINEX files, or GPS derived coordinates. This developed method uses absolute GPS position 
ing, map matched, to locate the vehicle on a road centre-line, when GPS is known to be sufficiently 
accurate. MMGPS software has now been adapted to incorporate positioning based on odometer 
derived distances (OMMGPS), when GPS positions are not available. Relative GPS positions are 
used to calibrate the odometer. If a GPS position is detected to be inaccurate, it is not used for posi 
tioning, or for calibrating the odometer correction factor. In OMMGPS, GPS pseudorange obser 
vations are combined with DTM height information and odometer positions to provide a vehicle 
position at '1 s' epochs. The described experiment used GPS and odometer observations taken on 
a London bus on a predefined route in central of London. Therefore, map matching techniques 
are used to test GPS positioning accuracy, and to identify grossly inaccurate GPS positions. In total, 
over 15,000 vehicle positions were computed and tested using OMMGPS.

In general, the position quality provided by GPS alone was extremely poor, due to multipath 
effects caused by the urban canyons of central London, so that odometer positioning was used much 
more often to position the vehicle than GPS. Typically, the ratio is 7:3 odometer positions to GPS
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positions. In the case of one particular trip, OMMGPS provides a mean error of position of 8.8 m 
compared with 53.7 m for raw GPS alone. 
© 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Global navigation satellite systems (GNSS), such as the Global Positioning System 
(GPS), have been increasingly used in real time tracking of vehicles. Especially, when 
GPS is integrated with ever powerful geographic information system (GIS) technologies, 
the accuracy and reliability of low cost standalone GPS receivers can be significantly 
improved to meet the technical requirements of various transportation applications of 
GPS, such as vehicle navigation, fleet management, route tracking, vehicle arrival/sche 
dule information systems (bus/train) and on demand travel information. With the auton 
omous European Satellite Navigations System Galileo, expected in 2008, an opportunity 
of a joint system 'GPS + Galileo' with more than 50 satellites will provide many advanta 
ges for civil users, in terms of availability, reliability and accuracy. However, severe mul- 
tipath effects will continue to be a problem in dense urban areas. The work explained in 
this paper is focused on vehicle positioning. However, the method used can be adapted 
for almost any Mobile GI Service, such as those described by Jiang and Yao (2006), Li 
(2006) and Zipf and lost (2006). The map matching techniques used to test GPS position 
ing accuracy are particularly relevant to a trajectory prediction approach for location (Liu 
& Karimi, 2006).

To date, there have been many attempts to improve the reliability of vehicle positioning 
through the fusion of observations obtained by the integration of various positioning and 
navigation instruments. The vast majority of such systems use a GNSS, for absolute posi 
tioning, and a variety of other sensors to provide relative positioning. The usual model is 
using GPS to position a vehicle whenever possible and some form of inertial navigation 
system (INS) or dead reckoning (DR) system, such as odometer, gyro and compass, to 
determine a vehicle's position relative to an initial position.

Kealy, Tsakiri, and Stewart (1999) and Ramjattan (now Kealy) and Cross (1995) 
describe a typical solution, integrating GNSS and DR using a Kalman filtering technique. 
In this experiment a test route for the system was established in the centre of Perth, Wes 
tern Australia. The results of this work found that "DGPS/DR solution starts to degrade 
from 1 m to errors as much as 35 m by the end of a 10 min period" (Kealy et al., 1999). 
Kalman filtering techniques do have an inherent problem, for vehicle navigation, on road 
networks, "in terms of stability, computational load, immunity from noise effects and 
observability" (Chiang, Noureldin, & El-Shiemy, 2002). The performance of the filter is 
heavily dependent on the models used. The model used is a compromise between a statis 
tical predictive dynamic model and the measurement (observation) model. If too much 
weight is given to the dynamic model, an overly smooth track is the result, i.e. rapid 
changes of direction are not recognised quickly enough. If too much weight is given to 
the measurement model, errors would be construed as sharp changes in direction. Devising 
the correct model is very difficult, and without a very good model a Kalman filter will 
deliver the wrong result. Other accounts of using a Kalman filter for multi-sensor vehicle
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navigation are given by Stephen and Lachapelle (2000) using GPS and low cost gyro, 
Petrovello, Cannon, and Lachapelle (2003) providing an informative discussion on levels 
of integration, and also Mezentsev, Lu, Lachapelle, and Klukas (2002). Hailes (1999) uses 
Kalman filtering with map matching.

Fei, Qishan, and Zhongkan (2000) describe fuzzy logic techniques as an alternative to 
Kalman filtering for GPS/INS integration. Furthermore, Mayhew and Kachroo (1998) com 
pare solutions using various configurations of GPS, steering position, odometer, gyroscope, 
forward accelerometer and map matching, with sensor fusion methods Kalman filtering, rule 
based and fuzzy logic. Chiang et al. (2002) developed a GPS/INS multi-sensor navigation 
system that utilises an artificial neural network (ANN) as another alternative to Kalman fil 
tering. Wise-McLain and Murphy (1993) describe GPS and a DR system for tracking.

Over the past 4 years a group of researchers from the GIS Research Centre, School of 
Computing, University of Glamorgan, have designed, developed and implemented a soft 
ware application package for researching algorithms and techniques to improve GPS 
based on map matching for navigation and tracking. This test-bed application, called 
Map Matched GPS (MMGPS) processes raw GPS output data, from RINEX files, or 
GPS derived coordinates. It provides linkage to a GIS for access and analysis of appropri 
ate spatial and related attribute data (primarily road and height information). MMGPS 
identifies the correct road, on which a vehicle is travelling on, and snaps the vehicle posi 
tion onto that road. Furthermore, MMGPS corrects the derived position using its own 
computed correction parameters, e.g. Correction Dilution of Precision (CDOP) using his 
tory of previous position estimates and road geometry (Blewitt & Taylor, 2002). Various 
research experiments utilising MMGPS have been conducted and results have been fully 
described in Taylor, Blewitt, Steup, Corbett, and Car (2001).

Since the main objectives of this work are to determine both the accuracy and reliability 
of position, of a public transport bus, that can be provided using GPS, odometer and map 
matching techniques, a new algorithm has been developed that integrates odometer obser 
vations with the existing software, now called OMMGPS. In OMMGPS, height information 
obtained from digital terrain models (DTM) are used to achieve 3D GPS point positions, 
when only three GPS satellites are visible to the receiver. More importantly, height aiding 
improves the accuracy of GPS point positions with poor satellite geometry (high PDOP), 
and when severe signal multipathing occurs (multiple reflected GPS satellite signals).

The developed method uses absolute GPS positioning, map matched, to locate the vehi 
cle on a road centre-line, when GPS is known to be sufficiently accurate. When this is not 
the case, odometer readings are used to locate the vehicle on a road centre-line. The odo 
meter is calibrated using relative GPS positions, based on map matching criteria, such as 
the residuals of CDOP, for GPS precision determination (see also Section 2). The accuracy 
of OMMGPS is a function of the frequency of accurate GPS points, reliable map match 
ing and correct odometer calibration.

Standard Ordnance Survey (OS) digital plan and height map products were used for 
road map matching and height aiding. A number of trips along a bus route in central Lon 
don - Baker Street, Oxford Street, etc. - were made to test the method. A typical result of 
map matched GPS positioning is shown in Fig. 1.

The innovative feature of this particular implementation is that map matching is actu 
ally used for GPS accuracy determination rather than to identify the correct road the bus 
is driving on. This is achievable, since predefined bus routes are involved, hence the correct 
road is always known. The trajectory of a sequence of GPS point positions is compared
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Fig. 1. Map matched GPS positioning with OMMGPS.

with an identified part of the bus route, using the map matching techniques described in 

this paper. If this comparison meets the map matching criteria, described below, the points 

are used for odometer calibration and bus positioning. Otherwise, they are discarded.

2. Methodology

The general approach was to use GPS to position the vehicle, and also to calibrate the 

odometer readings, but only if GPS was available and of sufficient accuracy. At all other 

times odometer readings were used to position the bus. Odometer positioning was achieved 

by tracing the distance measured by the odometer along the bus route road centre-line - 

actually, a 5 m offset centre-line was used, left of direction of travel, see Fig. 1. Map match 

ing techniques are used to improve the GPS positioning accuracy, and to identify grossly 

inaccurate GPS positions. The previous 10 GPS/odometer positions are used for map 

matching calculations.

2.1. Map matching

The existing MMGPS software has been adapted to incorporate positioning based on 

odometer derived distances, when GPS positions are not available. This new version of 

map matching software, OMMGPS, works in the following way:

1. A GPS observation is read from the GPS RINEX file, and an odometer count is read 

from the odometer file.
2. A Raw vehicle position is computed using all satellites visible to the receiver, above a 

15° elevation mask, plus height aiding, where height is obtained from a DTM. This 

height is interpolated (bilinear) at the vehicle's previous reference (Ref) position, i.e. 

snapped on the road centre-line (Li, Taylor, & Kidner, 2003). This DTM derived height 

of the receiver is used to provide an extra equation in the least squares pseudorange 

computation of GPS coordinates, i.e. computation with a minimum of three satellites 

is possible. For each epoch (instant time of observation) GPS points within 100 m of 

the road centre-line are considered.
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3. An odometer correction is calibrated using odometer count at the current epoch and 
relative GPS distance travelled. Only if GPS position useable, otherwise this step is 
skipped for this epoch.

4. Road geometry based on DGPS corrections (from step 9, previous epoch) is added to 
the Raw position to give a corrected (Cor) position.

5. This Cor position is now snapped to the nearest point on the nearest road centre-line to 
give the current Ref position, and then a DTM height is calculated. That is, a Ref posi 
tion is available that can be used to generate road geometry based on DGPS corrections 
for use with the next epoch's computed Raw position. The resultant Ref positions are 
checked for correctness using tests against map matching criteria (Taylor & Blewitt, 
1999, 2000; Taylor et al., 2001); see below.

6. The odometer position is calculated, using previous Ref position, as well as the odo 
meter distance.

7. A position error vector is estimated in a formal least squares procedure, in which the 
Correction Dilution of Precision (CDOP) is computed. This estimate is a map matched 
correction that provides an autonomous alternative to DGPS, fully described in Blewitt 
and Taylor (2002). The residuals of this process are used to determine the goodness of 
fit of the position error vector.

8. Position error vector (step 7) is used to adjust the Ref position used for step 9. This pro 
vides a long-track correction, especially when CDOP is low (rapid change of road 
direction).

9. DGPS corrections for each satellite pseudorange are computed using the current Ref 
position. These are retained for future use.

The main map matching criteria for snapping a Raw GPS position to a road centre-line 
Ref GPS position are each of the following, which have to be below a set maximum value:

• Distance error (absolute value of the difference between Raw distance and Ref distance, 
between the current and previous epochs).

• Bearing error (absolute value of the difference between Raw bearing and Ref bearing, 
between the current and previous epochs).

• Residuals of CDOP.
• Maximum distance of Raw GPS position from the road centre-line.

The number of satellites visible to the receiver has to be the same for current and pre 
vious epochs.

If a Ref GPS position passes the check, it is used for positioning the bus and calibrating 
the odometer correction factor. Otherwise, the position of the bus is derived from the cal 
ibrated odometer distance, and the odometer calibration correction factor is not updated. 
The values used for map matching are obviously open to adjustment and tuning, for dif 
ferent road geometry and environmental scenarios.

2.2. Distance correction factor

The previous section assumes that distances obtained from odometer readings are mul 
tiplied by a correction factor C, so that the distance supplied to OMMGPS is actually Cd 
rather than just d. It is not reasonable to assume C is fixed, as different roads and, indeed,
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different road conditions on the same road will influence C. For this reason, when GPS 
and odometer signals are both available, C will be calibrated over a time window by com 
paring distances travelled, based on odometer readings with those estimated from GPS 
(i.e. relative distances between two GPS points). If GPS goes offline, the value of C 
obtained just before the GPS signal is lost (or regarded as unreliable) is used together with 
the odometer method to estimate location, i.e. the current odometer position is calculated 
based on the previous GPS or odometer position, and the current odometer reading is 
multiplied by the correction factor C.

2.2.7. Estimating C
C can be regarded as a correction factor between odometer-based distance estimates as 

used above, and those obtained from the GPS-based method. At each second t, an odo 
meter distance d, and GPS-based coordinate estimates (X,, Y,,Zt) are obtained. Here, it 
is assumed d, is a cumulative variable, so that the distance travelled between t - 1 and t 
is dt — d,_\. This is called A</. Also, from the GPS measurements the cumulative distance 
travelled can be computed using OMMGPS. These distances are called D,. Similar to the 
odometer distances, AD is denned as D,   D,^\. Thus, a model of the relationship between 
Arf and AD is

AD, = C Mt + error

This model can be calibrated by estimating C using least squares techniques, i.e. C is 
chosen to minimise the expression

It may be verified that, in this case, the estimate for C is

However, this assumes that C is a constant correction factor. In reality, C is likely to 
change, depending on traffic conditions, such as road shape, weather and so on. A more 
realistic model allows C to vary with time, so that at each time t a distinct C, is obtained. 
One approach in this situation is to estimate C according to the same model, i.e. using a 
'moving window' least squares estimate. At each time t, only the values for AD, and Ad, 
are considered in a time window of k seconds, i.e. only data from times 
t — k, t - k + 1, . . . , t. At time t+\, data is dropped for tune t -k and added for tune 
/ + 1 . Also, a weighting scheme is used in the least squares method, so that the squared er 
rors for data close to / have a higher weighting. This gives an estimation method, which 
places more emphasis on minimising errors close to time t. In this case, the least squares 
expression to be minimised is

/=o...t 
where w, is the weight placed on the error at lag i seconds before time t. In this case, C, is

r
' ~
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2.2.2. Weighting scheme for w,
Some thought should be given to the weighting scheme for the w,s. Obviously, a time- 

decay effect is expected, so that vv0 > w\ > • • • > wk . One possibility is to choose an expo 
nential fall-off up to wk, so that wk = yk could be chosen, assuming y < 1. Note that 
H>0 = 1 can be fixed without loss of generality. In order to obtain the best performance 
of the tracking algorithm as a whole, it may be experimented with different values of k 
and y. Thus, the estimate for C, may be written as

2.2.3. Implementing the correction factor algorithm
The estimate of C, needs to be updated each second, where the odometer reading is reli 

able and the GPS position is available. Providing the GPS is available for k seconds, it 
may be worked with an iteratively updated 'moving window' estimate. Using Eq. (2), C, 
may be written as

(4)
iynifiz^f

where

suml, = y y'AD^ji 

sum2, —

If a record of the last k values of Ad, and AD, is available, suml and suml may be updated 
at each second, as well as the estimate Q. This can be seen in

suml, = ysum\,^\ + Ad, AD, — yk+l Ad,-k AD,_k
sum1t = ysum2,^ + Ad2, - yk+l Ad^k

Since the algorithm requires only the values of AD and Ad at times t and t — k but not 
those in between, a 'first in first out' (FIFO) of size k + 1 is a useful method of handling 
the information. Unlike the more usual 'last in first out' (LIFO) stack, popping a value 
from the stack returns the oldest item on the stack rather than the newest. Thus, at each 
second, the current values of Ad, and AD, are computed and pushed onto a FIFO stack. 
For the first k seconds GPS data is online, no values are popped from the stack. However, 
after k seconds, values of Ad and AD are also popped from the stack. Since the oldest val 
ues are popped from the stack, and the stack has had items pushed on to it for k seconds, it 
implies that Ad, _ fc and AD,_k will be popped.

2.2.4. Calibration if GPS data recently online
In the previous section, the method for estimating C, is used when GPS data is avail 

able. If the GPS data is offline, the calibration of C, cannot take place. Previous section 
assumed that GPS data is online for a sufficient period of time, so that

  at least k observations are pushed onto the stack, as well as
  the supplied GPS positions 'settled' and are reliable.
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Thus, there is a 'run-in' period of / seconds, where the methods in the previous section 
cannot be applied. Clearly, / cannot be less than k, but a much larger value may be 
required. This is to be determined by experiment.

How C, should be estimated in this /-second time interval, and how the position should 
be estimated? One possibility is to work initially with a global estimate of C to provide the 
odometer based estimate. As time during the burn-in period passes, the estimate should 
'drift' towards the estimate produced using (5). This can be done by combining C, and 
C using a weighted average, with the weighting gradually favouring C, rather than C. 
The trial method here uses the formula:

(7)

where j is the time into the run-in period, and C't is the 'combined' estimate of the cor 
rection factor, assuming 0 < p < 1 .

Finally, sum 1 and sutril need to be 'rebuilt' in the first k seconds of this period. That is, 
for times up to k seconds, the current AD, and Ad, need to be included into the running 
mean computation, but AD,_k and Adt-k are not being dropped. Here, it may be written as

( sum\, — ysuml,-\ + Ad, AD, 

\ sum2, = ysum2,-\ + Ada (8)

The estimate of the global C is updated on an ongoing basis when GPS and odometer data 
are available. From Eq. (3), it may be noted that

(10)

gsum2, 
and gsuml, and gsum2, may be updated each second, since

f gsuml, = gsuml,_i + AD, Ad,
<
[ gsum2, = gsum2,-\ + Ad

It may be sensible to scale gsuml, and gsum2, to avoid rounding errors, for example a run 
ning mean computation such as

I gsuml, =———gsuml,-\ +~AD,Ad,
n n (n)

I -, n — I ^ 1 A j2 gsum2, =    gsum2,-\ +-Ad, 
^ n n

could be used. At any time both sums are reduced by a factor n, where n is the number of 
times the updating algorithm is called. This has no effect on the estimate of C as the 
numerator and denominator are scaled by the same factor, but it stops them from becom 
ing very large, leading to overflow errors.

2.3. Putting it all together

The above algorithms are used on an event-driven basis. Each time a new set of obser 
vations is provided, one of three conditions applies:

  GPS and odometer data both available, not during run-in period.
  GPS and odometer data both available, during run-in period.
  Odometer data only available.
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The set of actions to be taken in each case are outlined in the algorithms listed in 
Appendix A.

2.3.1. Alterations to the correction factor algorithm
After the algorithms, described in the previous sections, were implemented, experiments 

took place in which the algorithms were applied to test data. On the basis of this a number 
of adjustments were made. In particular, it was found that on occasions the GPS signal was 
only available for very short periods of time. This occurred either due to a lack of positions 
provided by the GPS, or because the GPS position provided was rejected as unreliable. As a 
result of this, there were situations when a GPS location was available for two or three sec 
onds, then unavailable for a similar length of time and so on. This led to a problem with 
Algorithm 6 in Appendix A. Essentially, each time the GPS signal was available the stack 
was reset, as were sum\, sum2 and>, effectively 'forgetting' the value of C, prior to GPS sig 
nal cut-out. An associated difficulty was that, if the run-in period was longer than 2 or 3 s, 
C, was never being properly updated during these periods of intermittent GPS availability.

This led to a problem, since either the run-in period had to be very short, as did the size 
of the stack, or very out-of-date values of Ct were used. Neither option was acceptable. In 
the first instance, C, was undersmoothed, leading to erratic odometer based estimates (i.e. 
a lack of precision) - in the second case, C, does not vary wildly but is biased, since much 
of the time values closer to the global C would be supplied - this led to a lack of accuracy.

To overcome this problem, it was noted that GPS cut-outs were never very long, so that 
calibration of C, prior to the cut-out would still provide useful information. To this end, 
Algorithm 6 was modified so that the resetting of the stack did not occur when a GPS loca 
tion became available. The modified algorithm, labelled Algorithm 6m, is listed in Appen 
dix B. Experimentation indicated better performance. For the training data, a run in a 
period of 10 s was found, as well as a stack size of 10 - together with y = 0.8 the best per 
formance was achieved, in terms of offset error to beacons (for detailed discussion of the 
methodology see Section 4). It was also found at a later stage that a policy of always 
returning the odometer-based location estimate (even when GPS was available) improved 
the accuracy of predictions - this is also reflected in Algorithm 6m.

2.4. Height aiding

In OMMGPS height aiding is used throughout to add an extra equation in the least 
squares approximation computation of GPS position. Height information obtained, using 
bilinear interpolation, from a digital terrain model (DTM) are used to achieve 3D GPS 
point positions, when only three GPS satellites are visible to the receiver.

More importantly, height aiding improves the accuracy of GPS point positions with 
poor satellite geometry (high PDOD), and when severe signal multipathing occurs (multiple

Table 1
Number of GPS positions computed______________________________________

Trip no.___________________GPS only___________________GPS + height aiding_____

3.4 3834 3834
4 3468 3635
6 3320 3991
9.2 3713 4014
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reflected GPS satellite signals). The number of GPS positions computed is nearly always 

increased by using additional height information, displayed in Table 1. Trip 3.4 is the 

exception.

3. Implementation

OMMGPS consists of a Dynamic Link Library (DLL), written in C++, together with a 

GUI for use in ESRI's GIS products ArcView or ArcGIS. The GUI was originally written 

in ArcView's Avenue and has recently been translated to Visual Basic for use in ArcGIS 

(Steup & Taylor, 2003). The GIS is used to visualise the results graphically, using back 

ground OS mapping.

4. Data processing and results

A number of separate trips along a bus route in central London (Baker Street, Oxford 

Street, etc.) were made to test the method. During each of these trips, GPS observations 

using low cost GPS LI receivers and odometer observations using existing mechanical 

odometers were taken at each second, on the bus. In total, over 15,000 vehicle positions 

were computed using OMMGPS. Also, on each trip, the bus recorded the time when it 

detected a beacon at the beacon's known location, actually to a normal intersect with a 

5 m offset centre-line, see Fig. 2.
The positions of the bus at these times were used as the 'true' position of the bus. There 

are altogether 13 beacons on the bus route, which are used for determining OMMGPS 

accuracy. Using this data the exact equivalent OMMGPS positions used to calculate dis 

tances were obtained by interpolation, applying the OMMGPS positions at the nearest 

second before and after the beacon detection time. This is simple linear interpolation.

A bus position was available at each second, either computed by GPS or odometer 

observations. For the whole route, odometer positions are used much more than GPS 

positions: 70% odometer positions, 30% GPS positions. For the calculation of OMMGPS, 

position at beacon detection time for the 13 beacons used; four positions were calculated 

using only GPS, and nine positions were calculated using only odometer. The results

Fig. 2. Beacon detection.
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Table 2
OMMGPS statistics for all beacons - for 95% - trip 4

11

Mean
Standard deviation
Range 
Minimum
Maximum

Error for 100% (m)

8.8
6.6

18.7 
0.9

19.6

Error for 95% (m)

5.2
3.6

11.2 
0.9

12.2

Table 3
Average errors for all trips

Trip no.

3.4
4
6
9.2

OPS only (m)

27.9
53.7
>100
40.7

OMMGPS (m)

11.3
8.8

28.3
22.8

95% cut-off OMMGPS (m)

6.6
5.2

14.1
14.4

obtained for trip 4 are presented in Table 2. This bus trip is the one, on which the algo 
rithm was developed and tuned, and it shows the excellent potential of the method. The 
results of the other three trips processed, i.e. trip 3.4, 9.2 and 6, are shown in Table 3.

There is a substantial improvement in the accuracy of bus position using OMMGPS 
instead of only raw GPS. In the case of trip 4, OMMGPS provides a mean error of 
8.8 m compared with 53.7 m for raw GPS without odometer.

5. Conclusions

A new algorithm that integrates odometer observations with the existing MMGPS map 
matching software was developed and successfully implemented. This new algorithm, 
called OMMGPS, utilises map matching criteria, not to determine which road a vehicle 
is on, but to determine GPS position precision, in order to calibrate an odometer with 
the help of GPS. In OMMGPS, GPS pseudorange observations are combined with odom 
eter positions and DTM height information to provide a vehicle position at '1 s' epochs. 
Generally, odometer positioning is used much more often to position the vehicle than 
GPS. Typically, the ratio is 7:3 odometer positions to GPS positions. This predominant 
use of odometer positioning is due either to GPS not being available or GPS positions 
being considered to be too inaccurate to use. This lack of GPS positions is due to satellite 
masking by buildings or the result of severe GPS signal multipath in the urban canyons of 
central London.

Four bus trips along the same bus route were used to test OMMGPS. The results 
obtained from these four trips are most encouraging. In total, over 15,000 vehicle positions 
were computed using OMMGPS. The positions provided by OMMGPS at the time of 
beacon detection can be considered to be a random sample of the accuracy provided by 
OMMGPS, compared to the accuracy provided by GPS alone. That is, if a GPS position 
was available at all, on or near the beacon detection time. The average error of OMMGPS 
positions, over all vehicle positions, using the random sample of beacon detection times, is 
17.8 m overall, and 10.1 m for a 95% cut-off. This compares with an average error for GPS 
alone of at least 55.6 m overall.
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Moreover, the effectiveness of OMMGPS is entirely dependent on the frequency and 
accuracy of GPS derived positions. The GPS data provided for testing compared very 
poorly with similar raw LI pseudorange GPS data collected independently along the same 
bus routes, albeit using a much more expensive receiver and antenna for the independent 
test observations. Similarly, receiver coordinates collected using another low cost LI GPS 
receiver also provided improved positions, although this was most probably due to 
smoothing provided by this particular receiver's own navigation filter.

In conclusion, the technique developed in OMMGPS works well, and can be further 
improved with more superior low cost GPS receiver technology or a more careful attention 
to its operational application. Due to the fact that the method is based on known routes, it 
is not only appropriate for bus positioning but also for the use on railways.
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Appendix A. Outline of algorithms

Algorithm 1 (Estimate location of bus from odometer signal).

input: float xlast, ylast, d, xroute[l:n], yroute[l:n]; integer position
currentx <  xlast
currenty <  ylast
nextx <  xroute[position]
nexty <  yroute[position]
Dl ^-0
D2 <  distance3d(currentx, currenty, nextx, nexty)
position <  position + 1
currentx <  nextx
currenty <  nexty
nextx *  xroute[position]
nexty <  yroutefposition]
Dl ^D2
D2 <  Dl + distance3d(currentx,currenty,nextx,nexty)
beta *- (d - Dl) -4- (D2 - Dl)
xestimate <  (1 - beta) x currentx + beta x nextx
yestimate <  (1   beta) x currenty + beta x nexty
output: position, xlocation, ylocation

Algorithm 2. ('distance^ function used by Algorithm 4). NB. This assumes the existence of 
a function DTMZ(x, y), which interpolates the z-coordinate of a location (x, y) from a DTM.

input: float xl,x2,yl,y2
zl «- DTMZ(xl,yl) 
z2<-DTMZ(x2,y2)
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d <- v/{(xl - x2)2 + (yl - y2)2 + (zl - z2)2 } 
output: d

Algorithm 3 (Update the value of Ct).

input: integer k; float gamma, suml, sum2, delta.dO, delta.DO, delta.dk, delta.Dk
suml <— gamma x suml
suml <— suml 4- delta.dO x delta.DO
suml <— suml - power(gamma, k + 1) x delta.dk x delta.Dk
sum2 <— gamma x sum2
sum2 <— sum2 + delta.dO x delta.dO
sum2 <— sum2 - power(gamma, k + 1) x delta.dk x delta.dk
Ct <— suml 4- sum2
output: Ct, suml, sum2

Algorithm 4 (Update the value of C).

input: integer n; float gamma, gsuml, gsum2, delta.dO, delta.DO
factor <— (n — 1) ™ n
gsuml «— gsuml x factor + delta.dO x delta.DO x (1 - factor)
gsum2 <— gsum2 x factor + delta.dO xdelta.dO x (1 - factor)
C <— gsuml 4- gsum2
n^n+ 1
output: C, gsuml, gsum2, n

Algorithm 5 (Combine C).

input: integer j; float rho, Ct, C
output: (1 — power(rhoj)) x Ct + power(rho,j) x C

Algorithm 6 (Overview of events).

initialise: Set n, suml, sum2, gsuml, gsum2 to 0
loop
Repeat each reading
if GPS and odometer available, not during run-in then

Compute delta.DO and delta.dO
Push delta.DO and delta.dO onto FIFO stack
Pop delta.Dk and delta.dk from FIFO stack
Update estimate of Ct using Algorithm 4
Update estimate of C using Algorithm 4
Return GPS location estimate as current position 

end if
if GPS and odometer available, during run-in then 

if GPS just became available then 
set j, suml, sum2 to 0 
Reset FIFO Stack
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end if
Obtain current value of C 
if j < k then

Return odometer based location estimate (Algorithm 4) with correc 
tion factor C.
Compute delta.DO and delta.dO and push onto FIFO stack 
suml <— suml x gamma + delta.DO x delta.dO 
sum2 <— sum2 x gamma + delta.dO x delta.dO 

else
Compute delta.DO and delta.dO and push onto FIFO stack 
Pop delta.Dk and delta.dk from FIFO stack 
Update estimate of C using Algorithm 4 
Update estimate of Ct using Algorithm 4 
Obtain estimate of C' using Algorithm 4
Return odometer based location estimate (Algorithm 4) with correc 
tion factor C'. 

end if 
end if 
if odometer only available then

Return odometer-based location estimate (Algorithm 4) with correction fac 
tor of the last C, before the GPS data went offline. 

end if 
end loop

Appendix B. Modification of Algorithm 6

Algorithm 6m (Overview of events (modified)).

initialise: Set n, suml, sum2, gsuml, gsum2 to 0
loop
Repeat each reading
if GPS and odometer available, not during run-in then

Compute delta.DO and delta.dO
Push delta.DO and delta.dO onto FIFO stack
Pop delta.Dk and delta.dk from FIFO stack
Update estimate of Ct using Algorithm 4
Update estimate of C using Algorithm 4
Return odometer-based location estimate as current position 

end if 
if GPS and odometer available, during run-in then

Obtain current value of C
if j<k then

Return odometer based location estimate (Algorithm 4) with correction
factor C.
Compute delta.DO and delta.dO and push onto FIFO stack
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suml <— suml x gamma + delta.DO x delta.dO
sum2 <— sum2 x gamma + delta.dO x delta.dO 

else
Compute delta.DO and delta.dO and push onto FIFO stack
Pop delta.Dk and delta.dk from FIFO stack
Update estimate of C using Algorithm 4
Update estimate of Ct using Algorithm 4
Obtain estimate of C' using Algorithm 4
Return odometer based location estimate (Algorithm 4) with correction
factor C'. 

end if 
end if 
if odometer only available then

Return odometer-based location estimate (Algorithm 4) with correction fac 
tor of the last C, before the GPS data went offline. 

end if 
end loop
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Appendix 1: Parameter Values

Calculated theoretical CDOP values (derived from Table 4-1)

Road geometry (smooth curve)

,»™JEiadiant
0.17453293
0.34906585
0.52359878
0.78539816
1.22173048
1.57079633
1.74532925
2.44346095
3.14159265
4.71238898
6.28318531

Degree
10
20
30
45
70
90
100
140
180
270
360

Theoretical CDOP

Maxpos = 10
6.28919535

3.1638
2.1306838
1.4531318
0.98965041
0.82011632
0.76605402
0.65554496
0.63245553
0.64719552
0.63245553

Maxpos = 5
8.8942654
4.4742889
3.0132419
2.0550387
1 .399577
1.1598196
1 .083364
0.9270806
0.8944272
0.9152727
0.8944272

Descriptive statistics: ANN training input parameters

Parameters

GPSsec

Road_id

Dist_error [m]

Brg_error [°]

Acc_error [mis']

RMS

NumOfSat

Expected output

Mean

279679.12

3021.39

1.44

11.54

1.94

10.93

5.81

0.48

Standard Deviation

68075.85

1788.39

2.50

18.18

3.18

10.95

1.16

0.50

Minimum

222705

182

0.00000183

0.00035106

0.0000009

0.10716

3

0

Maximum

394023

4911

41.231

162.985

46.8875

86.9464

7

1

Quantity

4559

4559

4559

4559

4559

4559

4559

4559
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Appendix 2: MMGPS Changes and Processing Issues

MMGPS changes

MMGPS changes
Dependence on 
number of satellites in 
LSE

Maximum diameter of 
region circle

Minimum turning 
angle
Influence of velocity 
from the last to 
current raw recPos

Parameter thresholds 
(constraints) in RRF

Number of previous 
positions used in LSE

MMGPS output

MMGPS interface

Height interpolation

1 . Error

2. Error

3. Error

Action
Commented out four condition 

statements 
(numSVs==numSVs)

Parameter set to 50m

Parameter set to 0.0 degrees

Commented out three 
conditions statements 

(vel to raw > 1 .0)
Reduced RRF

Dist error> 
10m 

Brg error > 
90° 

Ace error> 
15m/s2

Original RRF

Dist error> 
5m 
Brg error > 
30° 
Acc_error> 
3m/s2

Parameter set to maxpos=10

Added code

Added code

Changed height interpolation 
script

removed

removed

removed

Where

DLL 
(pointpos.cpp)

Avenue (calc pos)

MMGPS interface

DLL 
(pointpos.cpp)

DLL (stack. cpp)

DLL
(pointpos.cpp)

DLL 
(pointpos.cpp)

MMGPS
(calc_pos, 

GPS Main, 
GPSdiag open)

Avenue (vBilinear)

DLL (stack. cpp)

DLL
(pointpos.cpp)

DLL
(pointpos.cpp)

Why
For calculation of 

dist error, brg error, 
ace error at each epoch

Identification of 
potential candidates for 

the correct road

To switch between 
MMGPS and ANN for 

the decision on the 
correct road

For output of 
coordinates, errors, 
road and satellite 

information

Access and processing 
of text files for correct 

Road_id output

For the use of only one 
height point per epoch 

in case of a merged 
DTM

Problem with road 
duplicates

Wrong direction of < 
sign

Problem with 
DLL/ArcView 

exchange
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Processing issues in MMGPS

MMGPS issue

RMS=CDOP=0

CDOP=0

Road_id=0

Map-matched positions 
at parallel roads: high 
RMS at correct road

Problems to select the 
correct road, and also 
for creating a reduced 
OSCAR dataset 
(Example in Figure 6-3 
and Figure 6-4)

CDOP is changing 
(low/high)

Some MM positions 
produced with reduced 
OSCAR point to a 
different road than the 
road ID produced with 
complete OSCAR

Problems to output 
correct road IDs (1)

Problems to output 
correct road IDs (2)

Result ^M

No RMS and CDOP 
value available

No CDOP calculated

No road ID available

so that the weighted 
final position is 
located more towards 
the wrong road

Low quality of MM 
positions -> wrong 
Road id gets identify 
as correct road in 
correctroadids.txt

Problems for splitting 
data sets into 
different road shapes

No expected 
output=l in epoch

Blank output file

Missing road IDs

^^^^^A»||g^^^^^^

Epochs deleted for 
ANN training and 
testing
Epochs deleted for 
ANN training and 
testing, when 
occurring at the 
correct car

Epochs deleted for 
ANN training and 
testing

No action taken

No action taken

No action taken

Epochs deleted for 
ANN training and 
testing

processing twice 
(text file with MM 
positions)
split the file with 
MM positions for 
MMGPS processing

_ Reason ^Bj
m ————— ——— ———— ̂
Not enough previous 1 
epochs available

CDOP does not work when 
velocity is below certain 
value (documented)

No road centreline found - 
REF position not on a 
centreline
RMS of previous positions 
is used to estimate the 
current one; high RMS 
values indicate: 
• Poor current + previous 

RAW position accuracies 
• change in satellite 

number 
• the size of error vector 

is changing a lot
Differences in road 
centreline and real road 
scenario; GPS trajectory 
draws a different scenario 
that the road centreline 
suggests, so that wrong 
road is closer to GPS 
trajectory than correct one

Car overtaking; changing 
lanes; ...

Two separate runs in 
MMGPS with different 
OSCAR datasets

bug in the output function 
in Avenue

Storage limit of 
6 000 bytes for text file
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Appendix 3: Automation of Experiments

Excel macros for automation of experiments

Excel macro

(l)ExtractMMposQ

(2) ThreeStepsQ

(3) SplitDatasetQ

(4) AnalysisQ

(5) StatisticsQ

(6) SeparateGoodBadQ

(7) ReducedGPSsecQ

(8) CDOP()

(9) TurningAngleQ

(10) WrongCars_CDOPOQ

(1 la) DeleteEpochs_RMSOCDOPORoadIDO()

(lib) DeleteEpochs_RMSOCDOPORoadIDO()

(12) RoadID_AlongRoute()

( 1 3) Match_NumberOffipochs_RRForiginal()

Purpose

Extraction of map-matched GPS positions 
from MMGPS output file into separate 
file for further processing
Calculation of expected output + access 
to macro (3)
Splitting of training and test data sets into 
different road shapes (separate files)
Analysis of ANN results in comparison to 
the expected output
Calculation of total number of input 
vectors, number of input vectors with 
output 1 , number of epochs with more 
than one road, . . .
Used in section 6.5.3.1 for an experiment 
to split good data (no ANN errors) from 
bad data (with ANN errors) to find the 
best ANN training solution
Used in section 6.5.3.1 for experiment 
with reduced GPS seconds. This macro 
creates a diagram of the GPS seconds in a 
data set
Diagram of CDOP values and distribution 
of number of GPS satellites
Calculation of the turning angle at each 
epoch
To find out how many epochs, where 
MMGPS deleted the correct road as well 
as where CDOP=0 at the correct road
For RRF original: Deletion of all epochs 
where RMS=CDOP-Road id=0
For RRF adjusted: Deletion of all epochs 
where RMS=CDOP=Road id=0
Finds these epochs where ANN error 
occurred along the correct route (along 
track errors)
For comparison purposes the data sets 
processed with RRF original were 
reduced to those epochs only, which were 
used for ANN training
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Flow line of automation of experiments:

1. Create reduced OSCAR data sets (correct roads only) of observed GPS data

2. Run in MMGPS with reduced OSCAR using RINEX to get MMGPS output 
parameters per epoch in GPSdatasetjnmgpsRINEXj-educedOSCAR date.txt

3. Run in MMGPS with full OSCAR and RINEX to get ANN input parameters 
in GPSdataset_ANNinput.txt

4. Run Macro 1 - ExtractMMposQ
in GPSdataset_mmgpsRINEX_reducedOSCAR_date.txt
{MMpos.xls opens in macro)
Before starting delete epochs at beginning or/and end of dataset, where
necessary; Save xls file as text manually

5. Run in MMGPS with the full OSCAR using TEXT file with MMpos.txt to get 
correct road IDs per epoch in correctRoadIDs.txt

6. Run Macro2 - ThreeStepsQ: 
in GPSdataset_ANNinput.txt
Before starting delete epochs at the beginning and the end of GPSdataset_ 
ANNinput.txt, where necessary (according to step 4)
-> Inserts rows with GPSsec and Road_id into correctroadids.txt
-> Calculates expected output in GPSdataset_ANNinput.txt
-> MacroS: Splits dataset into l-4_ANNinput.nna (change file path for ANN
testing)

Do steps 1-6 for all observed GPS data sets for training, where data are added into 
one set of l-4_ANNinput.nna files!

7. Run NeuralWorks to train 4 ANNs (successively); save results in 1- 
4_ANNinput_nna.nnr (before training: select the number of input parameters 
in l-4_ANNinput.nna manually)

8. Run Macro4 AnalysisQ:
in l-4_ANNinput.nna (l-4_ANNinput_nna.nnr opens in macro) 
save results in Excel file named with main features of training

Repeat steps 7+8 as often as needed to train 4 ANNs with best possible results!
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Appendix 4: GPS Data Sets for ANN Training and Testing

Training data set 1

(06/06/02_TrD1)

GPS raw positions 

OS road centrelines

Main campus of the 
University of Glamorgan

Training data set 2

(18/11/03_TrD2)

GPS raw positions 

OS road centrelines

Main Campus of the 
University of Glamorgan
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200 Meter*

Dual carriageway N 
, (A470)

Slip road'"

roundabout

90 0 90 180 M«t»r«

200

- .Dual carriageway 
'• (A470) 

0 200 400 Meter*

Training data set 4

(26/05/04_TrD4)

GPS raw positions 

-~ OS road centrelines
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Test data set 1

(12/04/06_TeD1)

GPS raw positions 

OS road centrelines

Main Campus of the 
University of Glamorgan

Test data set 2

(12/04/06_TeD2)

GPS raw positions 

OS road centrelines

Main Campus of the 
University of Glamorgan
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Test data set 3

(12/04/06_TeD3)

— GPS raw positions

— OS road centrelines

— Main Campus of the 
University of Glamorgan

Test data set 4

(12/04/06_TeD4)

— GPS raw positions

— OS road centrelines

— Main Campus of the 
University of Glamorgan
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0.5 Kilometers

Test data set 5

(12/04/06_TeD5)

GPS raw positions 

OS road centrelines

Main Campus of the 
University of Glamorgan

1 Kilometers

Test data set 7

(14/04/06_TeD7)

GPS raw positions 

OS road centrelines
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Test data set 8

(14/04/06_TeD8)

• GPS raw positions

— OS road centrelines

~ Main Campus of the 
University of Glamorgan

3 Kilometers

Test data set 9

(14/04/06_TeD9)

GPS raw positions 

OS road centrelines

Main Campus of the 
University of Glamorgan
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Appendix 5: Additional Details on ANN Training and 

Testing

Example of an ANN input file
IGPSsec

222705

222706

222707

222708

222709

222710

222711

222712

222713

222714

222715

222716

222717

222717

222717

222718

222718

222718

222719

222719

222719

222720

222720

222720

222721

222721

222721

222722

222722

222723

222723

222724

222724

Road id dist error

182

182

182

182

182

182

182

182

182

182

182

182

1073

1013

182

182

1013

1073

1013

182

1073

182

1013

1073

182

1073

1013

1073

1013

1073

1013

1073

1013

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

0

2

0

0

0

3

3

2

9

5

0

4

9

0

9

0

0

9

4

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

.16976

.16976

. 16976

.16976

.16976

.16976

.16976

.690175

.30164

.162956

.16199

.082124

.66571

.58191

.86713

.65642

.09984

.032114

.99354

.65642

.04578

.65642

.274821

.058196

.65642

.9547

.92388

.0026

.001296

.014794

.014943

.063427

.063636

brg error

19

19

19

19

19

19

19

3.

9.

2 .

0.

1.

51

52

51

5.

59

3.

59

5.

4.

5.

35

5.

5.

.413

.413

.413

.413

.413

.413

.413

06568

06148

88651

580053

69068

.5943

.1751

.7122

01986

.9737

86815

.3793

01986

45478

01986

.0428

73869

01986

28.4652

23

0.

1.

0.

2.

0.

1.

.1127

276883

48138

843038

14925

120999

42637

ace error

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

0.

2.

2.

0.

0.

3.

3.

2.

12

8.

3.

0.

12

0.

12

5.

0.

12

5.

5.

14

4.

0.

0.

0.

0.

. 9691

.9691

.9691

.9691

.9691

.9691

.9691

575859

99182

4646

000966

079865

74784

66403

94925

.5235

68175

69783

106305

.5235

013667

.5235

26836

012416

.5235

19733

1987

.5193

92258

012194

013647

048633

048693

RMS

21

20

9.

7.

7.

7.

10

9.

10

8.

5.

3.

16

16

16

17

29

13

41

14

9.

14

53

7 .

7 .

7.

37

6.

34

6.

.7161

.683

34011

19353

26318

38155

.8234

46404

.665

31459

90918

10395

. 1784

.4858

.3181

.9844

.4414

.0314

.1469

.1277

89926

.1472

.3997

59404

03539

03539

.2401

72441

. 1054

02931

30.3697

5. 09267

25.5026

NumOfSat expected output

5

5

4

3

3

3

5

5

5

5

5

5

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1
0

0

1
0

0

1
0

1
0

1
0

1
0

1
0
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Example of an ANN output file
! Date: Fri Jun 16 08:54:41 2006
! Result File: all_ANNinput_matching1-4ANNs_nna.nnr
! Input File: all_ANNinput_matching1-4ANNs,nna
! Network: Unfilled

1 0.162429
1 0.16884
1 0.250356
1 0.26099
1 0.26029
1 0.259105
1 0.246529
1 0.54712
1 0.406409
1 0.548244
1 0.636185
1 0.667765
0 0.135434
0 0.134456
1 0.154514
0 0.121197
0 0.062884
1 0.423474
0 0.061118
0 0.138739
! 0.527085
0 0.138643
0 0.063461
1 0.552486
0 0.173151
1 0.225528
0 0.085102
1 0.345731
0 0.183613
1 0.590391
0 0.261294
-I 0.605858
0 0.316294
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Appendices

Detailed ANN training results

ANN training 
(Back-propagation 
7 inputs 
SaveBest 
MMGPS: maxpos=10)

Sharp turns

0.6<CDOP<1 

180° -70°

Smooth 
curves

1<CDOP<2

70° - 30°

Almost straight 
roads

2<CDOP<6

30°- 10°

Straight 
roads

CDOP > 6

<10°

All road 
shapes

Training data
All epochs

Epochs Roads > 1

ANN input vectors

351
193

(55%)
1105

331
161 

(49%)
652

606
356 

(59%)
1146

890
554 

(62%)
1810

2176
1262 

(58%)
4559

Train 2/3
All epochs
Epochs Roads > 1
ANN input vectors

ANN errors

258
136(53%)

621
30

(22%)

237
100(42%)

427
21 

(21%)

408
211 (52%)

758
74 

(35%)

615
336 (55%)

1212
121 

(36%)

1322
876 (66%)

3039
299 

(34%)
Test 1/3
All epochs
Epochs Roads > 1
ANN input vectors

ANN errors

Highest input contribution
RMS
Training cycles

93
66(71%)

337
18

(27%)
Dist
0.34

27000

92
62 (67%)

218
15

(24%)
RMS
0.41

57000

198
145 (73%)

388
40

(28%)
Dist
0.46

1 1 1 000

275
218(79%)

599
91

(42%)
Dist
0.45

37000

854
386 (55%)

1520
105

(27%)
Dist
0.46

16000
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Appendices

ANN performance comparison

Test data sets

12/04/06 TeDl

12/04/06 TeD2

12/04/06 TeD3

12/04/06 TeD4

12/04/06 TeD5

14/04/06 TeD6

14/04/06 TeD7

14/04/06 TeD8

14/04/06 TeD9

Different 
approaches

MMGPS original
ModNN
MNN-CDOP
All-in-one ANN
MMGPS original
ModNN
MNN-CDOP
All-in-one ANN
MMGPS original
ModNN
MNN-CDOP
All-in-one ANN
MMGPS original
ModNN
MNN-CDOP
All-in-one ANN
MMGPS original
ModNN
MNN-CDOP
All-in-one ANN
MMGPS original
ModNN
MNN-CDOP
All-in-one ANN
MMGPS original
ModNN
MNN-CDOP
All-in-one ANN
MMGPS original
ModNN
MNN-CDOP
All-in-one ANN
MMGPS original
ModNN
MNN-CDOP
All-in-one ANN

AH 
epochs

743
743
743
743
498
498
498
498
693
693
693
693
539
539
539
539
291
291
291
291
1296
1296
1296
1296
693
693
693
693
1096
1096
1096
1096
738
738
738
738

Epochs 
Roads > 1

454
629
629
629
50
126
126
126
147
258
258
258
202
276
276
276
30
127
127
127
201
264
264
264
66
137
137
137
94
268
268
268
178
431
431
431

Correct 
road NOT 

found

520
264
253
261
67
29
28
30
183
66
60
66

223
79
84
79
46
19
24
19

211
84
84
80
80
26
26
27
108
46
41
43
212
175
143
167

Correct road 
NOT found

AH Epochs
70%
36%
34%
35%
13%
6%
6%
6%
26%
6%
9%
6%

41%
15%
16%
15%
16%
7%
8%
7%
16%
7%
7%
6%
12%
4%
4%
4%
10%
4%
4%
4%
29%
24%
19%
23%

ANN success 
compared to 

MMGPS 
original

49%
51%
50%

57%
58%
55%

64%
67%
64%

65%
62%
65%

59%
49%
59%

60%
60%
62%

68%,
68%
66%

57%
62%
60%

1 8%
33%
2 1 %
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